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The Leo Malz Sale of Latin America

Biography

Haiti Philatelic Society members who attended the NY2016 World Stamp Show had an opportunity to
meet and chat with Leo at the HPS presentation
Leo Malz is second from the right. Leo Malz (1948-2020)
Leo was born in a displaced persons camp in Germany in 1948. Soon after, he and his parents emigrated to America, settling in New
York City. Leo’s father established a very successful business that sold plastics to various companies throughout Latin America.
Like many of his generation, Leo’s interest in Latin America was directly related to the stamps he acquired from the incoming mail
that his father brought home from work. Like many philatelists, Leo had a strong and deep intellectual curiosity to learn about the
stamps and when he reached adulthood, he had the ability to afford the valuable stamps, covers and proofs that he needed in order to
build an important collection. Leo purchased his stamps, covers and proofs from numerous dealers and auctioneers, including many
name sales, for over half a century. Many of his items have been off the market for years.
Viewers will notice that the strength of this catalog is Haitian philately. In 1979, at age 33, Leo joined the Haiti Philatelic Society, becoming member #82. He became a Life Member in 2010. In his eulogy for Leo in the current issue of HPS Journal, his good longtime
friend Peter C. Jeannopoulos, wrote, “The stamps and postal history of Haiti were of special interest to Leo. Haiti fascinated him
because of its exoticness and the fact that so little was published…Every facet of Haitian philately was well represented in his collection. Overall, it was one of the finest that the writer has ever seen. It ranges from prephilatelic to the modern. It encompassed essays,
proofs, multiples, postal history and sheets…If he had been interested in exhibiting the many different aspects of his Haiti collection
would certainly have garnered gold medals.”
In addition to Latin America, Leo collected other areas that will appear in future Kelleher auctions. Leo also was a dealer in Astrophilately, advertising in the pages of Linn’s Stamp News for many decades.
While in his 50’s, Leo was asked by Sam Malamud of Ideal Stamp Co. to travel to Mongolia to negotiate the contract for Ideal to sell
the new issues of Mongolia. The Mongolian government assigned a young woman to be his interpreter. They fell in love and married.
She emigrated and they have three young children. Very sadly, soon after their first child was born, Leo was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. Because it was caught early, his life was prolonged, but the treatments made daily life very difficult. He lost his battle on
February 3.
Viewing - Limited in person viewing. We will entertain enquiries by phone and email for further details.
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Argentina - Bolivia

Latin America
Argentina

EX 1

1 S

1930-31, Revolution issue, with “MUESTRA” overprints, (374-392), 19 items in all, offering a “complete set” of 17
Estimate $200 - 300
values, with the 1/2 c, 1c and 10c being colors from the 1931 issue, Very Fine, scarce. 

2 HHa

1951, 1p chocolate & blue Antarctic Claims, (594), a pristine block of four, with position 3 showing the Argentina
omitted variety, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, rare; only 15 examples of this striking variety exist.  Estimate $200 - 300

2

Bolivia

3 )

EX 3

ca. 1860s-70s, Wonderful selection of five pre-philatelic covers, attractive group including two ca. 1860s
covers from Potosi to Sucre, each with lovely origin marking; a rare 1861 Inquisi to Potosi cover with rare origin
handstamp and bold “Oruro” transit; plus two lovely “Correos La Chimba” with rigged ship design handstamps
in blue, used to Caldera and Valparaiso, Chile, respectively, F.-V.F. or better, a lovely, scarce assemblage.

Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Bolivia

4

5

4 )

1872 (Feb. 9), Folded letter sent from Mejillones to Valparaiso, Chile, lovely and superior quality folded letter, franked
by two 5c black 1869 Postal-Fiscal stamps tied by neat blue Mejillones c.d.s., Very Fine+, an extremely rare franking—
and a beauty. 
Estimate $250 - 350

5 )

1893, Cover franked by 5c Postal-Fiscals, used Cochabamba to Santa Cruz, small, very neat cover, franked by
bottom margin pair of 5c Fiscals with “PROVISORIO/1893” overprints printed sideways, with additional overprints in
the margins, tied by violet Cochabamba, Bolivia, cancels, with c.d.s.-type cancel alongside, Very Fine, a splendid and
Estimate $300 - 400
exceptionally rare franking. 

6 m

1869-69, 500c black Coat-of-Arms with Nine Stars, (14), wonderfully fresh and well-centered, neatly cancelled, Very
Fine, a beauty. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

7 m

1911, 20c on 2c Villa Bella Provisional surcharge, (97), fresh and attractive example of this incredibly rare issue,
cancelled by neat blue target killer; some shallow thinning, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

8 m

1928, 15c on 50c orange Provisional surcharge, (185), on American Bank Note Company-printed basic stamp;
wonderfully fresh and well-centered, with neat violet oval cancel, Very Fine, an exceptionally scarce issue, with
nearly all of the 50c orange surcharges having been re-engraved and printed by Perkins, Bacon & Co. Scott $400.

Estimate $250 - 350

9 HH

ca. 1964, The Ill-fated 1200Bs President Paz Estenssoro issue, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and well
done.
Estimate $200 - 300

6

7

8

9

Sometime in 1964, President Estenssoro commissioned the National Printing factory in Madrid to print a stamp depicting
himself, but when the supply arrived, Estenssoro had been overthrown and the Bolivian government decided to burn
the entire holding of these unreleased items, though a very few survived the destruction. This slightly charred example
remains as one of the few survivors.
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Bolivia - Brazil

10 H

EX 10

1930, 5c on 10c to 50c Graf Zeppelin issue, overprints inverted, (C11a-C16a), o.g., lovely group of five, the 50c
with very slight color oxidizing, otherwise fresh and Very Fine, a scarce and attractive group; each signed.

Estimate $250 - 300

Brazil
11 H/(H)

1890-91, Spectacular specialized Southern Cross collection, (99-108a), lovingly mounted on homemade pages, with
duplicates housed in a Lighthouse stockbook, this is the most comprehensive such collection you’re likely to find; each
issue identified by Scott, with printing, plate and perforation varieties further noted by Meyer; offers a rainbow of shades,
some quite striking, and enough cancel types and locations to make the most jaded strike hunter downright giddy; among
the stamps, we note the 20r (Meyer #70A) in blocks of four and six mint; a strip of three 50r used, the right two stamps
imperforate-between; an unissued 100r mint (Meyer #72D); a mint 100r with double transfer at top; mint blocks of
four of the 50r, 500r (Scott #105 and 106), 700r (#107a), and 1000r (#108a); among the cancels are c.d.s.’s, numerous
railroad types, colored, unrecorded Surubim and Santo Antonio da Cachoeira French types (one each), City Posts (“PostaUrbana” and “Correo Urbano”), a striking seal cancel, fancies, Late Posting, “Avulsa”, manuscripts, etc., etc., etc.; the
very occasional fault, but you’ll hardly notice, Very Fine overall, the girl from Ipanema has nothing on this beauty; see it
in all its glory online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

12 H/m

1890, Southern Cross, enticing compilation, (99-108), over 350 items—including pairs, strips, etc.—neatly arranged
on attractive homemade pages; collection comprises each of the values in the set, with multiple shade and perforation
varieties, a solid array of cancel locations and types, paper shades, etc.; note town postmarks, railway (Ambulante)
markings, various boxed straightlines, numerous used pairs (plus a used strip of three of the 200r value); mint 20r pair
and strips of three (2), plus block of four of the 700r chestnut brown, and much more besides, generally F.-V.F. or better,
a lovely study of this iconic issue; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

13 )

1890-99, Sensational selection of Southern Cross usages, (99//158), 30 covers or stationery items, all franked by this
iconic Brazilian issue; we note single and mixed frankings, postal cards and stationery uprated, multi-value frankings,
etc.; destinations are mainly to Germany, but domestic usages are also present, as are destinations such as Hungary, Nova
Scotia, France, UK, US, Portugal—even Reval, Russia (!); among the original issue we find the 20r, 50r, 100r, 200r, 300r
and 700r values, as well as a 500r bisect used in conjunction with a 50r on a local Rio cover; the Provisional issues include
100r on 50r, 300r on 200r, 700r on 500r, 1000r on 700r chocolate, 2000r on 1000r, plus a 50r on 20r used, with others,
alongside a Provisional 700r Newspaper stamp; many Registered covers, several with additional “AR” handstamps;
generally fresh, with a range of cancels and markings to please the most ardent cover lover, Very Fine, a remarkable
holding; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Brazil

EX 14

15

14 HH

1931-34, 10r//1000r “Aviation” and “Mercury” definitives, vertical imperf pairs, (326//340), a splendid and
exceptional scarce group (comprising Scott #326, 330, 332, 335-337 & 339-340; RHM #275, 279-280, 284-286 & 288289), all on Scott watermark 222 paper, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine, fresh and sound. Estimate $300 - 400

15 HH

1934-36, 10000r claret “Education”, thick laid paper, imperf-between, (406 var), in a right margin vertical pair;
pristine mint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, an eye-catching, very scarce variety. 
Estimate $200 - 250

16 H

1935-46, Outstanding selection of imperforate pairs, wonderful, generally clean assemblage of 22 items, all listed in
the RHM catalogue, including better like Scott #408, 411, 420, 428, 450, 451, 476, 495, 499, 500 (two pairs), 502, 511,
615, 650, C31, C77 (strip of three), etc.; a fresh, super lot of seldom-offered material, mostly Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

17 HH

1935, 3004 Child’s Day, imperf vertical pairs, (414-417), o.g., never hinged, RHM #95-98SD; fresh; the occasional
very trivial gum discoloration spot, Very Fine, scarce. 
Estimate $200 - 300

18 P

1938, Rowland Hill miniature sheet, proof, (465), beautiful uncut horizontal pair of proof sheets, unwatermarked on
buff paper; the perforations on the left sheet are inverted, giving rise to an imperforate-between pair in the lower center,
Very Fine, an unusual, rare item. 
Estimate $250 - 350

6

EX 17
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Brazil

19

EX 20

19 HHa

1943, 1.20cr gray blue President Morinigo Visit, (C48 var), a stunning, eye-catching upper left corner margin block of
12 yielding six horizontal pairs imperforate between; Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Sanabria 78b.

Estimate $250 - 350

20 H

1943, 1.20cr rose & lilac rose Lawyers’ Conference, specialized group, (C54), wonderful specialist’s holding
comprising four different-color unfinished trial color proofs, three pristine vertical pairs imperforate-between (each never
hinged, signed and positioned—with only 22 such pairs extant); two unfinished imperforate blocks of four and a pair; and
imperforate block of four and pair, each with red printing omitted; plus two double-impression examples, generally Very
Fine, an exceptionally scarce group. 
Estimate $500 - 750

21 (H)a

1945, 1.20cr & 5cr Baron of Rio Branco, without watermark, (C62-C63), each value a right margin block of four,
fresh and without gum as always, with sheet position for each stamp noted on reverse, Very Fine, rare specialist items, see
footnote in Scott following the issue listing. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

22 Ha

1894, Wonderful Set of Eight State of Sergipe Revenues, blocks of 4, comprising 1R, 50R, 100R, 200R, 400R, 500R,
5,000R and 10,000R values in issued colors; delightfully crisp and fresh, picturing a native alongside a hot air balloon,
all marginal with each stamp bearing the Waterlow file copy security punch, o.g., Very Fine, issued stamps are very rare.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

EX 21
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Chile - Costa Rica

Chile

23 )

23

1927 (Dec. 20), First Issue Airmail cover, sent Valparaiso to Santiago, (C1-C5), large sized, clean cover bearing 1p
Anibal Pinto issue (#109) in a strip of three, along with the entire set of the First Airmail Issue, all tied by Valparaiso origin
c.d.s.’s; reverse shows arrival c.d.s. and is signed by Testart, Very Fine and rare, a beauty.
Estimate $300 - 400

Costa Rica

EX 24

25

24 Sa

ca. 1889-1903, Waterlow & Sons Specimen sheetlets of nine, wonderful and very scarce group of 11 items for #25 (2),
36, 39, 41-44, 50, 56 and J4; all in unissued colors, each stamp with “Specimen” overprint and security punch, without
gum as issued, generally Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

25 ma

1911, 2c on 10c blue, “Correos Dos centimos 2” Provisional surcharge on Telegraph, (94), a lovely, nicely centered
block cancelled by centrally struck c.d.s., nearly Very Fine, a rare multiple; each stamp pencil-signed “ROC”. Scott $400.

Estimate $200 - 300

8
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Costa Rica - Dominican Republic

EX 26

EX 27

26 SHHa

1941, Soccer complete, full set of Specimens, (C57-C66), a superb, complete set of lower right corner margin blocks of
four produced by the American Bank Note Company, showing hole punch and “Specimen” overprints; in addition to the
set, we find a 30c block in unissued orange yellow color, plus 25c and 55c unissued values in green and blue, o.g., never
Estimate $200 - 300
hinged, Very Fine, pristine and rare. 

27 HHa

1960, Pan-American Soccer Games, (C283-C288), imperforate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, pristine
mint, Very Fine, very scarce varieties—much more so than the footnote-listed value would suggest.

Estimate $200 - 250

Dominican Republic

EX 28

29

28 )

1891-1927, Wonderful, rich selection of early, premium postal history, stellar selection of 16 items (including one entire
and a cover front), all scarce to rare or selected for interest; we note an 1891 60c yellow on blue stock entire used to Paris;
several lovely and scarce 1906 Provisional covers; three clean 5c (#90) covers to the US; a nice 1927 cover from Monte
Cristi to Houston with Dominican 10c Special Delivery stamp; 10c (#147) on short-paid cover to Hamburg (rare on cover!);
a beautiful 1915 Official stamp combination-franked cover to the US; an 1899 cover to the US franked by three imperforate
2c stamps, plus a second 1899 cover franked by single 3c orange imperforate on local cover; a rare #RAC2, RAC4 (pair) and
RAC5 (pair) Registered A.R. cover to Paris, and more; truly a connoisseur group, generally F.-V.F., exceptional material.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

29 )

1891 (Apr. 8), “Parisot”-overprinted issue cover, sent from Santo Domingo to New York, lovely and attractive
Registered cover, bearing 50c, 80c and 1p (pair) “Parisot” issues, addressed to Parisot, with stamps tied by blue Santo
Domingo c.d.s.’s dated April 8; fresh, Very Fine, postally used covers of this issue are extremely rare, a beauty. Yvert 7475, 77.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Dominican Republic

EX 30

31

30 )

1900-01, Outstanding, select group of eight premium covers, choice, with three from the 1899 Columbus/Pictorial
series, including 5c blue (#103; 2) and 10c (#104) on a lovely cover sent via San Juan, Puerto Rico, to New York; a lovely
20c brown (#105) on Official envelope from Santo Domingo to Barcelona, etc.; we also have five lovely items from the
1900 Map of Hispaniola issue, including 10c (#116) used La Vega to Germany; 5c used Puerto Plata to Boston; 5c used
Sanchez to New York, plus two 5c values used on mourning cover to England, F.-V.F., a lovely group of scarce covers.

Estimate $600 - 800

31 )

1901 (May 29), Map of Hispaniola cover, sent Puerto Plata to Detroit, Michigan, (113), a spectacular cover, franked
by five examples of the 1c olive green of the issue, sent “Via Boston”, all stamps tied by bright red “Correos/29 MAY
1901/Pto. Plata” c.d.s.’s and matching grids, which literally jump off the cover at you; reverse shows New York JUN 6
transit and Detroit JUN 8 receiver, Very Fine, very scarce stamps on cover. 
Estimate $200 - 250

32 )

ca. 1904-33, Premium group of five Coat-of-Arms issue covers, choice, including a 1904 Printed Matter wrapper usage
from Santo Domingo to Amsterdam, bearing 1/2 c (#120; 2); a lovely 1904 cover to Boston with 5c on 50c and 10c on 50c
surcharges (#153, 155); a late usage 1933 ship cover bearing 1/2 c (#121; 2) and 2c (#127; 5) cancelled by violet diagonal
“Claus Horn” ship killer; plus a Registered cover to Canada franked 1c (#125; 5), 2c (#128; 4) and 5c (#131; 3), F.-V.F., a
Estimate $350 - 500
beautiful group.

33 )

1928 (Jan. 23), 10c Map of Hispaniola, major variety on flight cover to Port-au-Prince, (C1 var), spectacular flown
Airmail cover, Santo Domingo to Port-au-Prince, bearing 1/2 c “1920” overprint block of four, along with First Issue
Airmail block of six (2 x 3), yielding two strips of three imperforate-between (unlisted); stamps tied by blue bar cancels,
origin c.d.s. and matching “West Indian Aerial Express/Rep. Dominicaine.Cuba.Pto Rico.Haiti.” two-line handstamp, and
black handstamp airmail cachet; reverse shows “Port-au-Prince/24 JAN 28/Haiti” receiver, Very Fine, an incredible and
rare cover; signed Sanabria.
Estimate $500 - 750

10
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Dominican Republic

34

35

36

37

34 m

1865, 1/2 r black on rose Coat-of-Arms, wove paper, (1), fresh with neat partial oval cancel, F.-V.F.+, a pretty stamp.
Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 300

35 m

1865, 1r black on deep green Coat-of-Arms, wove paper, (2), fresh and lightly cancelled, Very Fine, a lovely example
of this rare issue. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

36 s

1865, 1/2 r black on pale green Coat-of-Arms, laid paper, (3), a lovely and very attractive pair tied to small piece of blue
entire by Santo Domingo Jan 29 66 c.d.s.; minor light horizontal crease of envelope fold in no way detracts, Very Fine,
Estimate $300 - 400
scarce. Scott $950.

37 m

1865, 1r black on straw Coat-of-Arms, laid paper, (4), neatly cancelled, fresh with sharp, clear impression; sound, F.V.F., a nice example of this rare issue. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 500

38 m

1866-67, 1r black on blue Coat-of-Arms issue, no space between “Un” and “real”, (11b), lightly cancelled with good
margins; pinpoint thin speck, F.-V.F.+, a striking and rare variety. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 300

39 m

1866-67, 1r black on blue Coat-of-Arms, inscriptions omitted, (11c), a most attractive example of the rarely encountered
variety, cancelled by red “C86” killer; couple trivial paper flaws (i.e., tiny thin) of little consequence, F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.

Estimate $350 - 500

40 (H)a

1873, 1r black on violet Coat-of-Arms, (30), top left corner margin block of 4, unused without gum, fresh and nearpristine, Extremely Fine, a beautiful and scarce multiple.
Estimate $200 - 250

41 m

1873, 1b black on violet Coat-of-Arms, inscriptions omitted, (30a), beautiful magenta circular grid cancel, fresh with
nice margins, about Very Fine, a rare, eye-arresting variety. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

38
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Dominican Republic - Ecuador

42

42 HH

1958, Brussels World’s Fair souvenir sheet error, (C110a var), o.g., never hinged, a pristine mint example showing the
9c gray value completely omitted, Very Fine and choice, a striking and rare variety, with only a few examples known.
Sanabria 171a.
Estimate $200 - 300

43 H/)

1930, Hurricane Relief Postal Tax Airmail issue, (RAC1-RAC7), excellent little specialized collection comprising
the issue complete mint, plus a couple examples demonstrating incomplete surcharges, etc.; the highlight is a wonderful
Registered cover to Paris bearing a pair of the 10c+10c value (#RAC5) along with a single 5c+5c (#RAC4); all fresh, F.Estimate $200 - 300
V.F., nice lot (photo on web site).

Ecuador

44

45

44 )

1868 (July 25), Superb 4r red Coat-of-Arms issue, on folded letter from Guayaquil to Lima, (6), a choice example of
this stamp, with large margins to just touching at upper right, tied by “FRANCA” diamond of dots cancel, with matching
Guayaquil origin c.d.s. adjacent; reverse shows Lima Aug 1 1868 receiver; fresh, Very Fine, a remarkable item, and a
scarce double rate example. 
Estimate $600 - 800

45 )

1869 (June 8 dateline), 4r red Coat-of-Arms bisect, used Guayaquil to Lima, (6d), choice folded letter franked by
bisected 4r 1865 First Issue, tied by perfect strike of red lozenge dots cancel, while reverse shows blue Lima 16 JUN 1869
receiver, F.-V.F., a beautiful and extremely rare usage. 
Estimate $600 - 800

46 )

1897 (May 29), Neat cover from Guayaquil to Paris, beautiful, franked with a scarce vertical pair of 5c on 20c
Provisional surcharge (#74), tied by Guayaquil origin c.d.s., Very Fine, very rare stamps on cover.  Estimate $200 - 250

12
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Ecuador

EX 47

EX 48

47 P

1939, First Bolivarian Sports Games, master die proofs in issued colors, (377-381), a beautiful, complete set for the
five regular issues, printed on proof paper and affixed to “index copy” cards which contain interesting information for the
issue, Very Fine and rare, great, lovely thematic items.
Estimate $250 - 350

48 H

1940, Pan-American Union Anniversary, group of four rare die proofs, (397, C87), beautiful quartet, with each
regular and Airmail issue on separate “index copy” card, numbered 80795 and 80796 consecutively; each nearly finished
in issued colors, plus frame designs, Very Fine and choice, rare. 
Estimate $200 - 300

49 P

1945, Red Cross complete, engraved die proofs in issued colors, (440-443, C131-C134), a magnificent, complete set of
eight items for both regular and Airmail issues, numbered consecutively from 85572-85579, each sunk on “index copy”
file cards, Very Fine, pristine and choice Topical items.
Estimate $400 - 600

50 S

1953, 30c & 2s Adult Education Campaign, unadopted designs, (574, C21), a beautiful pair of designs, “framed” by
passe-partout bearing “Waterlow & Sons/Limited/Specimen” emboss at lower right; fresh, Very Fine, quite rare.

Estimate $200 - 250

51 HH

1965, National Anthem, unissued souvenir sheet, (734-737 var), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a great rarity.

Estimate $300 - 400
An incredibly rare example of this sheet, which not only had the poet Juan Leon Mera’s name misspelled, as the issued set
of stamps does, but also displays an error in the anthem’s text; the entire printing of 10,000 was ordered to be incinerated
but, as is often the case, a very few—believed to be about three or four—survived.

EX 49
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Ecuador

52

53

52 P

1927, 10c orange Plane over River Guayas, die proof, (C15), beautiful American Bank Note Company die proof of
this First Airmail design in issued color, sunk on 52 x 38 mm proof paper; splendid design and detail, Very Fine, rare.

Estimate $200 - 250

53 P

1939, 1s Boxing, American Bank Note Company die proof, (C68), lovely, beautifully executed proof on India affixed
to card, in blackish brown issued color; card shows file number 79261, issue/production details, etc., Very Fine, rare.

Estimate $200 - 300

54 P

1945, Red Cross Airmails, 2c to 10s master die proofs in issued colors, (C131-C134), splendid, complete set of
numbered die proofs affixed to “index copy” file cards, which contain interesting notations for the issue, Very Fine,
wonderful Topical appeal.
Estimate $200 - 300

55 P

1945, Monument to Liberty, American Bank Note Company die proofs, (C142-C146), magnificent, complete
set of five in issued colors showing consecutive file numbers 86289-86293; printed on proof paper and affixed
to card which notes “index copy” with typed information regarding the issue, Very Fine and choice, a beautiful set.

Estimate $300 - 400

56 P

1947, Father Juan de Velasco, die proofs, (C165-C171), lovely and rare complete set of seven American Bank Note
Company die proofs in issued colors, printed on proof paper and consecutively numbered 89060-89066; each affixed to
index card, which contains relevant information for the issue; a few of the lower values with minor paper clip marginal
rust stains, otherwise Very Fine, a seldom-offered set.
Estimate $350 - 500
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57 P

EX 57

ca. 1890s, 5c Postal Stationery sunken die proofs, choice, highly attractive trio of items in blue, black and red, all
without Duty Plate and numbered “790” and incorporated for postal stationery entires, Very Fine, a scarce group.

Estimate $250 - 300

Guatemala

58

59

58 m

1894, 10c on 75c carmine rose Provisional surcharge, (54), beautiful, fresh color, nicely centered; lovely, clear violet
cancels, Very Fine, an exceptional example. Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

59 H

1948, Labor Issue (Goodman Guatemala #653), complete unexploded booklet, a lovely, complete example of this
unpopular—and subsequently scarce—booklet, containing one pane of six Airmail stamps (Scott #C143), three panes of
nine 3c regular postage (#317), plus two panes of nine 1c Postal Tax (#RA22); trivial cover bend of no consequence, Very
Fine, a great example of Guatemala’s first booklet.
Estimate $300 - 400

60 P

1953, National Fair Airmails, highly specialized collection, (C188//C196), a marvelous holding of this interesting issue,
comprising solely unlisted material (even in Sanabria!), including 1c proof on card in different colors, 1c issued value
in an imperforate pair and block of four plus a single in issued color imperforate sheet, etc.; we also note a complete set
of “SPECIMEN” overprints, two die proofs of the 65c Bicycle in unaccepted colors (incredibly rare, as only 3-4 of each
exist), 4c value in imperforate blocks of six and nine (the latter the largest known multiple, with only 50 copies existing in
total), two 30c horizontal strips of five imperforate vertically, two vertical 50c strips of five imperforate-between, plus a
rare 5c die proof in issued color, etc., largely Very Fine, an incredible holding, most likely impossible to duplicate; see it
all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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Haiti
Documents

61

61 1798 (Jan. 10), Headed autographed letter from General Toussaint L’Ouverture, letter (185 x 234 mm) with printed heading “Au Cap

le 21 Nivos l’an sixième de la République française, une et indivisible. Toussaint Louverture, Général en chef de l’Armée
de Saint-Domingue”, written order concerning the transfer of a soldier in the artillery, signed “Toussaint L’ouverture”,
Fine state of conservation, rare surviving document from the most important personage of the Haitian Revolution against
Estimate $800 - 1,000
the French. 
François-Dominique Toussaint L’Ouverture was born of African slave parents in Haiti and became a free man in 1777. In
1791, he joined the rebellion against the French and was made Commander-in-Chief of the Haitian insurgents. Although
Saint-Domingue had become the most prosperous French slave colony during the late 18th century, it then was transformed
into the first free colonial society to reject race as a social factor, with Toussaint L’Ouverture’s push for independence in
1800. He was taken prisoner by the French in 1802, sent to France, and died there the following year. He is universally
known as the “Father of Haiti”.

62 1810-1915, Collection of 15 printed documents and a manuscript letter, mostly signed by Presidents of the Republic, including

Alexandre Petion (2), General Jean-Jacques Dossous, Salomon (3, one as President), Hyppolite, Augustin Simon Sam,
Nord Alexis (2), François Antoine Simon, Cincinnatus Leconte, Joseph Davilmar Théodore, and Dartiguenave; a few
faults, a rare assembly from these historical personages (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Foreign Post Offices & Stampless
63 m

Compelling collection of British Post Office cancellations, on loose stamps as well as one cover, particularly notable for
multiples and high values; comprising Jacmel “C59” with 4p vermilion plate 15, 4p sage green plate 16 block of four,
4p gray brown plate 17 large garter watermark, 8p orange, 9p straw wing margin pair, 1sh orange brown plate 13, 5sh rose
plates 1 and 2; and Port-au-Prince “E53” with 11/2 p plate 3 block of four, 4p gray brown plate 17 large garter watermark,
8p orange, and 5sh pale rose plate 2; mainly Fine to Very Fine strikes, though there are faults throughout, generally Fine
or better appearance, a colorful and appealing assembly; imaged in full online (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800

64 )

1793-1881, Pre-philatelic collection of US, British & French Mail, comprising over 65 folded letters or covers, including
1849-55 “Jacmel” large double-arc datestamp (8), 1855-66 “Cap Haitien” small double-arc datestamp (2), 1861 “St.
Marc” small double-arc datestamp, 1861 “United States Consulate at/Jacmel, ‘Haiti’” with “Ship” unframed handstamp,
1879-81 “Jacmel/Unpaid” c.d.s. (2), various U.S. Steamship, British Ship Letter markings and French paquebot c.d.s.,
British and French accountancy handstamps, as well as taxed mail; also a few loose French stamps with maritime cancels,
F.-V.F., an interesting group; see everything online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

65 )

1803 (Sept. 30), Stampless Folded Letter to “Le Premier Consul” in Paris, showing “Le Général/en Chef” handstamp,
with accompanying military cachet on reverse; letter with printed heading “Armée de Saint-Domingue... Le General en
Chef”, signed by General Rochambeau, who had been Commander of the French Forces during the American Revolution
and played a pivotal role with Washington at the siege of Yorktown—and who was later involved in the brutal attempts
to suppress the Haitian Revolution; here, he is asking to be allowed to return to France, since his health was waning, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

66 )

1822-79, Collection of stampless covers, 21 pre-philatelic folded letters or letter sheets mostly to France, Great Britain
or the U.S., well written up on pages; includes British Post Office with 1845-54 “Jacmel” large double-arc datestamp (4),
1849 “Cap Haitien” small double-arc datestamp, 1858 “Jacmel” Crowned Circle in red, 1867 “Le Cap Haitien” octagonal
datestamp in blue, and 1879 taxed letter from Port-au-Prince to New York “Pr. Str. via Navassa”—a rare routing through
the disputed U.S. possession of the island of Navassa; some cover faults, overall F.-V.F., see them all online (photo on web
site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

67 )

ca. 1845-63, Trio of covers with Provisional intaglio PAID handstamps, three folded letters or envelope with provisional
intaglio paid handstamps, comprising 1845 folded letter to London showing “Cap Haitien/Paye” oval intaglio handstamp
with “Jacmel” large double-arc datestamp on reverse; 1863 folded letter to Port-au-Prince showing “Caye/Paye” oval
intaglio handstamp with “Aux Cayes” double-arc datestamp on reverse; and undated envelope (a little reduced at left) to
St. Thomas showing very fine “Haiti/Postes/Cap Haitien” circular intaglio seal, Very Fine, a fine representative group of
these handsome markings.
Estimate $400 - 500

65
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EX 68

69

68 )

1850-80, Assembly of Merchants’ or Forwarders’ Pre-philatelic Cachets, comprising 13 folded letters or covers, to
France or the US, including 1866 envelope to Maine bearing US 3¢ (faded) cancelled at Boston, with accompanying
“Forwarded by/Arthur Folsom, U.S. Consul, Cape Haytien” oval handstamp; 1866 folded letter from the British P.O. in
Jacmel to Bordeaux, showing “Service Accelerré/des Bateaux à Vapeur/Port au Prince, Haiti” oval handstamp in blue;
two letters are franked incoming from France or Great Britain; some faults, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

69 )

1866 (Feb. 24), Folded Letter sent via British Post Offices from Port-au-Prince to Marseille, via London (Mar. 16)
arriving Marseille Mar. 18; bearing 4d vermilion plate 11, cancelled by “C59” barred obliterator, matching “A/Jacmel”
c.d.s. (Feb. 26) on reverse; front showing “Great Britain/1F60c” framed accountancy handstamp, “Angl./Amb. Calais”
c.d.s. (Mar. 17) and “10” décimes rating, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

70 )

1874 (Nov. 10), British Post Offices cover, sent from Jacmel to Birmingham, arriving Nov. 28; bearing 1sh green plate
10, cancelled by “C59” barred obliterator and showing “Jacmel/Paid” origin c.d.s. in red adjacent; the cover has slight
edge wear, still Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

71 )

1876 (Aug. 29), French Maritime Mail, folded letter sheet from Le Cap-Haïtien to Nantes, bearing France Cérès
25c vertical strip of four, cancelled by “Le Cap-Haïtien” octagonal datestamps, with “Le Cap-Haïtien/Paq. Fr. D No. 2”
octagonal datestamp in blue and arrival c.d.s. (Sept. 1) on reverse; the top stamp is repaired at upper right, nevertheless
Very Fine, a striking usage, ex Hispanola, Salles 1366, 1496.
Estimate $400 - 500

72 )

1877 (Jan. 10), British Post Offices, lovely folded letter from Port-au-Prince to St. Thomas, endorsed “pr. Royal Mail
st.” to St. Thomas (arriving Jan. 14); bearing 1d red brown plate 187, two pairs, cancelled by “E53” barred obliterators
and showing “Port-au-Prince/A” origin c.d.s. adjacent, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 500
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73

74

73 )

1877 (June 19), Folded letter from Aux Cayes to St. Thomas, sent via British Post Offices and arriving St. Thomas
June 28; bears 4d sage green plate 15, cancelled by “C59” barred obliterator and showing “Jacmel/Paid” c.d.s. (June
25) in red adjacent; the cover has light overall ageing and splitting at joins, Fine, a scarce usage with this stamp.
Estimate $250 - 350


74 )

1877 (Nov. 10), Folded letter sent through British Post Offices, from Port-au-Prince to St. Thomas, endorsed “pr. R
M St” at upper right, St. Thomas receiver (Nov. 15) on reverse; bearing 1d red brown plate 189, vertical strip of three and
two singles, cancelled by “E53” barred obliterators, and showing “Port au Prince/A” origin c.d.s. adjacent; one 1d crossed
Estimate $300 - 400
by filing fold, cover with overall light ageing, Fine.

75 )

1880 (Oct. 8), Neat envelope sent via British Post Offices from Jacmel to the Isle of Man, bearing 1sh green plate 13,
cancelled by “C59” barred obliterator and showing “Jacmel/Paid” origin c.d.s. in red adjacent; Oct. 28 receiver on reverse;
the flap at back has defects, otherwise Very Fine, a charming and delightful cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

76 )

1881 (June 16), “Legation of the United States, Port au Prince, Haiti” unfranked corner card envelope to Hartford,
with US Postage Dues 1¢ and 3¢ brown strip of three applied on arrival, taxed double deficiency, and showing “New York/
Due 10 cents” dual-circle datestamp (June 16) adjacent; two stamps with defects or faults, scarce early usage just prior to
the issue of the first stamps of Haiti. 
Estimate $350 - 500

77 )

1882-86, Pair of unfranked envelopes to T.H. Messenger in New York, with US Postage Dues, the former 1882
with “Port-au-Prince/Haiti” origin c.d.s. and Postage Due 10¢ applied on arrival, showing “T” in triangle handstamp
adjacent, the latter 1886 endorsed “pr. Havana” showing “Postes/Havana Cuba/T” double-ring handstamp and “Postage
Stamp/Removed/Herewith/Before Delivery/into New York Post Office” circular handstamp in blue, with Postage Due 10¢
applied on arrival, both with “New York/Due 10 cents” dual-circle datestamp; the second cover has flap at back removed,
Very Fine, an unusual pair of covers.
Estimate $350 - 500

75
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78 )

1887-1969, Postage Due Postal History Collection, approximately 55 covers, postcards or postal stationery cards,
showing early “T” handstamps and later types, postage stamps used as Dues, numerous early covers to France with France
Postage Dues applied on arrival; 1898 envelope from Lowell, Mass. to Port-au-Prince bearing US 5¢ with Simon Sam 5c
strip of three applied as Dues; 1898 Postage Dues on 14 covers and two postal stationery cards depicting an unusual range
of usages including mixed frankings with postage stamps; and 1914 overprints on four covers; some faults, generally F.V.F., imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

79 )

1891-1923, Group of seven Postage Due items to the US, group of five covers and two cards to the US, except one which
is a US 1894 5¢ stationery card taxed from New York to the US Consul at Port-au-Prince, the others all being from Haiti
to the US with US Postage Dues applied on arrival; includes 1891 US 5¢ postal stationery entire endorsed “Ship Letter,
U.S.S. Philadelphia, Port-au-Prince, Haiti” to Hartford posted at sea with the indicia cancelled by New York “12” numeral
and 5¢ Postage Due also applied on arrival; one has defective stamp, F.-V.F., see them all online (photo on web site).

Estimate $300 - 400

80 )

1892-1908, Provisional Postage Paid covers, group of ten unfranked envelopes due to stamp shortages, showing
different types or forms of paid markings, comprising 1892 covers (4) from Les Cayes or Gonaives (3) to France or
Port-au-Prince (3), each showing “P.P.” unframed handstamp; 1893 cover from Jacmel to France, showing “Poste/Payé”
framed handstamp; 1903 covers (2) from Cap-Haïtien to Paris and New York, each showing “Affranchie” unframed
handstamp with amount of postage paid entered in red crayon or pen above; 1903 covers (2) from Cayes to Paris both
showing “Manques de Timbres/Payé” oval handstamp in violet; and 1908 covers (2, one Registered) from Cap-Haïtien to
France, showing “Port payé” in manuscript with postage entered alongside; few faults, generally Fine, a very scarce and
remarkable assembly. 
Estimate $500 - 750

81 )

1895 (Oct.), Postage Due cover to New York, bearing 1895 5c orange pair (#35), uncancelled, with US Postage Due 2¢
pair, cancelled by “New York/M.I. & R.” duplex (Oct. 16), and showing “New York/Ship/Letter/Due 4 cts” dual-circle
datestamp adjacent; the cover was prepaid with Haiti stamps at the 4-cent ship letter rate, but was carried on a non-contract
mail ship, so the letter was placed in the mails at New York by the captain who collected the 4 cents; the cover has closed
tear at foot, Very Fine, uncommon usage.
Estimate $300 - 400

82 )

1902-06, Trio of Postage Due postal cards to New York or New Jersey, comprising 1902 1c card from Port de Paix
via Gonaives, with US Postage Due 2¢ pair (defective corner) cancelled by “New York/M.I. & R.” duplex (the 1c card
was intended for domestic use, and since the foreign rate was 3 cents it was double-taxed at 4 cents), and 1902-06 2c
cards from Port de Paix and Port-au-Prince, each with US Postage Due 2¢ applied on arrival and one cancelled by “New
York/M.I. & R.” duplex (the 2c card was intended for Carribean use, and since the foreign rate was 3 cents it was doubletaxed at 2 cents); all with appropriate tax markings, one card creased, Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500
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EX 83

EX 84

83 )

1920-31, Group of nine covers and a wrapper from US Marines stationed in Haiti, to Canada, Canal Zone and mostly
US, franked with US stamps, canceled by various types of US Marine Corps Cap Haitien or Port-au-Prince duplexes;
includes three Airmail usages, two from 1929, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

84 )

1941-44, Collection of Censored Mail, comprising 26 covers, all except one outgoing to Canada, England and mostly
US, with various censor labels or cachets; includes 1943 (June 30) censored envelope from a German prisoner at the Alien
Detention Station at Kennedy, Texas to a German being held at the “Camp d’Internment, Fort National, Port au Prince”
bearing two US 5¢ Chinese Resistance issue (#906) and showing rare “Quartier Général/Garde d’Haiti... ” receiving
datestamp (July 21), a nice representation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Liberty Heads

EX 85

85 Pa

1881, Liberty Head, 1c to 7c imperforate plate proofs in black on thick gummed paper, o.g., in marginal or corner
blocks of four; slight hinge thinning, otherwise F.-V.F., imaged in full; inspect online.
Estimate $400 - 600

86

1881-96, Reference Collection of Liberty Head and Palm Tree Issue Forgeries, including 1881 enlarged stamp black
“proofs” blocks of four (4), “Fournier” imperforate 1c to 20c complete sheets of 30 unused (2c, 5c and 7c) and used (1c,
Estimate $300 - 400
3c and 20c), Fine to Very Fine (photo on web site).

87 H/m/)

1881-84, Liberty Head issue, unused and used collection, comprised mostly of plating studies, including imperforate
1c and 2c plate proof corner blocks of four; 1881 imperforate plate reconstructions of 50 of 1c used, 5c unused (less four
stamps), 5c used, 7c used, and partial reconstruction of 29 stamps of the 20c value unused; plus two covers to Europe,
each bearing 1884 perf 131/2 20c; a few faults as to be expected, overall F.-V.F., completely imaged on the website (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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88

EX 89

88 )

1887 (Dec. 7), Lovely Liberty Head single-franked cover from Jacmel to Hamburg, Liberty Head perf 131/2 20c
pale brown (#13) tied by “Jacmel/Haiti” c.d.s.; originally posted unfranked and showing “T” in triangle handstamp, then
franked with stamp the following day with tax mark and origin c.d.s. crossed out and manuscript notation “Affr”, Very
Fine, an unusual postage due treatment. 
Estimate $300 - 400

89 )

1891 (Jan. 14), British Official cover to London, franked by Liberty Head and General Salomon issues, (13, 24,
25), franked by General Salomon 5c pair and 1890 surcharge 2c on 3c pair and single with Liberty Head perf 131/2 20c
pale brown, tied by “Port au Prince/Haiti” c.d.s. on “On Her Britannic Majesty’s Service” envelope to the Foreign Office,
London; also 1888 envelope from Cap-Haïtien to London bearing 3c Salomon with Liberty Head perf 131/2 7c cancelled
by c.d.s.; the former with a couple of small faults, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 500

General Salomon to Coat-of-Arms
90 H/m/)

1887-90, General Salomon, specialized collection, (21-25), replete with proofs and 15 covers, including composite
die proof in black of 1c + 2c + 5c on thick wove paper (ex Tows); trial plate proofs on cardboard of 1c green (color of
5c) corner block of 15; 2c blue (color of 3c) and 5c lake (color of 1c) corner block of 15; imperforate plate proofs of 5c
black and 1c to 5c issued colors with additional 3c and 5c all in blocks of four; 1c to 5c with Natal “Specimen” overprints
(1981 B.P.A. certificate); 1c to 5c blocks of four mint; and 1890 2c on 3c surcharge varieties; the covers with two mixedissue frankings of 3c with Liberty Head perf 131/2 7c both to New York, various mixed frankings with unsurcharged and
surcharged issues, 1888 cover from Les Cayes to London bearing 2c strip of three and pair, and 1889 mourning cover from
Port-au-Prince to St. Louis bearing 1c (2) and 2c (4) to make up the 10-cents rate, F.-V.F., imaged in full online (photo on
web site).

91 H/m/)

22

Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

EX 91

1891-98, Palm Tree, specialized collection, (26//45), with essays, proofs, varieties and 16 covers, including 1891 2c
blue pane of ten (2 x 5) with sheet margins all round (the matrix for production of the plates of 50); 1891 3c imperforatebetween horizontal pairs unused and used; 1896 imperforate plate proofs in black without values corner blocls of ten and
block of four on cardboard, imperforate plate proof of 2c black strip of three on granite paper and essay of 3c in brown on
similar paper; a splendid array of 1896 imperforate, imperforate-between and imperforate-vertically varieties with large
multiples; and an excellent assembly of 1898 surcharge varieties; the covers with a few nice Registered usages and 1895
1c horizontal strip of three imperforate vertically on cover from Cap-Haïtien to Jacmel; faults among the covers, F.-V.F.
overall.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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92 H/m/)

1898, Coat-of-Arms issue, specialized collection, (46-51), replete with proofs, some misperforated varieties and seven
covers; includes master proof without values in black vertical strip of three and single on grayish wove paper, same in
sepia and blue each on white paper mounted on separate cards; composite die proofs in brown of 1c to 20c, two different
formats, on glazed surfaced cards (both ex Tows); a splendid array of imperforate plate proofs in unissued and issued
colors on different papers with multiples and numerous blocks including 1c to 20c in unissued colors in corner imprint
blocks of eight on cardboard, unissued colors 2c green, 7c dull violet, 20c brown carmine, 20c dull violet and 20c gray
corner blocks of six on watermarked wove paper, and issued colors 1c to 20c corner blocks of six on similar paper, some
also showing marginal imprints, F.-V.F., see the entire lot on our website (photo on web site). Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

Simon Sam

EX 93

EX 95

93 P

1898-99, Simon Sam issue, 1c to 1g, set of 15 large die proofs, (52-66), in issued colors on India paper (63 x
75 mm approximately), each with die number, mounted on sunken cards (150 x 227 mm), fresh, Very Fine.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

94 P

1898-99, Simon Sam, 1c to 1g, selection of proofs, (52-66), including small die proofs in issued colors on India paper
for 3c and 15c, with die numbers, and 8c and 10c without die numbers; plate proofs in issued colors on cardboard for 1c,
2c (2 shades) and 5c horizontal strips of three; and 1c to 1g set of 15, Very Fine, imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $400 - 600

95 P

1898-99, Simon Sam issue, 1c to 1g, set of 15 large die proofs, (52-66), in issued colors on India paper or card (60 x 75
mm approximately), each with die number, mounted on American Bank Note Company index cards (225 x 148 mm) with
dates, file numbers, and notations about engravers, except the 4c which is mounted on sunken card (150 x 227 mm), fresh,
Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

96 )

1898-99, Simon Sam, postal history selection, (52//64), 19 covers or cards and an uprated 1c postal stationery card,
displaying a wide range of frankings paying various rates; nine are domestic usages with scarce origin c.d.s.’s of “Anse/a
Veavy” and “Leoganes”, three are Registered from Jacmel, Cayes, and Cap-Haïtien to Port-au-Prince at 9c, 10c and 11c
rates, the last being the only recorded example of this rate on 1899 (Oct. 13) Registered envelope “Par Steam. ‘Andes’”
bearing 3c and 8c, canceled by c.d.s., carried along the coast by steamer from the commercial port to the capital; foreign
usages include 2c on 1903 circular to New York, 1899 Registered envelope from Port-au-Prince to Kingston, Jamaica
bearing 5c red brown pair and single, 1901 Registered envelope from Port-au-Prince to Paris bearing 1c, 2c, 5c and 20c,
and 1902 “Consular Service/Jérémie, Haiti” corner card envelope to New York bearing 1c yellow green, 2c carmine lake,
3c and 4c, canceled by “Jérémie/Haiti” c.d.s. paying the double rate; an excellent representation, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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97

98

97 )

1898-99, 50c rose red Simon Sam, on Registered cover to Massachusetts, (65), single franking, the stamp tied by
“Port-au-Prince/Haiti” c.d.s. on 1903 (Mar. 10) Registered envelope to Beverley, Mass. via New York (Mar. 17) “par
Hollandais”, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

98 )

1898-99, 1g red violet Simon Sam, on Registered cover to Massachusetts, (66), tied by “Port-au-Prince/Haiti” c.d.s.
on 1898 (Nov. 9) Registered linen envelope to Wrentham, Mass. (Nov. 16) via New York (Nov. 15); light ageing due to
texture of the cover, the stamp is very fresh, F.-V.F., an immensely rare high value single franking.  Estimate $300 - 400

Provisional Government & Independence
99 H/m/)

1902, Installation of Provisional Government surcharges, mainly mint collection, (67-81), with nine covers, replete
with inverted overprints including vertical pairs and blocks of four with tête-bêche overprints, double overprints, double
Estimate $800 - 1,000
overprints inverted, and pairs with one stamp overprint omitted, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

100 P

1903, Centenary of Independence, selection of four proofs, (82//88), comprising three large die proofs with master die
proof in black of frame with blank value tablets on glazed surface wove paper, large die of center in black on India paper,
and large die proof of engraved 1c green on glazed surface wove paper, plus stamp-size proof of 7c plum without center
on glazed surface wove paper, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 500
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101 H/m

1903, Centenary of Independence, specialized collection, (82-95), neatly arranged according to value and perforations
in an album and two stockbooks representing a significant quantity of stamps, with three imperforate plate proofs of 1c
in ultramarine, perforated plate proofs in black of 2c to 20c with blank centers and in black 1c to 50c, finished design
with centers; 1c bottom sheet margin vertical pair imperforate horizontally mint; 20c horizontal imperforate-between pair
mint, inverted centers group of 45+ mint stamps with complete sets of both perforated and imperforate and 2c, 5c, 10c
and 50c blocks of four; complete sheets of 50 of 1c to 5oc cancelled to order, and blocks of 45 of imperforate 7c and 20c;
extensive “Poste/Paye” overprints replete with blocks of four and imperforate between varieties comprising 1c vertical
pairs (6), horizontal pair, vertical strips of three (5), 20c and 50c, F.-V.F., see sample images online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Nord-Alexis

EX 102

102 P

1904, Nord-Alexis, selection of four large die proofs, (96//101), comprising two master die proofs with centers blank in
black and in orange brown on cardboard (74 x 99 mm), the latter has light marginal ageing, and die proofs of 5c dark blue
and 20c orange on glazed surface wove paper (69 x 108-114 mm), F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 500

103 H

1904, Nord-Alexis, mint collection, (96-107), neatly arranged by value and perforation in a stockbook, along with
numerous imperforates, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

104 H/m

1904, Nord-Alexis, specialized collection, (96-107), in an album and a stock book; the album pages well written up
with various counterfeits classified and explained, with ten covers, including two 50c tête-bêche pairs mint, and 5c,
10c and 50c horizontal imperforate-between pairs and 10c vertical imperforate-between pair mint, plus “Port/Paye”
overprints with numerous inverted overprints and pairs with variety one overprint omitted, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $800 - 1,000

105 H/m

1904, Nord-Alexis, specialized collection, (96-107), in three albums beautifully written up, including stamp-size die
proof of 1c in black on India paper, 5c with double impression, one sideways, used; 50c tête-bêche pair mint, complete
sheets of 50 of 1c to 50c mint (no 10c); used with two pages of Netherlands paquebot and HAPAG cancellations including
5c imperforate between pair canceled by “Paquebot/May 12D/Div.O” unframed handstamp, rare perf 121/4 on various
values and imperforates with a set of complete sheets and 20c sheet with double impression produced from engraved
privately made plates, plus “Port/Paye” varieties with various inverted overprints and a set of mint complete sheets with
overprints applied to remainders, F.-V.F., ex Colson-Montes (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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EX 106

106 )

1904, Nord-Alexis, selection of three maritime covers, (96-98), comprising 1905 envelope from Miragoane to New
York via Kingston bearing 1c, 2c vertical pair and 5c, canceled by “Paquebot” framed handstamp; 1905 envelope from
Gonaives to New York bearing 2c with 1898-99 Simon Sam 8c, canceled by “Amsterd./W. Indie/Nederl. Paketboot”
oval datestamp, with “Koninklijke West Indische/R. Pinard & Co./St. Marc, Agents/Maildienst” oval cachet in violet
on reverse; and 1905 Registered envelope from the same sender to Le Havre bearing 2c with 1898-99 Simon Sam 8c,
canceled by “Hamburg-American Line/S.S. Valdivia/Atlas Service” c.d.s. in violet, with “Hamburg American Line/F.
Hermann & Co./Agents in/St. Marc, Haiti, W.J.” circular cachet in red on reverse; the last has flap at back missing, F.-V.F.

Estimate $500 - 750

107 )

1904, Nord-Alexis, extensive postal history collection, (96//107), over 45 covers, ten postal stationery uprated cards,
and 14 postcards, with an excellent range of frankings and usages, including 1c strip of three, pair and two singles on 1906
Registered envelope from Jacmel to Port-au-Prince; 2c block of ten on reverse of 1904 Registered envelope from Port
de Paix to Bordeaux; 2c with 1912 President Leconte 2c de g strip of three on 1916 Registered envelope from Jeremie to
Port-au-Prince; 5c with 1912 President Leconte 1c de g pair on 1915 Registered envelope from Aquin to Port-au-Prince;
1905 Registered envelope from Gonaives to Mexico bearing 1c with Independence 1903 1c and 15c; maritime mail with
ca. 1905 mourning envelope (repaired tear) to Hamburg bearing 20c (oxidized), canceled by “Hamburg American Line/
Atlas Service” circular handstamp in magenta; ”Poste/Paye” overprints include 5c on 1904 2c postal stationery card
to Brooklyn, canceled by “Amsterd./W. Indie/Nederl. Paketboot” oval datestamp; 10c strip of three on 1906 Registered
envelope from the National Bank in St. Marc to Port-au-Prince; 20c single franking on 1904 Registered envelope to
Bordeaux; also 1903 Independence overprinted 20c single franking on similar cover, canceled by “Amsterd./W. Indie/
Nederl. Paketboot” oval datestamp, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

108 )

1906 (May 1), Registered cover to Germany, franked by 10c orange brown & 50c claret Nord-Alexis, (99, 101),
tied by “Port-au-Prince/Haiti” c.d.s. on Registered cover to the Postmaster in Hannover, Germany (Mar. 5) via
New York (Feb. 24); with appropriate backstamps; trivial peripheral wrinkling, F.-V.F., rare franking with the 50c.

Estimate $400 - 500

109 H

1904, Nord-Alexis, 20c orange, perf 14, (100 var), horizontal tête-bêche pair, o.g., hinge remnants, with bright color and
well-centered, F.-V.F., immensely rare and unrecorded. 
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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110

110 )

1905 (May 1), Nord-Alexis, 50c claret, on Registered cover to Newton, Mass., (101), tied by “Port-au-Prince/Haiti”
c.d.s.; traveled via New York (May 12), reaching Newton (May 13) and redirected to Wilmington, N.C. (May 15); minor
gum yellowing and cover wrinkling/wear around stamps, F.-V.F., a rare single franking and usage of the 50c stamp, of
Estimate $500 - 750
which very few such examples are known on cover. 

111 H

1904, Nord-Alexis, 50c claret, perf 131/4, horizontal tête-bêche pair, (101a), o.g., lightly hinged, bright color, excellent
centering and freshness, Very Fine, a rare perforation variety for this value. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

112 HH

1904, Nord-Alexis, 50c claret, perf 14, horizontal tête-bêche pair, (101a), o.g., never hinged, vivid color, well-centered
and wonderfully fresh, Very Fine, rare thus. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

113 s

1904, Nord-Alexis, 50c claret, perf 14, horizontal tête-bêche pair, (101a), deep bright color, well-centered, on small
piece, cancelled by “Port au Prince/Haiti” c.d.s. of “23 Mai 1906”, with another strike adjacent, Very Fine, exceptionally
rare commercially used, unpriced used in Scott.
Estimate $300 - 400

111
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Overprints & Surcharges
114 )

1906-20, Provisional overprints and surcharges, wide-ranging postal history selection, an interesting collection of
over 50 covers, eight postcards and an uprated postal stationery card, with a stunning array of frankings and issues,
including 1906 (Feb. 20) handstamped 1c and 2c pair (#108-109) with Nord-Alexis 5c on envelope from Port-au-Prince to
the US (very early use); framed surcharge in blue 1c on 50c strip of three and two singles, one variety inverted surcharge,
with two examples of 1c on 50c “Poste/Paye” overprints (#238 var., 241) on 1915 Registered envelope from Port-auPrince to Petit Goave; 1917-19 surcharge 1c on 50c de p, variety double surcharge (#255 var.), on 1918 local Port-auPrince wrapper, etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

115 H/m

1906-07, Handstamped surcharges, extensive mainly mint collection, (108-109, 150//161), housed in an album and
stockbook, replete with multiples and varieties, including 1902 issue with “Specimen” G.P.O. overprints, imperforatebetween pairs, inverted overprints, overprint tête-bêche in pairs, multiples with one stamp overprint omitted, overprints
double, and 1907 surcharge in purple 1c on 20c unused (2, one o.g.) and variety inverted overprint mint (only one sheet of
50 produced, horizontal crease); also includes identified forgeries in places; much duplication, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 600

116 H

1906, Nord-Alexis, 1c on 50c claret instead of 20c orange, (108a), inverted as always; bright color and particularly
well-centered; original gum, with light glazing from hinge, Very Fine; signed Bloch in pencil, with 1958 Friedl certificate.
Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

116

An exceptional example of this important Haitian error.
117 H/m

1906, Provisional External Service overprints, unused and used selection, (110//123, 247), including blocks of four
(11) to 50c mint (two of the low values without gum), essay of overprint in black on 1c without gum, inverted overprints
(5) unused; 4c, 7c and 15c with overprints tête-bêche in 4c, 7c and 15c mint pairs; and pairs of 4c, 7c, 8c and 15c with one
stamp in each overprint omitted mint, accompanied by handwritten notes for all the above by Brian Moorhouse, generally
Estimate $400 - 500
F.-V.F., a splendid array (photo on web site).

118 )

1906, Provisional External Service overprints, selection of four covers, (112//121), from Cap-Haïtien (2) and Portau-Prince (2) to New York via San Juan and to Le Havre (3), bearing 5c red brown, 5c pale blue and 15c olive single
frankings, and 2c + 8c paying 10c rate, all canceled by c.d.s., except the 5c pale blue tied by “Amsterd./W. Indie/Nederl.
Paketboot” oval datestamp; one has a few faults at back including wax seal removed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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EX 119

EX 120

119 P

1906, Foreign and Domestic Postage, group of stamp-size marginal die proofs, (125//149), including Foreign Postage
7c to 1p, in black on India paper, each with die number, and “Exterior” (10) and “Interior” (3) marginal imprints, mounted
on small cards; and a complete set of 16 stamp-size marginal die proofs (#125-149), in black on India paper, each with
new (re-engraved) die number, mounted on small individual cards, Very Fine, possibly unique.  Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

120 Ha

1906-13, Foreign Postage 1c de p to 1p, set of 20, (125-144), in blocks of four, mint, nice colors, well-centered, original
gum; the 1p red lower pair without gum, rather large hinge remainders; the 10c de p has small corner thin, 15c de p yellow
has horizontal crease and 50c de p orange yellow has a foxed perforation, F.-V.F. Scott $1,020+.
Estimate $400 - 600

121 )

1906-13, Foreign and Domestic issues, postal history selection, (125//168, 301), a collection of 35 covers and nine
postcards, with both domestic and foreign usages, the domestic include 3 rare usages of 1912 2c de g on separate covers
from Cayes, Jeremie, and Jacmel to Port-au-Prince, and the foreign destinations include Registered and attractive
frankings with 1906 20c de p blue green vertical strip of four on 1919 Registered censored envelope from Port-au-Prince
to Brookline, Mass., 1912 President Leconte 5c de p tied by “Hamburg American Line/Atlas Service/Posted on High
Seas/S.S. Allemannia” oval handstamp in violet on 1912 envelope to Paris (rare usage of this stamp during year of issue),
and 1912 5c de p with framed “G.L. Oz overprint on 5c de p on reverse of 1915 Registered envelope to St. Louis, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,000

122 H

1912, President Leconte, selection of proofs and stamps, (166-168), including die proof on India paper with unfinished
vignette of central portrait in black; large die proofs on India paper of 1c de g carmine lake (2), one mounted on sunken
ABNC page from salesman’s book, and 5c de g blue on sunken card (151 x 229 mm), all with die numbers; set of three
stamp-size die proofs and “Specimen” overprints (3, two different); also issued stamps with 1c de g block of four and
overprinted 1914 horizontal pair on old paper stock, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
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123

123 )

1915 (Apr. 30), Lovely advertising cover to New York, franked by pair of 5c President Leconte, (168), Foreign
Postage tied by “Port-au-Prince/Haiti” c.d.s. on Registered ophthalmologist’s illustrated advertising envelope to New
York (May 5); light ageing, more so on reverse, Fine, a scarce and appealing advertising cover from Haiti.

Estimate $350 - 500

124 H

1914-20, “G.L. Oz.” overprints and surcharges, specialized mint collection, (170//218, 302-303), including framed
overprint 1c green (#170) used on 1922 local Port-au-Prince cover; with varieties including imperforate-between pairs
(9), pairs (24) to 1p claret (2) and blocks of nine and six (2) each with one stamp overprint omitted mint, the 15c de p
with overprint additionally inverted, various double overprints with 8c de p corner block of four with additional overprint
across lower center pair unused (affixed to backing paper); inverted overprints including inverted double with 8c de p
vertical pair (top stamp double overprint and lower stamp inverted double overprint), generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800

125 P

1913-31, Coat-of-Arms and Portrait Vignette, selection of die proofs, 13 of each, mostly in black but six in other
colors, on India paper, with die numbers, some being re-engraved; 14 are large die proofs; also three other die proofs of
larger portraits possibly for banknotes; a few minor faults, generally F.-V.F., attractive assembly. Estimate $750 - 1,000

126 P

1914, Group of 11 large die proofs for unissued 1c to 15c values, comprising eight die proofs of 1c to 15c values in
different colors and three die proofs of central vignettes in black, on India paper; each with die number, mounted on
sunken cards (230 x 150 mm), fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

127 H

1915-20, Provisional surcharges, mint specialized collection, replete with multiples and overprint varieties, such
as imperforate margins, imperforate-between pair, inverted surcharges, inverted double surcharges, triple surcharges,
triple inverted surcharges, pairs with tête-bêche surcharges, pairs or blocks of four with additional double surcharges
on one stamp or across middle of one pair in the blocks, pairs or block of four with one stamp surcharge omitted, some
double, inverted double or tête-bêche surcharges, pairs with double surcharge and one stamp surcharge omitted, pairs with
inverted double surcharge and one stamp surcharge omitted, including 1915-16 surcharge in carmine on 50c claret with
“Poste/Paye” overprint (#242) comprising over 20 examples with block of six, inverted double surcharges (3) and vertical
pair with lower stamp surcharge omitted mint and vertical pair with carmine and blue se-tenant surcharges; Provisional
External Service 1919-20 surcharge in red 1c on 50c, two examples, and 1c on 1g (#247-248), etc.; a truly marvelous
assembly containing an immense wealth of varieties in all permutations and on nearly every value, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,800 - 2,200
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Later issues
128 P

1919-31, Group of nine large die proofs, (310//323), including 1920 3c to 15c (#310-313), 1924 5c (315), and 192831 issues complete (320-323), in issued colors on India paper, each with die number, mounted on American Bank Note
Company index cards (228 x 153 mm) with dates, file numbers, engravers’ names, observations, and production notations;
the last four proofs with marginal peripheral glue stains in corners from affixing; also three other defective large die proofs
mounted on similar ABNC index cards, F.-V.F., see them all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $700 - 900

129 E

1923, Compagnie Lithographique d’Haiti artwork and essays, a remarkable ensemble, all stamp-sized, comprising
12 watercolor artist drawings by Mr. Widmaer based on photographs supplied by Edmond Mangones, and more than
70 die proofs of approximately 15 different designs with frame, progressive and finished proofs, and one composite
proof of five designs; this was the proposed replacement for the 1920 issue, with four of the designs actually adopted
by the American Bank Note Co. for the 1924 issue, F.-V.F., an exquisite and unique assembly (photo on web site).

Estimate $2,500 - 3,000

130 E

1923-29, Selection of 22 essays by the Compagnie Lithographique d’Haiti, comprising 19 stamp-size die proofs for
the proposed 1923 issue in different colors with various designs and three stamp-size die proofs in black for the proposed
1929 Frontier Treaty issue 5c and 10c (2, one gummed); also undated pen-and-ink drawing for proposed Haiti-United
States commemorative stamp on card (155 x 127 mm), Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

131 P

1933-40, Pictorials, set of 13 large die proofs, (325-334), in issued colors with all the listed shades, on India paper,
each with die number, mounted on American Bank Note Company index cards (228 x 152 mm) with dates, file numbers,
engravers’ names, and production notations; about half have marginal peripheral glue stains in corners from affixing and
the 2.50g has small piece of scotch tape neatly applied in outer margin at top left corner, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

132 P

1933-40, Pictorials, excellent assembly of artwork and proofs, (325-334), including artist’s watercolor stampsize drawings for 3c in orange and 5c in deep blue green, both picked out in white, and pencil sketch of frame for
horizontal format; large die proofs in issued colors on India paper for 3c orange, 5c green, 10c rose carmine, 50c and
1g, without die numbers, on sunken cards (152 x 221 mm or 182 x 136 mm approximately), all but 1g with “approved”
endorsements initialed by H.L. Hershey; and unissued color 3c orange brown on India paper, without die number, on
card; large die proofs in issued colors on India paper for 3c orange, 3c deep olive green, 5c emerald, 10c deep carmine,
10c red brown, 25c, 50c and 2.50g, with die numbers, on cards, three are on large cards with the 5c and 10c deep
carmine showing “approved” endorsements initialed by H.L. Hershey; and small die proof for 1g in issued color on
cardboard (47 x 34 mm); also three imperforate plate proofs, generally F.-V.F., imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,200 - 1,500

133 P

1941, Inter-American Caribbean Conference, set of four large die proofs, (338-339, C12-C13), in issued colors on
India paper, each with die number, mounted on American Bank Note Company index cards (228 x 153 mm) with dates,
Estimate $300 - 400
file numbers, engravers’ names, and detailed production notations, Very Fine.

134 P

1941, Inter-American Caribbean Conference, two different sets of four large die proofs, (338-339, C12-C13), in
issued colors on India paper, comprising one set without die numbers, mounted on sunken cards (152 x 228 mm), three
with “Submitted by/American Bank Note Co./New York” embossing, and all with penciled and dated approval initialed
by H.L. Hershey; and the second set with die numbers, mounted on cards, the 10c signed by the artist V. Pierre-Noel, the
10c and 25c are gum stained, otherwise Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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EX 135

EX 136

135 P

1942, Our Lady of Perpetual Help, selection of eight large die proofs, (340//348), comprising 3c to 20c, 50c and 5g in
issued colors on India paper, each with die number, and 5g carmine unissued color, with die number, signed “V. PierreNoel”; all but 5g deep violet are mounted on cards, with two on sunken cards (132 x 152 mm); the 5g carmine die proof
is gum stained, Very Fine overall.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

136 P

1942, Our Lady of Perpetual Help, set of 16 stamp-size marginal die proofs, (340-348, C14-C19), including master
die proof in rose carmine with blank value tablets, and the set in issued colors on India glazed surface paper, each with die
number, and souvenir sheet of 10c and 15c on similar paper, without die number, mounted on four American Bank Note
Company index cards (227 x 151 mm) with dates, file numbers, engravers’ names, and detailed production notations, Very
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Fine.

137 P

1943, Admiral Killick, set of nine large die proofs, (349-354, C22-C23), in issued colors on India paper, each with die
number, plus unissued color 50c orange with die number, mounted on American Bank Note Company index cards (228
x 152 mm) with dates, file numbers, engraver’s name, and a few production notations; some trivial marginal wrinkling,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

138 P

1943, Admiral Killick, set of nine large die proofs, (349-354, C22-C23), with master die proof in orange with blank
value tablets and no die number, and in issued colors on India paper, each with die number, mounted on cards; also set of
eight stamp-size die proofs, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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EX 139

EX 140

139 P

1945, Red Cross, selection of 11 large die proofs, (361//C30), comprising #361, 363, 366, 367, C25-C27, and C30; on
India paper, with master die proof in black and red with blank value tablet and different type of “10” inserted by hand, no
die number; 50c black and 50c carmine rose both without “red cross”, each with die number; and in issued colors finished
die proofs of postage 3c, 10c, 35c and 50c and Airmail 20c, 25c, 50c and 1.25g each with die number; mounted on cards,
Estimate $800 - 1,200
the master die proof is on sunken card (131 x 205 mm), F.-V.F.

140 P

1945, Red Cross, set of 18 large die proofs, (361-369, C25-C32), with master die proof in green and red with blank value
tablets and in issued colors complete on India paper; each with die number, mounted on American Bank Note Company
index cards (229 x 152 mm) with dates, file numbers, engraver’s name, and production notations or references, Very Fine.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

141 P

1945, Red Cross, practically complete selection of 19 stamp-size marginal die proofs, (362-369, C25-C32), in black
on India paper, comprising master die proof with blank value tablet, and a complete set except 3c, and with additional
1.25g and 1.35g; each with die number, mounted on small individual cards, Very Fine (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 600

142 P

1946, Capois-la-Mort, selection of five large die proofs, (372, 377-378, C40), on India paper, comprising two master
die proofs in red brown with blank value tablets, plus in issued colors 10c, 1g, 2.50g and Airmail 1.25g, with die
numbers, mounted on sunken cards; one of the master die proofs is mounted on American Bank Note Company index
card (227 x 152 mm) with dates, file numbers, engraver’s name, and production notations or references, Very Fine.

Estimate $400 - 600
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EX 143

EX 144

143 P

1947-54, Jean Jacques Dessalines set of seven large die proofs, (379-382, C6), with master die proof in green with
blank value tablets and in issued colors complete, on India paper; each with die number, mounted on American Bank Note
Company index cards (228 x 152 mm) with dates, file numbers, engraver’s name, and production notations or references,
Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

144 P

1950, 200th Anniversary of Founding of Port-au-Prince, specialized assembly, (384, C47-C48), including six
different die proofs of Coat-of-Arms for 10c, die proof in black of vignette of President Dumarsais Estimé, plate proof of
background for 30c corner block of four with manuscript corrections; imperforate plate proofs of the three values in corner
blocks of four and 30c complete sheet of 50 (cut in half) with signed and dated approval; set of three perforated values in
trial colors with “Waterlow & Sons/London” overprint and small security punch holes; and annotated mint file sheets of
50 (both cut in half); a few faults/defects among issued stamps, mainly F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

145 P

1949, 75th Anniversary of the U.P.U., proofs for unadopted issue, assembly of 18 large die proofs, produced by the
American Bank Note Co., in various colors on India gummed paper, comprising 12 master or progressive die proofs,
three with die numbers, and finished die proofs for Airmail 30c gray with die number (foreshortened margin at right),
and Postage 5c green and 20c claret without die numbers, signed by the engraver, E.R. Grove (both have small security
punch holes); plus composite master die proof in black for Postage and Airmail designs with blank value tablets on glazed
surface wove paper with die number, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,000
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EX 146

146 SHHa

1949, 75th Anniversary of the U.P.U., unissued set of three, complete sheets of 25, comprising Postage 3c orange, 5c
green, and Airmail 30c gray, each stamp overprinted “Specimen” and with small security punch hole, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

147 H

1950, 75th Anniversary of the U.P.U., small specialized collection, (385-388, C49-C51), 75th Anniv. of U.P.U., small
specialized collection (Scott 385-388, C49-51), comprising 9 proofs of the surcharges, large die proof of the 5c green
Obligatory Tax Bicentenary, with die number, mounted on sunken card, mint stamps with 17 diverse and striking varieties,
and three covers, one with variety, F.-V.F., imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 600

148 P

1953, President Magloire and Nursery, selection of five die proofs, (390, C57-C60), full margins at top and foot,
reduced at sides, comprising Postage 5c and Airmail 20c to 2.50g in issued colors with die numbers, mounted on American
Bank Note Company index cards (228 x 152 mm) with dates, file numbers, engraver’s name, and production notations or
references, Very Fine, each imaged on the web (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

149 P

1953, President Magloire and Nursery, assembly of 11 large die proofs, (390-391, C57-C60), on India paper,
comprising two frame proofs for Postage 5c and 10c, and three frame die proofs for Airmail blank value tablet, 20c and
1.50g, in issued colors; and finished die proofs Airmail 20c to 2.50g with additional 1.50g gray black and unissued color
1.50g orange; all with die numbers, mounted on cards with two 1.50g proofs mounted on sunken cards (228 x 151 mm);
two proofs have gum staining from the affixing glue, F.-V.F. or better overall.
Estimate $500 - 750

150 P

1953-64, Special collection of Courvoisier proofs, more than 170 imperforate proofs in total, comprising 1953 150th
Anniversary of Independence, 1955 Dessalines Commemoration, 1958 Sylvio Cator Commemoration, and 1964 Olympic
Games; each stamp represented by proofs of frames, central vignette, background, stamp without background, and finished
design, being whatever is relevant for the specific issue, on special “Direction Général des PTT, Archives des Timbres
Postes Suisses et Etrangers” pages; pristine, F.-V.F., imaged in full online (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

151 HH/H

1956-74, Collection of Imperforate Stamps, with many issues complete, mostly in pairs or blocks of four, including
1960 Rome Olympic Games souvenir sheet uncut block of four; the 1956 issue are proofs with small security punch holes,
o.g., mostly never hinged, Very Fine, imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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152 HHa

1958, President François Duvalier, rare specialized holding, (428//439, C122//C132), superb and incredibly rare
assemblage of 21 regular and Airmail issue items, nearly all complete sheets of 25; comprises #428-429, 432-435,
437-439, C126-C129 and C131 all in unlisted imperforate sheets of 25; #437-438 in trial color imperforate sheets
of 25; #437 block of ten imperforate horizontally, plus a sheet of 25 imperforate horizontally with only one column
perforated vertically, etc., o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a beautiful, amazing compilation (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,800 - 2,200

153 P

1958, First Anniversary of Inauguration of President Duvalier, selection of proofs, (429, 437, 439, C122), comprising
three large die proofs of 50c with commemorative inscription, $5 and Airmail 50c on glazed surface gummed wove paper
(71 x 84 mm or 89 x 72 mm) with dated handstamps in violet; $1.50 imperforate pair mint; and $1.50 vertical pair from
the lower right corner of the sheet imperforate horizontally mint, hinged in right sheet margin only, Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

154 HH

1960, 15th Anniversary of the U.N., specialized mint collection, (469, C168-C169a), replete with proofs and errors,
including five die proofs of frames in different colors and of background in black; varieties with imperforate, imperforate
vertically and imperforate horizontally, inverted vignette, error of color, and souvenir sheets with a myriad of omitted
colors or stamp impressions, double impressions, and two uncut sheets of 16, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, imaged in full
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

155 P

1962-68, Selection of 35 imperforate proofs by Harrison and Sons Ltd., on special individual presentation cards; nine
have climatic toning, the others Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 600

156 HHa

1969, Native Butterflies complete, (625-627, C348-C350), complete sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh,
Very Fine. Scott $2,612 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Airmail

EX 157

EX 158

157 P

1929-30, First Issue complete, assembly of 11 large die proofs, (C1-C4), on India paper, mounted on sunken cards,
comprising 50c in black with unfinished background, 50c in black and 50c deep violet (issued color) finished designs but
without “American Bank Note Co.” imprint, 50c sepia with “American Bank Note Co.” imprint, and 1g brown and 1g
orange both without “American Bank Note Co.” imprint, all signed by the engraver C.H. Dawson, plus issued colors 25c
to 1g, each with “American Bank Note Co.” imprint and die numbers, and similar for unissued color 75c red, F.-V.F., an
interesting assembly of artwork for this issue.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

158 P

1929-30, First Issue complete, set of four large die proofs, (C1-C4), in issued colors on India paper, each with die
number, mounted on sunken cards (228 x 152 mm); one card has inconsequential chip at far right side, otherwise fresh,
Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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EX 159

160

159 P

1929-40, First and Third Airmail Issues, set of ten large die proofs, (C1-C4, C5-C9), in issued colors on India
paper, each with die number, mounted on American Bank Note Company index cards (230 x 150 mm) with dates, file
numbers, engravers’ names, observations, and production notations; the First Issue has some peripheral glue stains from
affixing and a couple of marginal defects, all far away from the dies; one index card has defect at outer right edge, F.-V.F.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

160 HHa

1933, “Columbia” Haiti-New York surcharge, (C4a), in red 60c on fresh 20c block of four, fresh, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Scott $600+.
Estimate $250 - 350

161 P

1933-40, Third Issue 50c to 1g, assembly of ten large die proofs, (C5-C9), on India paper, mounted on cards, comprising
50c in black progressive die proof, 50c orange brown finished proof without “American Bank Note Co.” imprint and die
number, 50c orange brown with “American Bank Note Co.” imprint but no die number, mounted on large card (197 x
142 mm) with endorsement “Approved HLH [H.L. Hershey] 9/30/33”; 1g ultramarine with “American Bank Note Co.”
imprint and without die number and similar 1g ultramarine mounted on large card (192 x 136 mm) with endorsement
“Approved HL Hershey, Oct 11, 1933”; plus in issued colors 50c to 1g complete set of six, each with “American Bank
Note Co.” imprint and die numbers, mounted on cards; also 50c ultramarine without ABNC imprint, and 50c orange
brown and 1g ultramarine small die proofs on cardboard, in total 14 items, F.-V.F., an appealing representation of artwork
for this issue.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,500
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EX 162

EX 163

162 P

1933-40, Third Issue 50c to 1g, set of six large die proofs, (C5-C9), in issued colors on India paper, each with die
number, mounted on sunken cards (228 x 152 mm), fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 750

163 P

1938, 150th Anniversary of US Constitution, 50c deep blue, selection of proofs, (C11), including artist’s drawing in
mauve and red with lettering and values picked out in white and engraved Coats-of-Arms pasted in as central vignette, and
three large die proofs in issued colors on India paper comprising 50c without die number mounted on sunken card (229 x
152 mm) stamped “For Approval”, 50c with die number mounted on American Bank Note Co. index card (230 x 152 mm)
with engravers’ names, approval dates, and detailed annotations as to the engraving process, and similar 50c mounted on
card, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

164 P

1946, 1946 Franklin D. Roosevelt set of three large die proofs, (C33-C34), in black on India paper, comprising master
die proof with blank value tablet, and Airmail 20c and 60c, with die numbers, mounted on American Bank Note Company
index cards (229 x 152 mm) with dates, file numbers, engraver’s name, and production notations or references; also set of
complete sheets of 50, never hinged, lightly browned gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

165 P

1954, Fort Nativity, 50c dark rose carmine and 50c dark gray, proofs, (C91-C92), comprising large die proofs of both
values mounted on separate sunken cards (227 x 151 mm); small die proofs of both values mounted together on American
Bank Note Co. index card (228 x 152 mm) with engraver’s name, approval dates, ink references and detailed annotations
as to the engraving process; and imperforate plate proofs of both values in issued colors on cardboard corner plate
number blocks of six with General Engraving Superintendent’s dated dispatch handstamps in violet on reverse, Very Fine.

Estimate $300 - 400

166 H/m/)

1963-65, Dag Hammmarksjold issues, specialized collection, (C210//241), comprising #C210-213, C219-C222, and
C238-C241, mostly mint, with 19 First Day Covers; includes 1963 20c to 1.50g imperforate blocks of four from the lower
right corner of the sheet, never hinged; 1964 Centenary of the Red Cross 50c with overprint misplaced in a sheet of 25
so that the lower row is missing the year dates of the overprint, 1g and 1.50g with inverted overprints; and 1965 20th
Anniversary of the United Nations 50c sheets of 25 (2) with overprint slanted and misplaced partly in sheet margins the
other with overprint misplaced horizontally, and 1g block of ten with inverted overprint, never hinged, Very Fine, see it all
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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EX 167

168

EX 169

167 )

1933 (June 10-July 6), “Columbia” first non-stop flight from New York to Haiti and back, group of five covers with
different US-Haiti mixed frankings, including specially surcharged in red 60c on 20c (#C4A) and two covers bearing
unauthorized overprint on Haiti postage 10c, one with variety double and inverted overprint, and unusual usage with
1933 (July 6) cover flown only from Port-au-Prince to New York bearing specially surcharged stamp 60c on 20c (#C4A),
all showing “First Non-Stop Flight/ ‘Columbia’/New York-Haiti/Haiti-Washington/Pilot J. Errol Boyd/Co-Pilot Robert
G. Lyon” cachets in magenta, one signed by pilots; also 1923 (June 23) postcard to Port-au-Prince (June 24) bearing
Dominican Republic 2c and Airmail 10c, cancelled by “Correo Aero/Sto. Domingo” c.d.s., with appropriate “Columbia”
cachet, and real photo postcard of the Columbia, signed by Capt. J. Errol Boyd, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

168 )

1936 (May 12-14) Hindenburg First North America Flight, Return, Lakehurst to Frankfurt, Registered cover franked
with Haiti 15c and Airmail 50c and 60c (#313, C6, C10), tied by “Port-au-Prince/Haiti” c.d.s. (Apr. 30), in combination
with U.S. 15¢ and Airmail 25¢, canceled by New York mute ovals and showing “Lakehurst/Frankfurt-am-Main” special
flight cachet in violet, with New York Foreign Mail datestamp (May 1) and two different Berlin c.d.s.’s (May 14) on
reverse; gum staining around the perforations of three stamps and ageing on flaps from the gum, Fine appearance, only 50
Estimate $350 - 500
Haitian covers were carried. Sieger 409 Q.

169 P

1949, Anti-Tuberculosis and Malaria Fund, three die proofs, (CB7, CB8), on India paper, comprising master die proof
in green with blank symbol and value tablets, with die number, mounted on American Bank Note Company index card
(228 x 151 mm) with dates, file number, engraver’s name, and production notations or references; marginal wrinkles and
small fault at outer extreme of top left corner, plus two large die proofs of 1.25g carmine and 1.25g blue with die numbers,
Estimate $200 - 300
mounted on cards, Very Fine.

Special Delivery to Postal Tax

EX 170

EX 171

170 P

1953, 25c vermilion, study with three die proofs, (E1), including two large die proofs in black and in vermilion, with
die numbers, mounted on separate cards, and large die proof in vermilion mounted on American Bank Note Co. index
card (228 x 153 mm) with engraver’s name, approval date, and annotations as to the engraving process; imperforate plate
proofs on cardboard block of eight from the top right corner of the sheet with plate number and imprint design and block
of four also on cardboard; the American Bank Note Co. original production files (12 items) with two photographs of the
Postal Administration Building, and three covers franked with the 25c stamp, two of which are genuinely used in January
1954, F.-V.F., a unique assembly.
Estimate $600 - 800

171 P

1898-1906, Numerals, set of nine large die proofs, (J1-J4, J10-J13), with master die proof of 1898 issue in black,
plus individual values in issued colors on India paper or card (60 x 75 mm or 70 x 60 mm), each with die number
and mounted on American Bank Note Company index cards (225 x 148 mm) with dates and file numbers, Very Fine.

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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EX 172

172 P

1898-1906, Numerals, set of nine large die proofs, (J1-J4, J10-J13), with master die proof of 1898 issue in black, plus
individual values in issued colors on India paper or card (60 x 75 mm or 70 x 60 mm), each with die number, mounted on
sunken cards (150 x 227 mm), fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

173 P

1898-1906, Numerals, set of nine stamp-size marginal die proofs, (J1-J4, J10-J13), with master die proof of 1898
issue, in black on India paper, each with die number, mounted on small cards, Very Fine.
Estimate $600 - 800

174 P

1898-1906, Numerals, set of nine stamp-size marginal die proofs, (J1-J4, J10-J13), with master die proof of 1898
issue, in black on India paper, each with new (re-engraved) die number, mounted on small cards, Very Fine, possibly
unique. 
Estimate $600 - 800
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175 )

ca. 1881-1906, Specialized Mint and Used Postal Stationery Collection, including 1881-91 formular cards unused (14)
with first type (2, one franked with 1882 Liberty 3c), and later types unfranked and franked with 1882 Liberty 2c and
3c (2) and Salomon 1c (3) and 3c (2), and stationery cards with 1898 issue cards and reply paid double cards including
uprated frankings and unusual destinations such as Djibouti (stamp missing) and Sweden; two 2c cards to the US, one
uprated with 2c, both cancelled by “Amsterd.-W. Indie/Nederl. Paketboot” oval handstamp; 1902 overprint on reply
paid cards; 1906 cards and reply paid double cards, and 1906 5c letter card used from Port-au-Prince to Chillicothe,
Ohio; also a few picture postcards; 1939-56 US postal stationery cards used from Haiti (4, three are reply cards), later
publicity cards, and a section of 1958-88 aerogrammes (30) including 1958 First Issue 50c with First Day cancel, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
(photo on web site).

176 E)

ca. 1895, Superlative group of seven essays of unadopted designs, comprising 2c postal stationery card in blue, 2c
envelopes in blue with two different formats (148 x 83 mm and 148 x 113 mm), 5c envelope in red (148 x 113 mm),
formular Registered envelope (200 x 127 mm) in blue with Coat-of-Arms of Haiti, and 1c red and 2c blue wrappers, Very
Fine, unrecorded and possibly unique. 
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

177 P

1944 (Aug. 16), United Nations Relief, two sets of four die proofs, (RA1-RA4), in issued colors on India paper; one set
with die numbers, large margins so as to fit on the same American Bank Note Company index card (228 x 151 mm) with
dates, file number, engraver’s name, and production notations or references, a few marginal wrinkles; and a second set of
large die proofs, two with and two without die numbers, mounted on small backing cards, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

178 P

1945, Bicentenary of Port-au-Prince, magnificent specialized collection, (RA9-RA16), based on a wealth of unique
material from the American Banknote Co. archives, including original pen-and-ink drawing (90 x 62 mm) in black
of 5c stamp with lettering and values picked out in white and printed center pasted in; smaller lovely watercolor in
myrtle green with lettering and values picked out in white and printed center pasted in, various notations with approval
handstamps and signatures on reverse; eight photographic essays and proofs (two composite) from the ABNC; the set
of eight small die proofs in issued colors on India paper with die numbers on American Bank Note Company index card
(228 x 152 mm) with date, file number, engraver’s name, and production notations or references; large die proofs in
issued colors of 5c olive gray, 5c blue, 5c green, 5c violet and 5c carmine rose without die numbers on India paper, and
issued colors of 5c green, 5c orange and 5c carmine rose with die numbers on India paper, all except one on large cards
(230 x 151 mm); imperforate plate proof of 5c green in complete sheet of 100 with large margins on thick card with
ABNC signed approval, folded in quarters; and index cards and correspondence relating to the design and production
of this issue, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Honduras
Coat-of-Arms to Cabanas

179

179 S

1866 & 1877, 2r green First Issue & 2r on 2c pink Tegucigalpa issue, “ULTRAMAR” specimens, (1, 16), both affixed
to small piece of album page, each handstamped “ULTRAMAR” by the Portuguese Post Office on receipt from the UPU
in Berne; fresh, Very Fine, a most important proving piece for this difficult issue.
Estimate $250 - 350

180 H/m

1865-77, Specialist’s Coat-of-Arms Issues holding, (1-2, 13//25), a wonderful old-time, mostly all mint specialist’s
holding of over 45 items, arranged on a portion of an album page along with two 4 x 6 stockcards; aside from approximately
ten reference items or those with dubious cancels, the balance are mint, listed items, with some duplicated and collectively
offering an outstanding group of the fascinating Tegucigalpa issue, F.-V.F., an ideal holding, seldom offered like this.

Estimate $300 - 400

181 H

1877, 1/2 r on 2r to 2r on 2r Comayagua surcharge selection, (3, 5, 7, 9), a beautiful, high-quality selection of these
fascinating and exceptionally scarce classic issues, comprising red 1/2 r on 2r, blue 2r on 2r, and black 1r on 2r and 2r on
2r surcharges; each fresh with full margins, o.g., Very Fine. Scott $870.
Estimate $300 - 400

182 H

1877, 2r on 2r black on pink, blue Comayagua surcharge, (6), fresh example boasting large margins along with full,
clean o.g., Very Fine, a rarely encountered issue, ; signed A. Diena and Roig, with Roig’s 1956 certificate. Scott $475.

Estimate $250 - 350
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183

EX 184

183 H

1877, 2r on 2r black on pink, black Comayagua surcharge, (9), full o.g., wonderfully fresh with huge margins, Very
Fine+, rare. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

184 H

1877 (July), Tegucigalpa issue surcharges complete, (13-16, 18-23, 24-25), part to large part o.g., all nine as listed by
Scott, each fresh with good margins; one or two trivial flaws, still generally Very Fine, a very scarce assemblage. Scott
$325+.
Estimate $200 - 300

185 )

1889 (June 10), Magnificent President Morazan-franked cover, from Tegucigalpa to Syracuse, NY, (30), a
breathtaking, fresh cover franked by ten examples of the 1c violet issue, in a horizontal strip of five on the front, plus a
strip of three and a pair on reverse, all cancelled and tied by violet star-in-circle killers, with perfect strike of Tegucigalpa
origin c.d.s. adjacent; reverse notes New Orleans JUN 25 transit and Syracuse JUN 29 receiver, Very Fine, simply put, a
magnificent and rare showpiece. 
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

186 )

1888 (May 18), Spectacular President Morazan cover, used Puerto Cortez to New York, (32), stunning, eye-appealing
cover bearing pair of 1/2 r black Morazan issue, tied by bold blue star-in-circle cancel, with matching Puerto Cortez origin
c.d.s. alongside; cover sent “Via New Orleans” with May 26 transit noted on reverse, along with New York May 28
receiver; small flap tear of no consequence, Very Fine, a delightful and rare cover. 
Estimate $500 - 600

187 )

1889 (July 29), 1r President Morazan cover, sent Tegucigalpa to Syracuse, New York, (33), a beautiful and rare cover,
bearing 1r green tied by violet circular star cancel with choice, matching strike of “Republique de Honduras/Bureau
Postal d’Échange/JUL 29 1889/Tegucigalpa” adjacent; reverse shows New Orleans AUG 13 transit and Syracuse AUG 16
receiver, Very Fine, a desirable, elusive cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

185

186
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188

188 E

ca. 1890, 50c brown Arms of Honduras, spectacular original artwork essay, (48), a superb piece of the artist’s original
work in the issued color of brown, in a design very closely resembling the issued stamp; nice, fairly compact design, Very
Estimate $200 - 300
Fine and choice, a splendid, unique item. 

189 ())

1891 (Nov. 22), Certified cover front from Tegucigalpa to Berlin, a superb cover front sent “via New Orleans y New
York” (violet handstamp), franked by 5c (#53) and 2p (#62) President Bogran issues cancelled by violet blue killers; with
Tegucigalpa origin c.d.s.’s alongside and “Republica de Honduras” Certified handstamp, F.-V.F., rare—the 2p value is
virtually unseen on cover. 
Estimate $250 - 300

190 (H)a

1896, 20c blue green Arias variety, (99 var), unused without gum, fresh, pristine block of nine with two blank
cliches, being position 82-83 on the sheet; few minor, sensibly reinforced perforations, F.-V.F., rare, ex Washburn.

Estimate $200 - 300
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EX 191

EX 192

191 HH

1891, 2p to 10p President Luis Bográn, inverted centers, (62a-64a), o.g., never hinged (!), pristine mint, Very Fine, an
exceptionally scarce group—especially the 2p value, where only one sheet was printed. Scott $360. Estimate $200 - 250

192 P

1893, General Trinidad Cabanas, selection of die proofs, (76//86), premium, very high quality group of three items, all
printed in black, comprising a 5c die proof on India sunk on card; a lovely 30c to 75c composite die proof strip of four on
India affixed to card; plus a rare negative master die proof without values, numbered “613”, Very Fine, delightful group.

Estimate $300 - 400

193 P

1895, General Trinidad Cabanas, proof selection, (76//86), lovely group of ten individual items, comprising a
progressive die proof on thick card, less all indications of value at bottom; 5c trial color die proofs in black, green and
claret; 10c trial color dies in black and brown (2); a 1c and 1p composite die in black; a 2c, 20c and 25c composite die
in black; plus a lovely 30c, 40c, 50c and 75c composite die in vermilion; all items affixed to small pieces; a few smallish
flaws, typically light glue staining from affixing to card, F.-V.F., scarce group. 
Estimate $300 - 400

194 P

1893, 30c to 75c General Trinidad Cabanas, trial proofs, (82-85), choice quality pair of Hamilton Bank Note Companyproduced 30c-75c composite die proofs in strips of four, in black and vermilion, each affixed to portion of file card, F.V.F.+, rare, exceptional items.
Estimate $350 - 500

195 )

1893, General Trinidad Cabanas, pair of scarce covers, (76), comprising a Dec. 30, 1893 cover from San Pedro Sula
to Guatemala City (Jan. 10, 1894 arrival), bearing a block of five tied by violet star cancels with matching origin c.d.s.;
plus a lovely front-only example of a Dec. 1893 Registered A.R. cover bearing 40c and 1p (#83, 86) from Puerto Cortes
to England (6 JAN 94 receiver), F.-V.F., a scarce and attractive pair. 
Estimate $250 - 300
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196 )

196

1894 (Oct. 27), General Trinidad Cabanas, cover from Amapala to Paris, (76-78), splendidly marked, superb quality,
fresh cover bearing 1c, 2c (pair) and 5c Cabanas issue, all tied by “Honduras” barred obliterator in violet, with oval
“Republique de Honduras/Bureau Postal d’Exchange/OCT 28 1894/Amapala” alongside, plus light, blue Paris receiver
on front; New York 12 Nov transit on reverse, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce cover. 
Estimate $200 - 250

“Justice” to “Honduran Scene”

EX 197

197 P

1895, “Justice” design composite die proofs, lovely pair of horizontal strips of three in orange and black, each comprising
Honduras 1c (#87), Nicaragua 2c and unadopted Salvador 5c designs; each fresh, Very Fine, a lovely and scarce pair.

Estimate $200 - 300

198 P

1895, “Justice”, specialized proof selection, (87//94), attractive and scarce selection of eight items produced by the
Hamilton Bank Note Company, comprising five imperforate small die proofs for three different values, a 30c and 50c
composite pair; a 5c, 2c, 20c and 10c composite strip in green plus the same in black; each item affixed to card; couple
smallish flaws or glue marks, but generally F.-V.F., a nice lot.
Estimate $350 - 500

199 )

1895, “Justice”, group of four premium covers, (87-89), outstanding selection including 1c (2) and 2c (4) on splendid
and rare cover from Tegucigalpa to Switzerland, 5c (#89) on uprated 5c Cabanas entire to Trujillo, 5c on small neat
mourning cover from Comayagua to Guatemala, and lovely 1c, 2c (2) and 5c cover from Amapala to Munich, F.-V.F. or
better, scarce group to be sure. 
Estimate $300 - 400
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200

200 P

1895, “Justice” Allegorical issue, die proofs for 2c to 20c values, (88-91), splendid and elegantly produced pair of
American Bank Note proofs, one in blue, the other in black, each depicting the “Justice” design, each with plate number
imprint in margin, Very Fine, rare, two beauties.
Estimate $250 - 350

201 H/)

1898, Locomotive, extraordinary specialized exhibition-style collection, (103-110), a truly magnificent collection,
superbly annotated and researched, comprising the stamp issue itself in various offerings, plus a section of 17 very
select mounted covers—each of which is remarkable and could stand on its own as an individual lot in any international
auction—along with 15 additional covers, which are excellent in their own right; the stamp portion shows paper varieties,
plus the 2c and 5c values in imperforate-between pairs (rare), a 10c block of four with two imperforate-between pairs, 5c
red violet color error in blocks of four, reference items, etc.; the postal history section amazes with examples of urban
rate, underpaid, a 1c block of 15 to London, 10c plus 5c to the US, 1c and 2c picture post card usage, 30c A.R. foreign
letter cover to San Francisco; a superb 5c, 10c, 20c and 50c (2) nine-times rate cover, a beautiful 5c and 1p combination
cover (which is virtually unknown), a 20c (2) and 50c seven-time basic rate cover to New York, various “Permitase”
control marking covers (including a magnificent 2c, 5c, 6c, 10c, 20c and 50c A.R. Permitase cover to Glasgow), and
much, much more, F.-V.F., a beautiful study of this iconic issue; be sure to see it all on the web (photo on web site).

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

202 )

1898, Locomotive Postal Card, remarkable specialized collection, magnificent, keenly assembled and well-annotated
mounted collection comprising 32 items, representing the 2c Interior, the 2c+2c Interior message-reply cards, plus their
3c and 3c+3c Exterior counterparts; the usages are extraordinary and selected for interest, including uprated and shortpaid usages; a wonderful range of town origination markings, including Amapala, Choluteca, Iriona, Puerto Cortes,
Santa Rosa, Tegucigalpa, Trujillo, Yuscaran, etc.; in addition, there are numerous “Permitase” anti-theft handstamp
markings, including the only known Amapala locally use card without the handstamp, overpayment examples, and much
more; a specialist’s delight to be sure, F.-V.F. or better, see the collection in its entirety online (photo on web site).

Estimate $750 - 1,000

203 H/)

1903, General Santos Guardiola, specialized selection, (111-118), a fascinating, premium selection comprising the set
complete in corner margin security-punched “Specimen” overprint strips of three in issued colors; in addition, there are
eight select items of postal history, including a choice Registered cover franked by 1c, 2c (2), and 5c (5) from Puerto
Cortes to New York; two lovely picture post card usages to France and Germany; a lovely 1904 double rate cover to the
US, etc.; wonderful group of scarce material, F.-V.F., fully imaged online.
Estimate $350 - 500

204 )

1903 (June), General Santos Guardiola, cover sent Amapala to San Francisco, (111-112, 115), a splendidly clean
cover, bearing 1c, 2c (pair) and 10c Guardiola issues, cancelled by rare “PERMITASE” handstamp in blue—which was
used as a control marking for the remote Pacific Coast post office at Amapala; reverse notes San Francisco JUL 3 arrival;
fresh, Very Fine, a very rare usage, see footnote in Scott after #118.
Estimate $200 - 300

EX 203
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205 H

1907-10, President José Medina, specialized collection, (119//130), an amazing, well-presented collection of stamps,
varieties, proofs and essays, along with 11 scarce, selected-for-interest items of postal history; the stamp portion begins
with imperforate pairs, including both shades of the 6c, a rare 10c large die proof by Kuhn Brothers of New York; 5c,
20c and 50c composite die proof block of four, and 1c, 2c and 1p composite die proof strip of three in orange; other
imperforate multiples include 10c corner margin block of six, 5c marginal strip of five, 2c horizontal pair imperforate
vertically, etc.; we also note a 1910 essay for the 1c surcharge on 20c printed twice in yellow brown and red (ex Green,
Hopkins), plus a choice array of surcharge varieties in strips; the covers are outstanding with wonderful usages, including
several bisects, etc., F.-V.F. or better, a super lot of exceptional material; see it all on our website (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

206 P

1911, “Honduran Scene” Paddle Steamer, 1c to 1p, composite die proof sheet, (131-138), beautiful and rare sheet,
measuring 121/2 x 73/4 inches, depicting each value in yellow; several expected folds, still Very Fine, a lovely, fresh item.

Estimate $200 - 300

207 P

1911, “Honduran Scene” Paddle Steamer, proofs, (131-138), wonderfully fresh, exceptional group comprising the
1c to 1p values in black in a composite die proof in reversed format (never seen by us), as well as the 5c to 1p values in
imperforate plate proof blocks of four with Hass Bank Note imprints, Very Fine, rare. 
Estimate $250 - 350

206

EX 207

Bonilla & Later

208 )

48

EX 208

1912, 1c President Bonilla, extraordinary selection of four choice covers, (140), incredible group comprising 1c
Bonilla, along with 10c and 2c (2) Officials, on cacheted cover from the Postmaster General, Tegucigalpa (Jan. 30) to
New York, with the Bonilla added to make the 15c foreign letter rate (all catalogues list Feb. 1 as the First Day for the
Bonilla issue, with this cover pre-dating); we also note a superb 1912 cover with mining corner card with 1911 1c (pair),
6c and 10c pair along with two Bonilla issues on Registered Cover from San Juancito to New York; plus two additional
items, one being a 1912 picture post card to Upper Silesia (!) bearing a strip of four and single Bonilla issue, and finally a
1912 Bonilla and 2c Independence issue cover to Paris; all fresh, F.-V.F. or better, wonderful group of very scarce stamps
on cover. 
Estimate $500 - 600
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209 H/m

1915, Regular Issues, select study/stock, (174//181), 43 homemade album or manila stock pages, with mint and used,
many multiples (plate away!), tête-bêches, some imperforates, bisect usages, double perforations, and more; many, many
hundreds of stamps (consignor’s note states 1500+, which might be a touch high—though we didn’t count); remarkably
fresh, with shades and paper varieties throughout, F.-V.F. with much better, a specialist’s dream; see it all online, much ex
Estimate $250 - 350
Madden (photo on web site).

210 )

1920 (Jan. 31), 2c (Large and small format) Assumption of Power issue Registered cover from Tegucigalpa to New
York, (194, 197), splendid and highly attractive, bearing the small format 2c rose and large format 2c bronze, each tied by
barred violet “Honduras” cancels and matching Registered handstamp; reverse shows additional franking in the form of
1915 1c and 1919 20c values, with New York arrival dates of Feb. 21 and 22; nearly every catalogue lists the First Day as
Estimate $250 - 350
Feb. 1, Very Fine, very rare stamps on cover. 

211 )

1920 (Feb. 5), Assumption of Power issue internal cover, from Ampala to Tegucigalpa, (194, 195 vars), a choice
and rare cover, franked by small-format 2c rose (horizontal pair, imperforate between), along with 2c gold large-format
issue, imperforate with huge margins, each tied by violet barred “Honduras” cancels; front shows Tegucigalpa 8 FEB 20
receiver, Very Fine and choice, rare stamps on cover. 
Estimate $200 - 250

212 H/m/)

1929, President Colindres, superb exhibition-style collection, (256-257), a magnificent and keen collection of this
fascinating issue, assembled on 18 pages; includes both full and reconstructed sheets, misperforations, the only known
imperforate pair of the 1c value (used), five beautiful and select cover usages, three of which are on splendid 9/24/29
First International Flight covers, several examples of the infamous “reversed colors”, etc., Very Fine, a super lot (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

213 )

1929, President Colindres, specialized holding, (256-257), nice group comprising three covers, the first with two of each
value to New York, the second a single 2c franking on domestic cover, plus a locally used Tegucigalpa cover bearing two
1c values, cancelled Feb. 20, the earliest reported usage of this issue; also included are full mint sheets of ten of the
issue, Very Fine, nice lot.
Estimate $200 - 250

210
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EX 214

EX 215

214 )

ca. 1931-34, “T.S. de C.” overprints, cover selection, a lovely and very scarce group of six covers, representing regular
issue (#311//317) or Airmail (#C51-C55) items; bulk show varieties, including a Registered Airmail cover to England
franked by 10c brown (#315) with double green overprint, plus a pair with orange overprint; two covers bearing 5c (#311)
along with a one-third portion (bisect fashion); a 5c Airmail (#C51) with black rather than red overprint; a 10c brown
(#315) with inverted overprint in green on picture post card; plus a remarkable Registered cover bearing #298, 299 (2),
C73 (3) and #312 with inverted overprint used to New York, with the three #C73 examples the “larger size” overprint
(unlisted in Sanabria, but stated to be unissued in Michel), F.-V.F., a choice specialist’s group.
Estimate $350 - 500

215 P

1939, Landmarks & Leaders, compelling collection of proofs, (336-340, C89-C98), splendid, magnificently produced
selection of 30 pieces comprising 29 Columbian Bank Note Company-produced imperforate engraved proofs, all struck
in green on medium thick paper and affixed to card; these items offer completed designs for both the Airmail and regular
issues (15 items), with the remaining 14 pieces being vignette and frame designs in various states of completion; the final
item present is a gorgeous and incredibly rare unfinished die proof in black for the 1L Airmail (#C97), with incomplete
dates and blank value tablets, Very Fine, a remarkable group; see them in full online.
Estimate $600 - 800

Airmails 1925-1927

216

217

218

216 P

1925, Proof strike of “AERO CORREO” overprint on 1c Morazan Statue issue, a nicely centered example of this
major Honduran Airmail rarity, T.C. Pound’s Provisional Airmail—created April 29 in anticipation of the first Honduran
Airmail flight on May 1; with original gum, though possessing some faults—notably a small pinhole and creasing, etc.—
all of which are largely irrelevant as this represents one of only four examples of this proof extant, as noted in the
accompanying 1980 Friedl Expert Committee certificate (though we could find just two prior examples recorded); this
item is listed in the 1972 Sanabria catalogue as “#1” with a catalogue value—then—of $6,500, Very Fine. Sanabria 1.

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Without question, one of the rarest Airmail stamps in the world.

217 H

1925, 5c light blue First Issue Airmail, black and blue overprints, (C1-C2), o.g., each fresh and nicely centered,
Very Fine, a very scarce pair, with only 500 of the black and 200 of the blue overprints issued; each signed Bloch, #C2
additionally signed Sanabria. Scott $388.
Estimate $200 - 300

218 H

1925, 10c blue First Issue Airmail, black “AERO CORREO” overprint, (C5), o.g., fresh and most attractive
example, Fine, a great rarity, as only 24 examples were printed; signed Bloch, with 1974 Friedl certificate. Scott $1,100.

Estimate $500 - 750

50
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219

220

221

222

219 H

1925, 20c red brown, black “AERO CORREO” overprint inverted, (C6a), full, clean o.g., wonderfully fresh and
beautifully centered, Very Fine, only 36 examples issued, a striking and scarce variety. Scott $250. Estimate $200 - 300

220 H

1925, 20c red brown, blue “AERO CORREO” overprint printed vertically, (C7c), part o.g., fresh with decent
centering; horizontal crease, F.-V.F., rare; signed Dr. Duron. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 500

221 (H)

1925, First Issue, 50c red “AERO CORREO” overprint, (C8), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh and bright,
F.-V.F., only 200 examples issued. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

222 H

1925, First Issue, 50c red “AERO CORREO” overprint, (C8), o.g., exceptionally fresh and beautifully centered, Very
Fine, rare: only 200 examples issued; signed Bloch and others. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

223 H

1925, 1p yellow green First Issue Airmail, (C9), o.g., wonderfully fresh, F.-V.F., rare, with only 100 issued; signed
Bloch and Sanabria. Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

224 m

1925, 1p yellow green First Issue Airmail, (C9), fresh and well-centered with neat, light barred cancel, Very Fine, rare,
with only 100 issued. Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

225 H

1925, 25c on 1c, on 5c and on 20c Provisional surcharges, (C10-C11, C13), o.g., fresh mint, Very Fine, a very scarce
group, with the 25c on 1c having only 500 printed, the other values 300 printed each; signed Bloch or Sanabria. Scott
Estimate $300 - 400
$550.

226 H

1925, 25c on 1c chocolate, surcharge inverted, (C10a), o.g., nicely centered, F.-V.F.+, a splendid example of this Airpost
rarity, with only 12 examples issued, several signature guarantees. Scott $700. Sanabria 12a.
Estimate $400 - 600

227 H

1927, 20c on 50c “Servicio Aéreo” surcharge, overprint-unique variety, (C19c, C19d), o.g., a lovely horizontal pair
showing imperforate-between variety—itself rare, with only 40 pairs issued—with the right stamp additionally showing
omitted “r” of “Aéreo” variety, collectively producing this striking and unique error, Very Fine; signed Aguilera.
Sanabria 26c, 26e.
Estimate $200 - 300

223
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Airmails 1930s

EX 228

229

228 H

1930, 5c on 10c to 25c on 50c Provisional surcharges complete, (C20-C25), o.g., a fresh, magnificent, top-shelf
quality set, which is nearly impossible to find complete, Very Fine, incredibly rare, with the 5c on 10c yellow surcharge
(#C21, signed Bloch and Sanabria) and the 10c on 20c violet surcharge (#C24, signed Bloch) each from a single sheet
of 50, an extraordinary opportunity; with 1974 P.F. certificate for #C21, #C24 with 1969 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,327.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

229 H

1930, 10c on 20c Provisional surcharge, in violet, (C24), o.g., a superb, top-quality example of this great Airpost rarity;
wonderfully fresh and well-centered, Very Fine, only 50 examples issued; signed Sanabria and several others. Scott $750.

Estimate $400 - 600

230 (H)

1930, 50c on 25c on 1p green Provisional, surcharge doubled, (C31f), a striking vertical strip of three showing inverted
“Vale 50cts oro” surcharge, along with top stamp showing additional “Internaoicnal” variety; no gum, with minor, sensible
reinforcing, Fine, rare: one of only two examples extant, unpriced in Scott; each stamp signed Bloch, with 1981 P.F.
certificate. 1972 Sanabria 38e; $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

231 H

1930, 5c on 10c to 25c on 50c Provisional surcharges, (C33-C35), o.g., a magnificent, select quality group, Very Fine,
rare, with only 50 of the 5c on 20c, and 150 of the 25c on 50c, issued, 5c on 10c signed Bloch and others, other values
signed variously (including Bloch); with 1982 Friedl certificate for 5c on 10c value. Scott $1,075. Estimate $500 - 750

232 H

1930, 5c on 10c blue, red Provisional surcharge, (C33), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh and most definitely near-pristine,
Very Fine, an exceptionally rare issue; signed Sanabria, with 1969 P.F. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
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233 H

233

234

235

236

1930, 5c on 10c blue, red Provisional surcharge, “1930” reading down, (C33a), remarkably fresh and beautifully centered,
offering full, clean original gum, Very Fine and choice. Scott $1,500. 1972 Sanabria 40a; $1,000. Estimate $750 - 1,000
Believed to be unique as noted in Sanabria, with this example the listing item. This, along with the “1903” error, represent
the pivotal items from the 1930 Provisional Airpost series.

234 s

1930, 55c on 50c vermilion, value error of surcharge, (C35a), choice example used on small piece, showing the “55cts”
rather than “25cts” error, Very Fine, an exceptionally rare value, particularly so used; with 2002 B.P.A. certificate. Scott
$325, well undervalued. Sanabria 42b.
Estimate $200 - 300

235 H

1930, 20c on 50c Provisional surcharge, (C36), full, clean o.g., wonderfully fresh and bright, with customary centering,
Fine+, a super example of this great rarity, of which only 25 were issued, we believe Scott well undervalues this stamp;
signed Elliott, etc. Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

236 HHa

1931, 15c on 20c red brown “Servicio aéreo interior” Provisional, (unlisted), block of 4, o.g., never hinged (!), a
stunning, eye-arresting block in exquisite condition, showing tête-bêche pair variety, along with “1932” for “1931” variety
and the inverted surcharge on the right stamp of the tête-bêche pair, Very Fine, rare, a lovely showpiece. Sanabria 82b,
82c, 82d.
Estimate $200 - 300

237 Ha

1932, 15c on 10c blue, on horizontally overprinted “OFICIAL” stamp of 1921, full pane of 25, a remarkable,
wonderfully fresh pane offerig full, clean original gum along with wonderfully fresh overall appearance; additionally,
the second row of five shows the unrecorded variety with “1932” inverted; perforation separations along bottom row
subsequent to the accompanying certificates, F.-V.F. and choice; with 1983 Friedl and Enzo Diena certificates. Sanabria
117B.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

EX 237

The only sheet extant, and one of the true showpiece items from a country that arguably boasts some of the world’s
premier Airmail items. The 1972 Sanabria catalogue values the sheet at $50,000, but that lofty figure does not include the
five rare inverted “1932” errors, which undoubtedly are the only examples in existence.
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238 H

238

1932, 15c on 2c “Aereo Interior” Provisional, double inverted surcharge, (C73 var), o.g., very lightly hinged, a
superb example of this striking variety, first noted in the July 1969 Aero Philatelist Annals publication, Very Fine, one
of only a few known examples, unlisted in either Scott or Sanabria; with 1969 A.P.E.X. certificate. Sanabria 113 var.

Estimate $200 - 300

Airmails 1940s & Later

239

EX 240

239 S

1943, 1c to 5L Airmail Pictorials, rare Security Bank Note Co. Specimen booklet, (C128-C142), complete stapled
booklet containing all 15 values (1c low value included but detached), all punched and printed in issued colors, with
original interleaving, etc., Very Fine, a lovely and very scarce item. 
Estimate $250 - 350

240 P

1946, 15c-21c & 2L Coat-of-Arms Airmail Issue, die proofs in red, (C159-C160, C162), lovely pair of items,
comprising the 15c and 21c values in a composite sheet, plus 2L, each in red and sunk on card; fresh, Very Fine, rare.

Estimate $200 - 250

54
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EX 241

EX 242

241 P

1947, 8c Roosevelt Memorial, Hamilton Bank Note Company proofs, (C163), splendid, high-quality specialist’s
selection of 20 die proofs comprising 13 completed designs, all in a variety of different colors, plus seven choice unfinished
examples, Very Fine, wonderful group of this ever-popular thematic; see the lot in full online.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

242 P

1947, 8c Redrawn FDR issue, specialized assortment, (C163a-C163c), a magnificent holding of this fascinating and
ever-popular issue, comprising a superb mock-up production proof in red on card, three vignette head design proofs,
plus an imperforate horizontal proof pair in issued color on gummed paper; then on to all three Scott-listed varieties: a
horizontal imperforate pair in strip of three, a vertical pair imperforate-between and, finally, an amazing used example of
the ultra-rare perf 12 x 6 variety, of which only three or four are believed to exist, largely Very Fine, a super lot. Sanabria
272a-272c.
Estimate $600 - 800

243 HH

1955, Rotary Issue, group of varieties, (C231, C233, C238 vars), lovely, select group of seven varieties, comprising
two examples of the 1c, one with overprint sideways, one with inverted overprint (rare, only 25 printed); 2c and 3c values
with overprint sideways; 8c on 1c double surcharge variety (Sanabria #363a; rare); plus 8c surcharge on the 2c rather
than 1c error (rare; unlisted); fresh, o.g., never hinged, generally Very Fine; the rarest items signed Sanabria or Roig.

Estimate $300 - 400

244 HH

1964, Tokyo Olympics souvenir sheet, imperforate, (C344 footnote), the normally scarce imperforate sheet of four
stamps, this example with the bluish green color of the upper right stamp omitted variety, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
believed to be unique, a spectacular Olympics thematic item. Sanabria 520var.
Estimate $300 - 400

EX 243
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Officials to Postal Tax

EX 245

EX 246

245 P

1931, 1c to 1p View of Tegucigalpa, American Bank Note Company die proofs, (O89-O97), a pristine, superb quality
set of die proofs in issued colors sunk on card, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

246 P

1922-46, Superb group of Revenue issue die proofs, premium, select group of five choice items, comprising a ca. 1922
1p Consular Service Waterlow die proof, two ca. 1946 10c and 1p Waterlow die proofs of frames only, plus se-tenant die
proof of the two vignettes, and finally a superb ca. 1932 American Bank Note Co.-engraved frame design in green affixed
to card, F.-V.F., a beautiful group.
Estimate $400 - 600

247 E

1941, 1c Postal Tax issue, unadopted American Bank Note Company essay, a beautiful, unique design in rose and lilac,
with the stamp design itself measuring 82 X 62 mm; essay offers engraved central vignette with hand-painted frame, etc.;
a classically stunning unaccepted submission, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

248 E

1941, 1c Postal Tax, pair of American Bank Note Company essays, (RA1), for this First Issue, a beautiful pair in
different colors, printed on india and affixed to card; lovely designs, Very Fine and choice, superb Red Cross Thematic
items.
Estimate $200 - 300

249 P

1941-50, 1c American Bank Note Company die proofs, (RA1-RA4), beautiful, clean group comprising a finished #RA2
design in green, plus completed frame designs (less the Red Cross portions) for #RA1 and RA3-RA4; fresh, Very Fine,
wonderful Topical items.
Estimate $200 - 250
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EX 250

1945, 1c Red Cross Postal Tax issue, four large die proofs, (RA3), beautiful group of four from the American Bank
Note Company, comprising two unfinished examples in black each with the cross and flag omitted, one affixed to card,
the second sunk on card and each numbered 85823; a third item of frame and vignette with flag and cross included; plus
a beautiful example of the completed design, Very Fine, choice group.
Estimate $250 - 350

250 P

Nicaragua

251 m

251

252

253

254

EX 255		

1914, 1c on 50c Provisional surcharge on 1912 Official, (341B), exceptionally fresh and remarkably well-centered, neat
unobtrusive violet cancel, Very Fine+, rare and unpriced as used, a beauty; signed Bloch.
Estimate $200 - 300

252 m

1914, 2c on 20c Provisional surcharge on 1912 Official, (342A), fresh with outstanding centering, Very Fine, rare;
signed Bloch. Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 250

253 m

1914, 5c on 5p Provisional surcharge on 1912 Official, surcharge in red, (348), wonderfully fresh and sound,
showing neat violet cancel, Very Fine and choice, an extremely rare and exceptional item; signed Bloch. Scott $500.

Estimate $350 - 500

254 m

1918-19, 5c on 15c violet Provisional surcharge, (364C), a lovely, fresh and sound example of this very rare stamp, F.V.F.; signed Bloch. Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

255 m

1918-19, 2c on 20c and 5c on 20c Provisional surcharges for use at Bluefields & Rama, (365-365D), a choice duo of
these difficult, rarely encountered issues, each fresh with attractive violet cancels, Very Fine; each signed Bloch. Scott
$260.
Estimate $200 - 250
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EX 256

EX 257

256 m

1919 (May), 2c on 20c slate Provisional surcharges for use at Bluefields & Rama, (391-393G), splendid, complete
offering of the four issues; fresh, F.-V.F., an exceptionally scarce and rarely offered “set”; each signed Bloch. Scott $405.

Estimate $300 - 400

257 P

1929-31, Airplane over Mt. Momotombo, selection of die proofs, (C4-C6, C18), beautiful set of eight American Bank
Note Company die proofs, each printed on card and affixed to card, comprising the first 1929 set (#C4-C6) in issued
colors, plus two additional 50c values in blue and orange, along with two additional 1cor values in green and yellow; lastly
we note the 15c 1931 issue (#C18) in issued violet; a wonderful holding of this important issue, which formed the basis
for the dozens of surcharged issues that followed, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

258 (H)a

1932, 5c yellow brown “Correo Aéreo Interior”, imperf-between vertically, (C36b), complete sheet of 10, without
gum as issued, a beautiful, eye-arresting error; fresh, Very Fine, extremely rare—one of only two intact sheets extant.

Estimate $250 - 350

259 HHa

1962, 5c Orchids, imperforate, (RA66-RA75 var), a pristine, complete set of ten values in matched Courvoisier top
margin imprint blocks of four, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, rare: only one sheet of 100 printed, with only three-four sets
of blocks believed to exist. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Panama

EX 260

EX 261

260 P

1915-20, Pictorial issue, die proofs in issued colors, (205, 209-212, 214-216, 218-219), each printed on India
and affixed to card; 10c (#211) crease, 24c (#216) glue stain, otherwise Very Fine, a scarce and attractive group.

Estimate $250 - 350

261 P

1921, Centenary of Independence complete, die proof pairs in green, (220-231), a pristine, flawless complete set of
as-issued American Bank Note Company die proof horizontal pairs, Extremely Fine and choice.
Estimate $200 - 300

262 )

1936 (Oct. 8), 50c on 1/2 c orange President Arosemena issue, on cover from Panama to the Canal Zone, (C19),
lovely example tied to neat, fresh airmail envelope by “Agencia Postal/OCT/8/A.M./Panama” c.d.s., with reverse showing
“Cierre Oficial/Republica de Panama/Correos Certificados” flap seal label, Very Fine, a rare stamp on cover, with only 200
examples printed. 
Estimate $200 - 250

263 HH

1960, Rome Olympics souvenir sheet, group of varieties, (C237a var), an amazing assemblage of six sheets representing
all known and listed Sanabria varieties, including missing colors, reversed imprints, etc.; an occasional small flaw, truly
minor and largely irrelevant, as only a few examples of each of these errors are known, o.g., never hinged, generally Very
Fine, superb thematic items. Sanabria 267b-267g.
Estimate $350 - 500

262

EX 263

Paraguay
264 (H)a

1961, South American Tennis Championship, imperf blocks of 30, (605-609, C301-C303), without gum as issued,
matched top margin blocks, pristine mint, Very Fine, very scarce multiples, and wonderful thematic items. Scott $750 in
footnote (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Peru

265

266

265 )

1882 (Oct. 18), Pacific War cover, from Huancvca to Arequipa, lovely quality cover franked by diagonal bisect of
20c Coat-of-Arms issue (#27) tied by bold “Huancvca/18 OCBR 82/Pral” c.d.s., with “Ayacucho/25 OCBR 82/Pral”
receiver adjacent (second strike on reverse); “Cuzco” oval handstamp also noted on reverse, Very Fine, a rare usage.

Estimate $250 - 350

266 H

1866, Llamas, 20c brown, (18), superb quality small-format die proof in black, sunk on card 76 x 89 mm numbered
“566”, Very Fine, exceptional and rare. 
Estimate $200 - 300

267 P

1899, “Liberty”, 10s blue green Regular Issue & 10s dull violet Postage Due die proofs, (159, J35), lovely pair of
American Bank Note Company die proofs in issued colors on India paper; 10s some trivial, shallow thinning, otherwise
Very Fine, a lovely and scarce pair of die proofs of two of Peru’s rarest stamps. 
Estimate $200 - 300

268 m

1899,”Liberty”, 10s blue green, (159), a lovely used example, cancelled by bold “Correos Del Peru/13 JUL 1900/Lima”
datestamp, F.-V.F.+, rare. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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269

EX 270

269 P

1928, 50c dark green President Augusto Leguia, die proof, (C2), a superb quality and rare American Bank Note
Company large die proof in issued color, sunk on card and with plate number “60408”, Extremely Fine and choice, a
wonderful item depicting Peru’s first true Airmail stamp.
Estimate $200 - 300

270 HH

1948, London Olympics, without “AEREO” overprints, (C78-C81 var), imperforate pairs, o.g., never hinged, pristine
mint, Very Fine, a very scarce set. 
Estimate $200 - 300

271 HH

1948 & 1956, Olympics souvenir sheet varieties, (C81a), issued for the London and Melbourne games; a spectacular
group of four items comprising London sheet with greatly misplaced “AEREO” overprints, a Melbourne-overprinted
sheet with “AEREO” on all four stamps but doubled on the 2s and 5s values; plus a rare Melbourne-overprinted sheet with
“AEREO” omitted; also includes a normal sheet just to keep everything together; couple small flaws, o.g., never hinged,
still generally F.-V.F., a striking, rarely encountered group.
Estimate $500 - 750

272 P

1962, 1.30s to 2.50s Border Dispute, specialized holding, (C175-C177), fascinating assemblage, comprising perforated
and imperforate composite proof sheets of all three values, plus two additional composite sheets of three in two of the
three issued colors; we also find a set of marginal imperforate pairs, perforated and imperforate marginal blocks showing
“I” of “Cordillera” omitted, etc.; lovely group, Very Fine, scarce material (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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273

274

273 m

Postage Due, 1883, Triangle and”U.P.U. LIMA” in oval on 20c blue, (J20), fresh, neatly cancelled and well-centered,
Very Fine and rare, one of the great rarities of Peru; signed Alex Rendon. Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

274 m

Postage Due, 1899,”Liberty”, 10s dull violet, (J35), fresh with neat, unobtrusive datestamp, Very Fine and choice, a
splendid example of one of Peru’s great rarities. Scott $1,700.
Estimate $500 - 600

Salvador
“Via Zacapa”
275 )

1897-1952, Superb “Via Zacapa” postal history collection, approximately 75 covers and postal stationery items, all
sent across the Guatemalan border to Zacapa, and thence to the port of Puerto Barrios, thus shortening the transit time
for overseas mail; brief but informative write-ups on several early pages, with many covers also annotated—making this
the start of a fascinating exhibition; begins with an actual “Transito Territorial” stamp of 1899 (along with a de Thuin
forgery) along with another example partially uprating an Apr. 4, 1899 postal card to Hamburg with real photo pasted to
reverse (!); several early (“earliest?” noted) usages, with late usages (yes, there is even a cover from 1952); in between
we find multiple types and colors of handstamps and instructional markings for the route, four “RRR” items originating
in Salvador but posted in Guatemala directly, numerous uprated examples, overprints, multicolor frankings, even a 1917
window envelope, generally Very Fine, an impressive holding that must be seen to be believed; imaged in full online
Estimate $800 - 1,200
(photo on web site).

Early Issues

EX 276

277

276 P

1867, First Issue Volcano San Miguel, die proofs, (1-4), beautiful, fresh set printed in issued colors, all on India, with
the 1/2 r and 4r affixed to card, Very Fine, scarce. 
Estimate $200 - 250

277 P

1867, First Issue “Volcano”, 4r, die proof, (4), choice quality, in black printed on India, numbered “544C”; pristine, Very
Fine, rare. 
Estimate $250 - 350
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278

279

278 )

1889 (Feb. 13), Splendidly franked cover, from Sonsonate to Hamburg, lovely, neat cover franked by 1c green
Volcano Coat-of-Arms (#13) along with 10c orange Volcano Pictorial (#19), each cancelled by violet target cancels, with
Sonsonate origin c.d.s. alongside; reverse shows New York MAR 4 transit and Hamburg MAR 15 arrival, Very Fine and
Estimate $200 - 250
rare, a fresh beauty.

279 )

1884 (Aug. 14), Coat-of-Arms issue cover, sent Acajutla to New York, (13, 16), beautiful, neat cover bearing 1c and
10c Volcano design Coat-of-Arms issue, each tied by bold violet blue star-in-circle killer, with matching “Administracion/
de/Correos/AGO 14 1884/Acajutla” c.d.s.; reverse shows New York SEP 3 arrival, Very Fine, a fresh beauty.

Estimate $200 - 300

280 )

1886 (July 2), 1879 Coat-of-Arms issue-franked cover, from Santa Ana to Taunton, Massachusetts, (13-14), beautiful,
neat cover bearing 1c and 2c Coat-of-Arms issue, each cancelled by blue geometric design killers, with matching “Correos
de Santa-Ana/2/JUL/86/R. del Salvador” c.d.s. adjacent; reverse notes blue San Salvador 4 JULIO 86 and New York JUL
19 transits plus Taunton JUL 20 receiver, Very Fine, scarce issues on cover. 
Estimate $200 - 250

281 )

1889 (Nov. 6), Splendid Registered cover, from Sonsonate to St. Louis, Missouri, visually appealing cover franked
by the amazing combination of 20c violet Coat-of-Arms (#17, rare on cover), 10c orange (#19), 5c blue (#20) plus
a horizontal pair of 1c green barred overprint issue (#23); front shows light, violet origin c.d.s., black oval Registry
handstamp, nice Sonsonate Registry label, and blue boxed St. Louis Dec. 5 “Received” handstamp, with New York Dec.
3 transit, Very Fine, a stunning and rare cover. 
Estimate $300 - 400

280
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282

EX 283

282 )

1889 (Aug. 23), Neat Registered cover, from San Salvador to New York, a beautiful, opened-for-display Registered
cover, bearing 3c brown (#18), 5c blue (#20), and 10c orange (#19), along with a pair of 1c on 3c (#25) and six 1c green
barred overprint (#23, four of which are a horizontal strip on reverse), totalling 26c postage; front shows scarce orange
San Salvador Registry label; fresh, Very Fine, a truly remarkable and rare franking. 
Estimate $400 - 500

283 )

1888-89, Allegorical Figure, select, all-premium group of four postal history items, (18, 20, 23), beautiful holding,
comprising 5c blue (#20; 3) used San Salvador to San Francisco on United States Consulate corner card cover; a lovely
1889 cover, Izalco to New York, franked by 3c brown (#18; 2) along with a single 5c blue (#20) with Panama and Adajulta
transits; an uprated 1889 5c entire bearing two 3c brown (#18), used Santa Tecla to Mainz; and finally a neat cover bearing
two 5c blue (#20) along with 1c barred overprint (#23) used to New Hampshire, F.-V.F. or better, a splendid group of rare
covers, view in full detail on our website.
Estimate $500 - 750

284 )

1889-1900, Choice selection of five early, premium Provisional surcharge covers, super group comprising an 1889
printed rate cover from Santa Tecla to Paris franked by a pair of 1c on 3c (#25); a second 1889 cover, same route, carrying
a single 1c on 3c (#25) along with 1c barred overprint (#23); an 1892 cover bearing a single 1c on 5c gray Provisional; a
lovely uprated 2c Seebeck message-reply card complete, both parts bearing 1c on 12c (#129); and finally a lovely cover
from 1900 with 12c “pinwheel” (#197) plus #244-245 Provisionals, as well as a rare example of 1c on 13c inverted
surcharge (#242a) used on cover (cover creased), F.-V.F.+.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Seebecks
285 P

1890-99, Seebeck issues, die proofs collection, lovely compilation of 25 items, yielding 50 individual proofs, presented
on stockpages; includes 1890 Allegorical Figure in an unfinished proof in green, a 3c to 20c composite proof strip of four
in blue, and a 25c to 1p in red and 3c in vermilion; along with 3c, 5c, 10c and 20c composite proofs in blocks of four in
blue and black plus composite block of nine Postal Money Order proofs; 3c and 5c train composite proof in blue; rare
1896 Pictorial issue proofs, Landing of Columbus composite proof, an exquisite and rare Cierro Official die proof in blue,
a couple Parcel Post composite proofs, etc., Very Fine, a choice, rare group; imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

286 H/m

1890-99, Seebeck issues, magnificent collection, on homemade pages in a Scott Specialty binder, an incredibly fascinating,
extensive and keenly assembled collection comprising many hundreds of stamps, varieties, plate proofs, Specimens, trial
colors, composite die proofs, etc., all chronologically arranged by issue, beginning with the 1890 Allegorical Figure issue
(#38-46) on through the 1899 issues, including Postage Dues, Officials (including #O2a, O17a, O25a, O29a and O32a,
each listed but unpriced in Scott), Postal Tax, Registration and Parcel Post stamps; collectively there are hundreds of
plate and trial color proofs by issue, part-perforate and imperforate examples of issued stamps, many beautiful composite
proofs in strips of three to five, unfinished proofs, surcharge varieties, Specimens, and so much more, largely Very Fine,
we have chosen to image this in its entirety, as it is truly a one-of-a-kind masterpiece (photo on web site).

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

287 )

1894-98, Seebeck issues, select, premium selection of nine covers, an outstanding group, including a rare 1894 cover
franked by #92, 94-95 and 1c on 11c Provisional (#104) on Registered A.R. cover to Berlin (signed Bloch); several choice
1897 issue covers, including a 2c entire with 1c, 12c and 15c stamps to Switzerland; plus cover with 3c (pair) and 10c to
Paris; a lovely Registered A.R. covering bearing six 5c stamps to Santa Ana; a 2c, 5c and 20c Registered A.R. cover to the
US; 1898 issues #177 to Germany; #177 (2) and 180 (2) on 1c entire (H&G 68) to US, etc., F.-V.F., a wonderful selection
of scarce postal history; see everything on offer online.
Estimate $600 - 800

288 )

1890-98, Seebeck issues, exceptional postal history collection, a superb, beautifully assembled and presented annotated
collection comprising 30 choice selected-for-interest and -rarity covers and used items of postal stationery from the storied
Seebeck era; to adequately describe this lot would fill pages, so suffice it to say we strongly suggest web viewing of the
lot in its entirety; we do note exceptional frankings, cancels and town cancels, usages including A.R. and Registry, great
postal stationery usages, four- and seven-times rate usages, routings and destinations, plus much, much more; specialist’s
delight, F.-V.F. or better, simply put, a superb assemblage of these genuinely scarce to rare items from the Seebeck era of
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Salvadoran philately (photo on web site).

289 )

1890-99, Seebeck issues, covers and postal history collection, enticing array of 35 covers or postal stationery items, plus
nine choice cover fragments, with cancels and franking combinations; stamped covers show many choice usages, cancels,
Registered, etc., with one lovely tricolor franking addressed to Emilio Diena in Modena (!), a 1902 bisect, etc., with
additional destinations of Denmark, England, France, Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland and the US; the nine stationery
items include domestic usages along with a rare wrapper used to Shanghai, China, with numerous others uprated for
overseas rates; there’s even a 2c Landing of Columbus cover with misplaced colored surround and a second albino strike
of the embossed vignette below, generally Very Fine, a handsome and attractive lot; worth the time to view online (photo
on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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EX 290

EX 291

290 P

1890, Allegorical Figure, Hamilton Bank Note Company die proofs, (38//46), wonderful, select quality group of five
items comprising two single-impression 1c finished designs in red and in blue affixed to card; a lovely and rare unfinished
design with value indications omitted, in green on India; plus two single-impression unfinished designs in black and in
blue on card; each fresh, Very Fine, a rare assemblage. 
Estimate $400 - 600

291 P

1890, Allegorical Figure issue, superb selection of die proofs, (38//46), a magnificent, high quality selection of nine
rare Hamilton Bank Note Company proofs, comprising three incomplete trial color proofs in black, red and blue, each
with blank value tablets at sides and bottom and each numbered “438”; plus four blocks of four of the same unfinished
proofs in blue (“441”), red (“443”), black and green (the latter two “442”), all but the green affixed to card; and finally two
completed composite value trial color proofs in blue and red, numbered “441” and “443” respectively, Very Fine+, truly a
sensational and rare group; see them all online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

292 Pa

1890, Allegorical Figure, finished design composite die proof blocks of four, (39//46), lovely trio produced by the
Hamilton Bank Note Company, comprising 2c and 25c to 1p values in blue and black, each printed on India and affixed
to card; plus a 3c to 10c block in green on India; beautiful and clean, Very Fine, a rare group of Seebeck-era proofs.

Estimate $350 - 500
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293

EX 294

293 )

1890 (June 19), Beautiful Registered cover, from San Salvador to Paris, franked by 1c, 2c, 3c and 5c (2) “Allegorical
Figure” issue of 1890 (#38-41), all tied by large double-circle barred cancels; manuscript endorsement “Via New York”
in red with both New York and San Salvador Registry labels; reverse notes New York July 4 transit and Paris July 14
receiver (Independence and Bastille Days!); small piece harmlessly missing on reverse at bottom, F.-V.F., a rare and most
attractive franking. 
Estimate $200 - 300

294 )

1890, Allegorical Figure, select items of postal history, an exceptional, absolutely selected-for-interest group of ten
premium items from the first Seebeck issue; we note three choice uprated entires used to France or Germany; numerous
lovely Registered examples; combination frankings, with higher denominations used on cover; a lovely Registered cover
fragment from La Union bearing 25c, 50c and 1p values, etc., F.-V.F., excellent group of scarce to rare postal history;
imaged in full online.
Estimate $600 - 800

295 )

1890 (Mar. 16), Uprated Registered 22c Entire, used from San Salvador to Berlin, a lovely and fresh yellow embossed
entire on pale green paper, uprated by 2c and 50c “Allegorical Figure” issues of 1890 (#39, 45), all tied by bold violet San
Salvador origin c.d.s.’s; front shows both San Salvador and New York Registry labels, and reverse notes New York April
2 transit and German April 12 receiving marking, Very Fine, rare franking, a stunning, superb quality entire. Higgins and
Gage B26.
Estimate $300 - 400

296 )

1890 (Aug. 25), Large-size Registered cover from San Salvador to Stockholm, a lovely and visually attractive
Registered cover franked by 3c (3) and 25c (2) “Allegory” issues (#40, 44), all tied by perfect strikes of violet “Admon.
Central de Correos/AGO 25 1890/San Salvador C.A.” c.d.s.’s; bears both San Salvador and New York Registry labels;
reverse shows ornate blue Minster of the Exterior handstamp over the flap, along with New York 9-13 1899 transit; a few
minor and expected edge tears, but overall fresh, F.-V.F., rare. 
Estimate $200 - 250

295
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297

298

297 )

1890 (Aug.), Registered cover sent from San Salvador to Paris, beautifully and highly attractive cover, franked by
3c (#40), 5c (#41) and 20c pair (#43), all tied by double-circle barred cancels, with front showing New York and San
Salvador Registry labels and red French arrival dated 22 August; reverse shows New York 8/14 transit along with a second
Paris receiver; fresh, Very Fine, a striking cover of Seebeck issues and a rare franking combination. Estimate $200 - 250

298 )

1890 (Sept. 16), Superb quality Registered cover, sent from San Salvador to Bremen, Germany, (40, 43), an absolutely
pristine cover bearing two examples of the 3c 1890 issue, along with a single 20c example (very scarce on cover), all
tied by lovely, bold violet origin c.d.s.’s; cover sent via New York (Oct. 3 transit), with front showing both New York
and San Salvador Registry labels; back notes clear Bremen 15 Oct. arrival; amazing quality, Very Fine+, a scarce cover.

Estimate $200 - 250

299 )

ca. 1891, 1c Surcharge, premium selection of four covers, (57-58), beautiful, superb selection of four choice covers,
including an uprated 1c entire with six adhesives additional franking (including strip of three “Un Centavo” surcharge
(#58)) to Hamburg; two covers bearing pairs of #57 on cover to Santa Tecla; and #57, along with two examples of 5c
(#50), used La Libertad to Paris, F.-V.F., lovely group of difficult issues on cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

300 P

1892, Landing of Columbus, pair of exquisite composite/progressive die proofs, (60-69), magnificent items, both in
black, comprising composite proof of eight, namely the 1c, 10c to 50c values, plus two unfinished designs on the bottom
row; while the second shows 2c to 5c values printed horizontally; each on India and mounted on card, Very Fine, an
exceptionally beautiful and rare pair. 
Estimate $350 - 500
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EX 301

EX 302

301 )

1892, Landing of Columbus, select group of six postal history items, (60//65), premium selection of six scarce to rare
items, including a magnificent 1c entire uprated by 1c, 3c, 10c and 11c Columbus issues, on choice Registered cover to
Paris; a beautiful 22c entire uprated by 3c and 10c issues on Registered A.R. cover to Germany; a 1c pair, plus two 5c
pairs, used Acajutla to New York; two 10c issues used to Switzerland, etc.; all fresh, F.-V.F. or better, see them all online.

Estimate $400 - 600

302 )

1892 (Jan. 26), Lovely Registered cover from Santa Ana to San Francisco, highly attractive, franked by 10c and 25c
values from the 1892 Columbus issue (#64, 67), each cancelled by violet target killers with matching “Administracion de
Correos/ENE 26 1892/Santa Ana/Salvador, C.A.” c.d.s. adjacent; front shows nice Santa Ana (written over Ahuachapan)
Registry label, with reverse showing flap seal and various Registry markings; some minor flap tears on reverse, Very Fine.

Estimate $200 - 250

303 m

303

EX 304

305

1892, 1c on 25c maroon Provisional double surcharge in black and blue, (75a), cancelled by light, violet target cancel;
few roughish perforations at left, F.-V.F., a most attractive example of this rare and well-undervalued issue; with 1971 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $200 - 250

304 )

1893, President Carlos Ezeta, select group of four postal history items, (76//82), choice group including 20c (#82)
single franking on double foreign letter rate to Switzerland, a 2c single franking used Chinameca to Guatemala, a lovely
and ornate 3c violet postal entire used to Italy, plus a rare cover to England bearing 1c, 3c, 5c, 10c and 1c on 2c surcharge
issue (#89), F.-V.F., a beautiful group of very scarce postal history.
Estimate $300 - 400

305 P

1894, 1c to 1p “Liberty”, composite die proof sheet of ten in green, (91-100), lovely and attractive proof printed on thin
white paper; couple minor hinge soak spots, otherwise Very Fine, scarce. 
Estimate $200 - 250
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307

306 )

1897 (May 15), Unissued 1895 Coat-of-Arms overprinted stamp, used on Registered A.R. cover from San Salvador
to Munich, superb cover franked by unissued 2c green 1895 UPU issue, overprinted Coat-of-Arms, along with 3c brown
and 20c slate from the 1897 issue, all tied by violet killers; front shows violet Registry and A.R. handstamps along with
origin c.d.s. and New York Registry label, while the reverse notes New York June 2 transit and German June 11 receiver,
Estimate $200 - 300
Very Fine, with this unissued stamp, quite possibly unique on a commercial cover. 

307 )

1895 (Jan. 15), 5c Postal Entire used from Libertad to San Salvador, superb quality entire uprated by 5c blue Coat-ofArms issue with brown overprint over the original design portraying Gen. Antonio Ezeta (#108), which is tied by perfect
strike of “La Libertad/en/Salvador.” small circular cancel, with matching, excellent strike of Libertad origin c.d.s., each in
violet; reverse shows San Salvador next-day receiver, Very Fine and choice.
Estimate $600 - 800
A remarkably rare and desirable cover, with the original 5c stamp overprinted before issue as Ezeta was overthrown. A
cornerstone exhibition piece to be sure.

308 Pa

70

EX 308

1895, 50c carmine unoverprinted President Ezeta, proof block of 25, (115 var), pristine with straight edges at top and
both sides, printed on India paper, with the reverse of the center nine stamps displaying printed ads for cigarettes, candy,
crackers, pills, soap, etc., Very Fine, a fascinating and rare item. 
Estimate $200 - 250
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EX 310

309 )

1895 (Dec. 27), Spectacularly uprated 12c entire, used Santa Ana to Braunschweig, Germany, extraordinary 12c
entire with amazing eye-appeal, uprated by 1895 1c olive (#117, 7) along with 1895 1c on 12c Provisional surcharge
(#129, 5), all tied by Santa Ana violet origin c.d.s.’s; reverse shows New York JAN 26 transit and Braunschweig FEB 7
receiver, Very Fine, a beautiful and rare cover. 
Estimate $200 - 300

310 )

1895, Seebeck Coat-of-Arms, selection of five premium covers, (117//125), including 2c (2), 3c (2), 12c and 24c used
Santa Ana to Germany; 2c and 3c used domestically Acajutla to Santa Ana, plus an identical routing but with five #117; 3c
and 12c used Santa Ana to New York; 5c and 10c cover from Santa Ana to Hamburg, etc.; outstanding group of difficult
Estimate $350 - 500
stamps on cover, mostly F.-V.F. or better, be sure to examine them all online.

311 )

1895 (Dec. 28), Beautiful Registered A.R. cover, from San Salvador to Munich, a wonderful example of the 45c
rate, bearing #118, 119 (2, one on reverse), plus untied 15c pair (#123) on reverse, along with three different Provisional
surcharges; front shows violet San Salvador Registry and A.R. handstamps, New York Registry label, etc., Very Fine, an
attractive and scarce cover. 
Estimate $200 - 250

312 )

1895-97, Provisional Surcharges, outstanding selection of six covers, attractive, clean and diverse, including a superb
1895 uprated 3c entire bearing a pair of 2c on 20c Provisionals along with additional postage, sent Registered A.R. from
San Salvador to Brussels; a lovely, small 1c entire uprated by 2c on 20c (#132) Provisional, used to Munich; an 1896 15c
on 24c Provisional on single franking cover to London; a couple nice 1c local usages, plus a 13c on 30c 1897 cover to
New York, F.-V.F., a very scarce group of Provisional usages. 
Estimate $350 - 500

313 )

1897 (May 25), Registered A.R. entire from San Salvador to Cologne, attractive 5c entire, uprated by 3c Locomotive
(#148) along with two examples of the 10c brown lake Registration issue (#F4), all tied by San Salvador killers with
matching origin c.d.s. adjacent; front shows lovely Registry and A.R. handstamps in violet, with reverse showing New
York June 11 registry transit and Cologne June 21 receiver, Very Fine and choice, a striking and very rare cover. Higgins
and Gage 62.
Estimate $350 - 500

311
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314

EX 315

314 )

1897 (May 25), Registered 1c postal card usage, from San Salvador to Cologne, elegant card uprated by 1897 2c green
and 5c orange, along with scarce 10c brown lake Registration stamp (#F4), with front showing San Salvador origin c.d.s.,
violet Registry and A.R. handstamps, and New York Registry label; reverse notes New York June 11 registry transit and
Cologne June 21 receiver, Very Fine, a remarkable and rare card, a gem. Higgins and Gage 42.
Estimate $300 - 400

315 )

1897 (Dec. 12), Magnificent Registered A.R. entire, used San Salvador to San Francisco, a superb and rare item
with remarkable eye-appeal, with the 13c on 15c entire franked with the additional four values complete of the “TRECE
centavos” surcharges (#171-174), cancelled at San Salvador Dec. 12, with each stamp further cancelled by matching blue
star-in-circle killers; front also shows blue “San Salvador A.R.” boxed handstamp in blue, plus violet Registry handstamp;
reverse shows two San Francisco oval Registered receivers dated Dec. 29 and 30, respectively, Very Fine, a beautiful and
Estimate $350 - 500
rare usage. 

316 )

ca. 1897, “TRECE Centavos” Provisional, premium selection of covers, (171//174C), splendid selection of five,
franked with 13c surcharge issues, including a wonderful 13c on 24c, 13c on 50c and 13c on 100c cover used to Zurich;
a 13c on 24c single franking cover to Paris; a 13c on 30c single franking to Baltimore; a 13c on 30c single franking to
Munich; plus a 13c on 50c cover, “via Libertas”, from San Miguel to New York, F.-V.F., a wonderful group of scarce
items.
Estimate $350 - 500

317 )

1898 (Jan.), Small size cover, sent from Sonsonate (?) to Panama, franked by a single “TRECE centavos” surcharge of
1897 (#173), tied by mostly illegible c.d.s. with matching seven parallel bars in oval handstamp adjacent; front additionally
shows bold strike of “REBUT/NO RECLAMADA.” handstamp, while reverse shows “Agencia Postal Nacional Panama”
Estimate $200 - 250
c.d.s. dated 15 ENE 1898, F.-V.F., a lovely and decidedly rare cover. 

318 )

1897 (Mar. 16), Lovely cover sent from San Salvador to Baltimore, exceptionally clean and fresh, franked by 1897 1c
scarlet (horizontal strip of four) along with 1c and 5c (vertical pair) of the “Grand Republic of Central America” Coat-ofArms issue (#175-176), all tied to preprinted envelope by violet sawtooth San Salvador origin c.d.s.’s; reverse notes New
York APR 1 transit and Baltimore same-day receiver; trivial cover reduction at right, Very Fine, very rare stamps on cover,
a beauty.
Estimate $250 - 300
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EX 320

319 )

1897 (Mar. 26), Lovely cover sent from El Triunfo to Washington, DC, a scarce origin, from the USS Bennington at
El Triunfo, franked by the “Grand Republic of Central America” Coat-of-Arms issue in a strip of three (#176), tied by El
Triunfo origin c.d.s.’s; reverse notes San Salvador MAR 31 transit, New York APR 22 transit and Washington APR 22
Estimate $200 - 300
machine cancel receiver, F.-V.F.+, a splendid item with exceptionally rare stamps on cover. 

320 )

1897 (June 15), 15c Entire with 5c “Grand Republic of Central America” issue cover, sent Santa Ana to Santa
Tecla, (176), neat entire uprated by 5c issue on a double domestic rate letter, tied by bold violet Santa Ana origin c.d.s.’s;
reverse shows blue “Sta Tecla” handstamp with matching JUN 17 1897 marking, etc.; couple minor edge tears, Very Fine,
a rare stamp on cover to be sure, and an exceptional item from the Seebeck era.
Estimate $200 - 300

321 )

1898 (Mar. 2), Registered A.R. 12c entire, sent from Izalco to Lima, Peru, a splendid and simply gorgeous cover,
uprated by 1c, 5c and 10c 1898 Allegory issues (#177, 180, 181), all tied by violet Izalco origin c.d.s.’s, with matching
Registered and A.R. handstamps adjacent; reverse shows “Transito Panama” handstamp dated 14 MAR and “Correos del
Peru Certificados/Lima” arrival dated 27 March, Very Fine, a beautiful little jewel from the Seebeck era.

Estimate $200 - 250

322 )

1899 (Apr. 26), Registered A.R. “Transito Territorial” cover from San Salvador to Cologne, splendid, neat cover,
franked by 2c (2) and 12c (pair) “pinwheel” overprints (#193, 197), along with 5c “Transito Territorial” overprint, sent
“via Zacapa” to Köln; front shows light, blue San Salvador Registry and A.R. handstamps along with New York Registry
label, with reverse noting New York May 12 transit and Cologne May 22 receiver, F.-V.F.+, a wonderful example of this
scarce, short-lived routing through Guatemala.
Estimate $250 - 300

323 )

1899 (Apr. 14), “Transito Territorial” cover from Santa Ana to Munich, attractive, franked by 13c “pinwheel”
overprinted issue (#219), along with 5c “Transito Territorial” issue, to pay the newly introduced fee for mail sent via
Guatemala; small corner repair and part of back missing, though New York transit and partial arrival noted, F.-V.F., a rare
stamp on cover from this short-lived arrangement. 
Estimate $250 - 350
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324 )

324

325

1899 (Mar. 10), 5c “Transito Territorial” issue uprated postal card usage, from Santa Ana to Berlin, (189), lovely
1c Servicio Urbano postal card uprated by 2c “pinwheel” (#214) along with 5c “Transito Territorial” overprint (#189),
all tied by Santa Ana violet origin c.d.s.’s; front shows MAR 23 Foreign Transit c.d.s. along with German 4.4.99 arrival;
Estimate $350 - 500
fresh, Very Fine.
A choice and rare example of this short-lived service across Guatemala, where these special stamps were used for a mere
11 weeks.

325 )

1899 (Apr. 21), “Transito Territorial” cover from Santa Ana to San Francisco, (189), a superb quality cover, franked
by 10c and 3c “pinwheel” overprint issues (#196, 215) along with 5c “Transito Territorial” issue, all tied by neat violet
Santa Ana origin c.d.s.’s; reverse shows bold violet oval “Sucursal del Banco/Salvadoreño/ABR 17 1899/Santa Ana”
handstamp, along with San Francisco MAY 6 99 receiver, Very Fine, a fresh, exceptional example of this short-lived
Estimate $300 - 400
routing through Guatemala.

326 )

1899 (Apr. 7), “Transito Territorial” cover, sent Santa Ana to San Francisco, (189), a lovely and rare cover franked
by 2c and 10c “pinwheel”-overprinted issue (#214, 217) along with 5c “Transito Territorial” issue, all tied by violet blue
Santa Ana origin c.d.s.’s; cover sent “via Zacapa” as normal, with both manuscript endorsement and violet “Correos/10
ABR 1899/Zacapa” handstamp; reverse shows New Orleans APR 17 transit and San Francisco APR 22 machine cancel
receiver, F.-V.F.+, a splendid example of this short-lived arrangement.
Estimate $250 - 350

326
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EX 327

EX 328

327 )

ca. 1899-1902, “Pinwheel” issues, select group of covers, lovely, nearly all premium selection of 16 items, showing a
remarkable range of frankings, usages, origins, destinations, etc.; we note four 5c #216 values on choice Registered A.R.
cover to Costa Rica; a 1c and 12c combination used to Switzerland; two 13c and two 5c from different issues used to San
Francisco; two 12c values used Sonsonate to the US; a superb mixed-issue 28c rate Registered A.R. cover to New York; a
short-paid incoming cover from Guatemala with 10c pinwheel-overprinted Postage Dues applied, plus many, many more;
a marvelous specialist’s holding of these fascinating issues, F.-V.F., be sure to see them all online. Estimate $600 - 800

328 )

1900-06, “Shield” Overprint, premium selection of postal history, (263//282, etc.), an outstanding specialist’s lot of
31 items, beautiful and selected for interest; these span an exceptional range of usages, including choice combination
frankings, town cancels and destinations, Registry and A.R. usages, Consular Mail to China, a couple 1905 or
1906 overprinted items, and lots more, F.-V.F., an exceptional holding of these difficult issues; fully imaged online.

Estimate $800 - 1,200

329 )

1904 (Aug. 30), Uprated Registered A.R. 3c postal card, from San Miguel to Nuremberg, forwarded and returned,
fascinating, incredibly well-marked and traveled card originating and ending in San Miguel, Salvador; card was uprated
by 5c and 10c Morazan Monument issues (#286-287), transiting through La Union on Sept. 1, New York on Oct. 11,
traveling on the German-American Seapost line, and back to San Miguel on Nov. 8, F.-V.F., an exceptional and rare
Estimate $200 - 250
usage. 

330 )

1906, President Pedro José Escalon, outstanding postal history collection, (336-346, etc.), a remarkable, wonderfully
presented and annotated specialized collection of approximately 69 covers, postal stationery items and surcharge issues
from this interesting set; virtually every item is selected for interest, including underpaid examples, local and international
rate usages, a wonderful range of town cancels, postage due examples, a spectacular Registered A.R. usage to Chilimatal,
etc., Very Fine, a super presentation of the issue; be sure to view the entire collection on the web (photo on web site).

Estimate $400 - 600

331 H/m

1907-09, National Palace, outstanding collection, (355-377), specialist’s delight, with many hundreds of regular
issues and Officials, mint and used, with every imaginable variety present; normal examples start off each group,
with doubled overprints, double overprints one inverted, double shields, years interchanged, etc., plus paper varieties,
watermarked and unwatermarked examples, shades (some quite striking), doubling of basic design, prints on both sides,
imperforates, part-perforates, and so much more; we’ll let you discover just how much fun this lot is for yourself—it’s
fully imaged online, F.-V.F. with much better throughout, a remarkable holding, all ex Ross collection (photo on web site).

Estimate $350 - 500
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332 HH/H/m

1907-09, National Palace, specialized collection, (355-377), gorgeous study of this attractive issue, neatly presented
on fully annotated homemade heavyweight pages; many hundreds of stamps in all, including plate proofs on thin
card, full panes of 20 of the basic stamp, full settings of 20 of the surcharges/overprints allowing for further plating;
panes exhibiting gum applied by roller and by brush, more varieties than you can count, cancels, “Shield” varieties,
Provisionals, nice Postage Dues, fully described reference material, and much, much more; a winning compilation that
would be nearly impossible to repeat today, Very Fine overall, completely imaged on our website (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

333 )

1910-16, National Palace, superb postal history collection, (355-377), a sensational holding of 43 premier covers,
each selected for interest; neatly presented on stockpages and on fully written-up homemade album pages, this collection
shows the breadth of usage of this issue; an amazing line-up from start to finish, with just some of the highlights including
numerous “Via Zacapa” usages and rates—featuring one two-sided, multi-franked colorful Registered A.R. cover to New
York with pointing hand and “Via Zacapa y Puerto Barrios” straightline handstamp, ex Colonel Green collection; several
philatelic (but stunning) covers to Consul Schernikow in New York, one featuring multiple varieties, another partially
franked by pairs of #358 and 374, valid only (and cancelled) on Sept. 16, 1909; drop letter and cdv rates, Censors,
imperforates on cover, postage due covers, a blind-stamped “Legation of the/United States of America” Official cover
cancelled in Washington, DC, and much more besides, Very Fine, a one-of-a-kind collection; imaged in full online (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

334 H/m/)

1910, President Figueroa, fabulous collection, (378-390, etc.), extensive and specialized collection on homemade
pages, with complete annotation and full-color design enlargements; issue apparently complete including Postage
Dues and Officials, with shades, paper varieties, imperforates, control numbers on back, gum varieties, etc.; stamps
are complemented by 45 selected-for-interest covers and great postal stationery, with cancels, usages and destinations
galore; well worth the time to inspect in detail, Very Fine on the whole, imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $750 - 1,000

335 P

1912-19, Superb selection of five premium vignette die proofs, (402, 404-406, 456), beautiful group of American Bank
Note Company center vignettes, four for the 1912 Pictorial series, the fifth the 1col 1919 President Melendez issue; the
1912 issue offers the 1c Jose Delgado, 5c Francisco Morazan, 6c Rafael Campo, and 12c Trinidad Cabanas (couple very
trivial tone specks) designs, generally Very Fine, a stunning, fresh group.
Estimate $400 - 500

336 Pa

1914, 25c President Manuel E. Araujo, printer’s proof, (413), a beautiful and very rare imperforate block of four, in
black on card; fresh and clean, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 250

337 P

1938, US Constitution Sesquicentennial, group of proofs, (572, C61), superb selection of six premium items, with
unfinished die proofs in black affixed to index cards, completed die proofs for each, plus a second 30c Airmail completed
die proof and a rare #572 hand-painted unfinished die proof, Very Fine, an attractive lot; see everything online (photo on
Estimate $300 - 400
web site).

338 P

1948, FDR Memorial, specialized holding, (606-612), nine stockpage sides dedicated to this popular issue, replete with
essays, die proofs, punched and overprinted specimens, a rare unissued color proof of the souvenir sheet (without number
in selvage), a large group of 32 photo proofs, etc., Very Fine, see it all online (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
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339

340

339 H

1929, 20c deep green, red “Servicio Aéreo” overprint, (C1a), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F.+, a lovely
example of this very scarce issue, of which only 100 examples were printed; signed A. Rendon. Scott $850.

Estimate $300 - 400

340 Ha

1929, 20c deep green, red “Servicio Aéreo” overprint, (C1a), block of 4, a simply magnificent example of this classic
Airmail rarity, fresh and nicely centered with full, clean o.g.; just a suggestion of a single tiny perforation tip thin at bottom
mentioned solely for accuracy, F.-V.F.+; with 1956 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
A major Airmail rarity, with only 100 examples printed and only a couple multiples recorded.

341

EX 342

341 )

1932 (Feb. 8), Registered A.R. Flight Cover from El Salvador to Latvia, beautiful and exceedingly rare cover, franked
by 6c Lempa Bridge (#499) and “1932”-overprinted 20c regular issue (#526), along with 25c Airmail (#C13) and 15c on
10c Airmail (#C3), plus the rare 20c First Issue Airmail with red overprint (#C1a), one of only 100 examples printed;
front shows black Registry and A.R. matching handstamps along with FEB 8 Correo Aereo handstamp, with all stamps
tied by special barred Airmail cancels; reverse shows New York 12 Feb transit and Leipaja 29 Feb receiver, Very Fine, a
terrifically rare item. 
Estimate $500 - 750

342 H

1935, Third Central American Games, specialized selection, (C36-C40), a spectacular compilation of 16 items,
comprising the complete set in large-size sunken die proof “pairs”, in issued colors but for the 1c value, which is in the
same color as the 25c value (violet), with the “set” quite possibly unique; in addition, we note the Discus Thrower in
vertical strips of eight in different colors, punched “Columbian Bank Note Co Chicago”, plus as horizontal strips of three
imperforate trial color examples; the 1c value of the die proof pairs with minor wrinkle, but overall fresh, generally Very
Fine, a superb thematic group for the specialist; imaged in full online.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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343

EX 344

343 )

1936 (Sept. 26), Ninth Hindenburg North American Flight cover, sent San Salvador to Rotterdam, Holland, attractive
Zeppelin flight bearing 15c (#565), 30c (#C46) and 1col (#C45) postage, tied by violet airplane cachet and matching
“Correo Aereo/26/SET/1936” handstamp; front additionally shows “Por Zeppelin Hindenburg” and “Connecting Flight”
notations, along with green Hindenburg Zeppelin cachet; reverse notes Frankfurt Oct. 3 transit and Rotterdam 5 Oct.
arrival, F.-V.F., a scarce flight. Sieger 440B.
Estimate $350 - 500

344 )

1896 (Oct. 17), Large-size Official cover, from San Salvador to Stockholm, lovely and rare cover, franked by 3c yellow
brown, 12c slate and 30c deep green (3) Official issues, cancelled by violet “Admon. Central de Correos/OCT 7 1896/San
Salvador C.A.” c.d.s., with violet Swedish “Utrikes Dept/3 Nov 96” handstamp on front; reverse notes beautiful, ornate
Secretary of the Republic flap seal handstamp in violet, plus “New York Foreign Transit Oct 21 96” c.d.s. and Stockholm
Estimate $200 - 300
Nov. 3 arrival marking, Very Fine, a rare Official usage from the Seebeck era. 

345 )

1896-1902, Oval “Franqueo Oficial” Issue, group of covers, (O25//O193), a superb, select group of nine, with each
and every one a premium item;; we note a terrific array of franking combinations, origins and destinations of merit,
Registered and A.R. usages, Officials on private mail, etc., F.-V.F., superb specialist group of scarce to rare items on cover,
completely imaged online.
Estimate $600 - 800

346 )

1900, Reissued Officials, premium selection of four covers, (O175,O177), lovely and rare quartet of 1899 “Franqueo
Official” issues, which most authorities believe were never placed in use, but were then hole-punched for ordinary mail;
we note two 5c examples along with 2c “pinwheel” used to San Francisco, plus three 13c covers, one with additional
2c postage on Registered A.R. cover to San Salvador from Santiago de Maria, a 13c single franking to New York and a
second 13c franking to Paris, F.-V.F., rare stamps on cover to be sure. 
Estimate $300 - 400
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EX 347

EX 348

347 )

ca. 1912-15, Officials, excellent selection of covers, lovely array of covers franked with a variety of “Oficial”-overprinted
and/or surcharged issues, F.-V.F., be sure to see them all on our website.
Estimate $300 - 400

348 )

1900-05, Postal Tax, exceptional selection of five covers, (RA1, RA3), beautiful and very scarce quintet with 1900-04
Postal Tax stamps affixed, all with other frankings as normal, with three of the covers showing stamps affixed to front; we
note a rare 1904 usage on US Consular Service cover from La Union; a choice Registered example with four Shield issue
stamps; plus three lovely examples to San Salvador from Santa Ana, Santiago de Maria and La Libertas, F.-V.F., a choice,
rare group. 
Estimate $300 - 400

349

350

351

Uruguay
349 m

1858, 120c blue El Sol de Mayo, (4), fresh with good margins and lovely oval 31 Oct 1859 Montevideo cancel, Very Fine,
an exceptional item. Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

Venezuela
350 m

1937, 25c on 40c indigo “Vale Por” Provisional surcharge, (319), fresh and beautifully centered with a lovely, face-free
cancel, Very Fine, scarce, ; signed A. Diena and Roura. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 250

351 m

1937, 25c on 40c indigo “Vale Por” Provisional, surcharge doubled, (319a), wonderfully fresh and nicely
centered, striking and rare, Very Fine, an exceptional item: Scott listed but unpriced; with 1962 A.P.E.X. certificate.

Estimate $350 - 500

352 HH/H/)

1944, Baseball Championships, extraordinary specialized collection, (C189-C197), a remarkable, brilliantly
assembled and nicely annotated collection of this always popular issue, neatly presented on album leaves with several
black stockpages interspersed; the images of this lot, which can be viewed in its entirety on our website, will ultimately
show just how comprehensive this lot is, but to give you a general sense, you will find imperforate pairs and blocks, partperforated varieties in pairs, strips, blocks and the like; different colors printed over originals, fantails; “AEREO” omitted,
doubled, inverted, etc.; just a few items of interest are a 1.80b imperforate pair on censored cover, a 1b gray imperforate
pair with “AEREO” omitted, a 10c block of four with double overprint on all stamps, a 45c block of four imperforate
between, etc.; truly a keepsake collection, F.-V.F. or better, exceptional (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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COLLECTIONS: Argentina - Bolivia
Country Collections
Argentina
353 P

Specialist’s Diverse Assemblage of Varieties, Etc., wonderful and substantial holding of dozens of items, including #810 imperforate proof pairs in black, early proofs and trial colors, #444 (two imperforate blocks of six), 458 imperforate
block, 565 & 567 imperforate pairs and blocks, 746 & C106 imperforate pairs in issued colors with additional trial color
types, 678, C72-C73 imperforate pairs, and loads more; generally fresh, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600

354 m

Argentina, The Galluping Gaucho Collection, 1858-1982, in a Scott Specialty album with dustcase, from an oldfashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, at least 95% complete, postally used with many beautiful cancellations,
with strong classical items; some scarcer specialty material is mint; highlights include (used unless noted) #1-3, 4, 5-6, 7C,
7H, 11-13, 18-21, 22-26, 30-32, scarce #32a, #43-45, 47-48, 57-67, 85-88, 92-105, 106-121, 122-142, 160-175, 340-355,
374-390, 391, 452, 459-466, uncut panes of four souvenir sheets of #467-468 each on Certified cover, 470-472, 582-583,
615-618, scarce #B11 imperforate souvenir sheet, B80-B83 never hinged souvenir sheets, C1-C19, nice Zepps #C20-C24
and C30-C34, O11, O13-O14, O29; Buenos Aires #12-13; strong imperforate plate or trial color proofs from the late 19th
century through early 20th century, with singles, pairs, blocks, sheetlets, etc; also extensive Revenues, overall Very Fine
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
(photo on web site).

355 P

Argentina, Unique Collection of Proofs, Photo Essays, etc., ca. 1880s-1920s, an incredible and alluring collection
of hundreds of pieces in total, skillfully and neatly presented on old-time quadrille ages with reference notations and
descriptions in Spanish; included are some vintage vignettes and die proofs, many early fascinating and beautiful photo
essays and other pieces of photographic artwork, etc.; the bulk of the coverage lies between the 1880s and 1920s, and
due to the absolutely unique nature of this holding, our online images of the lot in its entirety will tell a thousand stories,
F.-V.F., a fabulous, significant holding of superb collateral material (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

356 P

Argentina, Proofs Positive Collection, 1939-87, approximately 200 stamps on 13 of 16 sides of a small-format Ka-Be
stockbook; nearly all identified by Scott or Sanabria, in every format you could hope for: singles, pairs and blocks; trial
colors, plate proofs, progressive proofs, etc.; specialist’s delight, with paper varieties (coated vs. uncoated, etc.) noted,
double prints, printed on both sides, overprinted “Muestra” or “Rio Plata”, and more; fresh and crisp as to be expected,
Very Fine, inspection invited; see the lot in its entirety online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Bolivia
357 )

Bolivia, Fantastic, Substantial Holding of Covers, ca. 1940s-50s, fascinating and extensive holding of approximately
135 items, mostly from the 1940s and ‘50s, though some earlier spotted as well, showing an excellent array of bisected
issues, town cancels, etc.; often the owner has placed post-it notes on the covers, highlighting a small or rare town and the
like, generally F.-V.F., a wonderful study group, not easily duplicated (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

358 )

Exceptional 19th century to 1950s postal history selection, wonderfully eclectic group of approximately 50 mostly
selected-for-interest items; we note a very scarce cover used Cochabamba to Salta bearing #21 and 21a bisect; #10
diagonal bisect on cover front; two early examples of Fiscals used as postage, including a pair of 5c blues used Oruro
to La Paz; numerous ca. 1900 to 1920s covers with owner’s post-it notes showing rare routings and transit markings; an
exceptional 1938 Airmail cover with 10b on 5b black surcharge variety (#C62 var, only 100 printed); #C74a on 1945
Censored cover; #RA23 imperforate pair on 1958 cover, etc.; a few flaws or stamps missing, not affecting the best, F.-V.F.,
super group; see it in its entirety online.
Estimate $600 - 800
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359 P

Magnificent, Extensive Holding of Proofs, Varieties, Errors and More, a mind-blowing assembly of dozens of select
items—things that you rarely find anywhere; for example, we note imperforate pairs of #271a, 309, 319-320, 558 (2),
651a-653a, 751-752, C30, C100a (2), C101a-C102a, C132 (2; only 50 issued!), C125-C127 singles, C163-C164 (blocks),
C169-C170, C197-C201; C331, C333 and C335 pairs and #C331 & C335 blocks; RA9a-RA10a; plus varieties like
#36b, 40-46 imperforate, 55-59 inverted overprint, 92a block, 93a, 94a (2 pairs and a block), 95a-96a (used), 113c, 114a
block, 116c; imperforate-betweens #385, C72a (2), C73 (horizontal pair plus strip of three); plus plate proofs, overprint
varieties, and more, F.-V.F., just a great lot; check out a sampling online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,200

360 m

Bolivia, La La Paz-ala Collection, 1866-1982, in Scott Specialty album with dustcase, from an old-fashioned obsessive
quality-conscious collector, postally used, about 99% complete, with many beautiful cancellations, including #1, 1c,
3-5, 10-11, 13, 20-23, 24-27, 28-34, 35-38, 47-54, 55, 57-58, 78-81, 128-137, 165-177, 251-268, 433-450, C1-C6,
C11-12, C14-C15, C22, C24-C26, C52-C62, C155a-C155b,C156a-C156b, etc., overall Very Fine (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800

Brazil
361 P

Brazil, Magnificent Airmail Proofs Collection, 1929-45, superb and keenly assembled, approximately 69 select items
housed on a dozen beautifully customized and annotated album pages; coverage begins with the Second Airmail issue
of 1929 (the “Pioneers of Aviation” series, #C17-C21 & C22-C24), which includes 15 different trial color plate proofs
for #C17-C21, plus 25 select items for #C22-C24, including trial color plate proofs on proof paper and on card stock,
including pairs and multiples; continuing on, we note #C25 (two different trial color proofs); #C43 (Census issue) and
#511 (Aviation Week issue) each offering five or six different perforated trial color proofs on cardboard page; #C48 nine
different imperforate trial color proofs; #C53 Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet trial impression showing each stamp
design framed in black; 1943 Lawyers Conference unique original artwork design for issued stamp; plus #C63 two
different die proofs in lilac, etc., Very Fine is the rule, a superb holding of beautiful and rare material; see it all imaged
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

362 H/m

Brazil, The Blame It on the Bossa Nova Collection, 1843-1982, in a slipcased Scott Specialty album, from an oldfashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector; postally used, about 99% complete, with many beautiful cancellations;
includes #1-3, 7-10, 21-28, 37-40, 47, 53-60, 61-67, 68-78, 79-81, 82-85, 86-91, 93-98, 99-108, 141-145, 151-158, 240,
342-355, 364, 374, B1-B4, J1-J9, C1-C6, C7-C16, C53, C73A, etc., along with many souvenir sheets; some mint o.g.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
items include #1CL1-1CL7 and 3CL23-3CL24, overall Very Fine (photo on web site).

363 H

Brazil, Extensive Revenue Accumulation, a substantial holding of over 1000 stamps neatly assembled in a stockbook;
mostly imperforates and proofs from the 1930s; most are in margin blocks or strips with Minister signatures, etc.;
the stamps are of similar design to the issued stamps of the period of the Federal government, etc.; very interesting
and unusual, F.-V.F. or better, a nice specialist lot; see a sampling of what’s in store online (photo on web site).

Estimate $300 - 400

364 HH/H

Brazil, Rich and Varied Stock of Varieties, 1933-94, on dealer sheets, stock cards and pages, a wide and enticing array
of imperforates, part-perforates, proofs, and more; begins with an array of seldom seen imperforates on stamp paper (not
proofs) as pairs or blocks of four; imperforate at selvage singles; Hill imperforate sheetlet, Vargas perforated; several
examples of the “1245” plate error on #640; imperforate Specimens, progressive proofs and color varieties, reversed
surcharge colors, 1954 Children’s Games “stone at foot” plate flaw; a unique #C103 sheet, the top two rows underinked,
the bottom three unprinted; #496a-498a used; #713 with four differently colored overprints for regional philatelic expo
(singles plus used on Expo sheetlets); set of eight Victory issue folders, seven with insert text in a different language
(Portuguese, English, Spanish, French, Russian, Chinese and Esperanto—the last three scarce to rare), plus one with
inserts in all seven languages; and much, much more; clean, bright and uncommon, Very Fine, a must-see; imaged in full
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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COLLECTIONS: Brazil - Colombia

365 HH

Brazil, Sensational Selection of Specialty Items, 1843-1983, over 50 dealer pages in a small-format binder, choc-a-bloc
with errors and varieties of every kind, regular issues, Revenues, etc., with many if not most fully annotated with rarity
indicators; among the myriad highlights are a pretty set of #1-3 used, various Numerals used (some on piece), #852 margin
pair on marbleized paper (scarce), #1084 with inscriptions in black rather than blue (only a few copies known), #1586
with brown shifted down leading to a design change (one sheet of 36 known), #1752 with color shifted (36 examples
known from one sheet), #2127 imperforate (only a few examples known), etc., plus misperforations, colors missing or
out-of-register, Essays, Exhibition overprints, publicity photos, Sergipe Revenues with Waterlow control punch (2 sets),
the same without punch but with overprints and a group of four used, small-format 1930s Sergipe Revenues in perforated
and imperforate blocks of four, unissued Federal Wine stamps, #J28-J40 Specimens, Condor and VARIG stamps, 1930
Zeppelin Semi-Officials used, and so much more, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine overall, a hot little item well worth
ogling; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

366 P

Brazil, Sumptuous Selection of Proofs, 1934-47, solid binder with 24 sides of die and trial color proofs (several on
original Kessler auction forms), with an emphasis on Airmail issues; note gorgeous proof of #386 die-sunk on card,
punched progressive proof pairs of #452; #465 trial color in blue on carton paper, a trio of trial colors of #640, various
proofs and trials of #C62-C63 (singles and pairs), set of five trial colors of 1939 200r Southern Cross; strong Victory series
(#628-632) as imperforate pairs on paper, singles on card (affixed to clip-outs of page), plus a complete set of card proofs
on cover (!); and more, Very Fine, fresh and uncommon; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Chile
367 )

Diverse Postal History Selection, 1858-1969, nice group of 34 items beginning with an 1858 outer folded letter franked
by 10c Columbus issue and attached bisect usage; a lovely 1912 20c bisect (#105) on neat Ambulante cover; an unusual
1895 20c Postage Due usage (#J25); a 1929 Wilkins-signed Deception Island Roessler cover, and lots more, F.-V.F., nice
lot; fully imaged online (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

368 HH/H/m

Chile, The San Martin Collection, 1853-1982, in two Scott Specialty albums, each with dustcase, from an old-fashioned
obsessive quality-conscious collector, postally used collection, with some specialty items mint (mainly never hinged);
includes used #2, 8-10, 12, 14, 83-99, C1-C5, O5-O7, O9, O11-O12; with 29 forgeries of 1855-65 issues and nine forgeries/
counterfeits of 1867 issues; issues from 1911-50s collected by paper, shade and watermark varieties; #50a (inverted
surcharge) o.g.; #79 variety (Socopo #67e) mint pair, one stamp with normal overprint and one with overprint error; 1910
5c Battle of Maipu with overprint tied to large piece with “S.M.D.P SELKIRK” ship cancel and violet handstamp cachet;
#B1 canceled on Easter Island cover; 1925 Airmail “PRO-RAZA” proof without denomination o.g.; #J48-J58 in sheet
of 150 never hinged, first printing, with all 11 values and many various se-tenants; #O5 double overprint mint; Back-ofthe-Book also includes Telegraphs, Postal-Fiscals and Official Seals (Yvert #7, 7a, 7b mint); 1942 University of Chile
Centenary special black print imperforate souvenir sheet mint (only 60 exist, per Michel); scarce 1956 #299/C190-C191
imperforate souvenir sheets never hinged; scarce 1956 (used) and 1958 (never hinged) Airmail souvenir sheets; very
scarce 1960 World Refugee Year special souvenir sheet used on large commemorative cover; and dozens of other never
hinged imperforate souvenir sheets, special printings, etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

369 H/m

Chile, Outstanding and Extensive Back-of-the-Book Collection, a splendid, clean and valuable neatly assembled
collection on album pages; carefully compiled, beginning with a wonderful and substantial section of Revenues, including
a beautiful set of 1878 proofs on India with identified cancels, eight lovely usages of Revenues as postage (including two
overseas usages and a few in combination with postage issues); we also note nice Telegraph issues; wonderful Postage
Dues with four different panes of 50 of #J48-J58 yielding se-tenant combinations, plus imperforates and inverted center
examples, wonderful handstamp Dues including identified forgeries, a se-tenant block of 20 of #J19-J30, #AR1 in black (3
mint and 1 used); excellent Officials like #O1A-O1C, O5 (2), O9-O16 used, plus different forgeries, etc., F.-V.F. or better,
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
a super lot of difficult, seldom-offered material; imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Colombia
370 H/m

82

Exceptional, Wide-ranging Specialist Selection, an interesting and diverse holding of scarce, rarely encountered
material, including imperforate and part-perforate varieties, double and inverted overprints, Specimens, miniature sheets,
even a sprinkling of used classics and States; just a sampling shows #716-717 & C360-C370, 719-721 & C377-C385 all
in imperforate pairs (rare, only 50 produced), various listed and unlisted imperforates or part-perforates, etc.; a fun, fresh
addition to dress up any collection, generally F.-V.F. or better, see it all online (photo on web site). Estimate $350 - 500
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371 H/m

Colombia, The New Granada Collection, 1859-1980, in Scott Specialty album with dustcase, from an old-fashioned
obsessive quality-conscious collector, postally used, with some specialty items mint never hinged; includes used #6,
11, 64, 73-79, 331-338, 475-484, C12-C16, C25-C35, C38-C52, C53-C54, C68-C79, C83-C95, strong SCADTA issues,
etc.; with many souvenir sheets and Back-of-the-Book; includes rarity #C19 “Pointing Hands” surcharge corner margin
used example; outstanding States with many dozens of Antioquia and Bolivar (includes #15a mint block of four and
some 1882 issues specialized by perforations) with 15 different Cundinamarca, 14 different Santander and six different
Tolima; also includes #520-522 inverted overprints used (both genuine and forged examples), #521 inverted overprint
used on commercial cover and #537 pair imperforate on three sides with #C188 block of four with inverted overprint on
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Registered cover to US, F.-V.F., popular area (photo on web site).

372 H/m

Colombia & States, Excellent Specialized Assemblage, very interesting, eclectic group neatly assembled in a stockbook
offering interesting Colombia proper with identified forgeries and reprints, proofs for stamps and Revenues, lots of
imperforate and part-perforate pairs (few of which are listed), cliche proofs, paper folds, etc.; the States offer numerous
terrific items, such as Antioquia #35a mint (rare), 132a and 136a each in pairs or blocks; Boyaca #9b used, various
Cundinamarca part-perforate pairs, and much, much more, generally F.-V.F. or better, a delight for the specialist; see it all
on our website (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

373 H

Magnificent, Wide-Ranging Specialist’s Holding of Varieties, a superb and diverse array of items, most 19th to mid20th century, either individually or by set or value on individual stockcards; we note imperforate pair trial colors of the
1890 Coat-of-Arms issue less the 50 value, #92a-94a, numerous beautiful early 20th century trial color proof selections
(some for unaccepted designs), part-perforated pairs of the 1890 “Nine Stars” issue, five imperforate pairs of the 1945
Revolution issue, loads of early overprint and surcharge varieties including inverts, doubles, inverted, etc., like #160b,
162b (2); #384-387 imperforate pairs, #388-389, 391 and 392 imperforate pairs, #C65, C68-C69 imperforate blocks, and
much more, F.-V.F. or better, truly magnificent lot; imaged online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Costa Rica
374 )

Nice Specialist Postal History Selection, fantastic and extremely diverse range of 70 covers offering many lovely items
from a wide range of categories, including nice early Flights, a lovely range of early 1900s used picture post cards, early
and scarce Official issue covers, scarce early items of postal stationery, three scarce 10c Lindbergh overprint issues on
1928 Registered postally used covers (one expertised by Francis Field and Charlat), two nice #C11-C13 covers plus a third
set on three covers, and many others; a super group, F.-V.F. or better (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

375 P

Costa Rica, Amazing Collection of Modern Proofs and Specimens, ca. 1940-80s, a fascinating selection of dozens
of nifty items that, quite frankly, you rarely come upon; to give you an idea, we note #C120, C128-C139, C246-C251,
C274-C282 and others, all with “MUESTRA” overprint, #C145-C147 (two sets with inverted overprints, plus 15c on
25c double overprint, one inverted), #C211-C215 gutter pairs, #C298-C302 in imperforate singles and pairs, #C441
imperforate-between horizontal pair, #C484 block of ten with two horizontal pairs imperforate-between, #C535 vertical
pair imperforate-between (10 exist), #C650 with red omitted, #C663-C664 imperforate blocks of four, plus much, much
more; fresh throughout, F.-V.F. or better, evaluate the entire lot online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

376 P

Rare, Select Group of Die Proofs, ca. 1883-1935, wonderful and exceptionally scarce group comprising ca. 1883 5c
blue Bernardo Soto Alfaro entire (proof, plus the issued entire itself), a rare set of ten 1c to 50c Waterlow & Sons
“Timbre Forense” proofs in black (the first we’ve ever seen), a Waterlow group of nine Consular stamp proofs with
seven $50 frames plus a central vignette design along with a frame without the value, and finally a choice American
Bank Note Company 10c carmine (as issued) Red Cross proof on card, F.-V.F., fully imaged online (photo on web site).

Estimate $300 - 400

377 P

Amazing Specialist’s Selection of Proofs, Varieties, Etc., substantial group of perhaps a few dozen or so items,
including MUESTRA overprints on #C104-C113 and unissued 1939 Airmails for the ‘39 Pan-Am Congress; American
Bank Note Company large master die proof in red for 1937’s #C28 Airmail design; #C67-C69 inverted surcharges,
#C501 block of four with two imperforate-between horizontal pairs, #C663 horizontal strip of three imperforate-between;
#C889-C892, two blocks of eight imperforate-between vertically and horizontally; plus overprint and surcharge varieties,
color errors, etc.; a wonderful lot of material you just don’t see often, F.-V.F., get a taste on the web (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750
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378 HH/H/m

Costa Rica, Excellent Specialized Collection/Accumulation, comprising many, many hundreds, with emphasis on
overprinted issues, including Guanacaste forgeries and reference items with Ross overprints, extensive Revenues, and
more; begins with well-duplicated Second Issue surcharges, strong 1880s Officials with varieties, good Guanacaste, loads
of Revenues, De La Rue Specimens, and more, F.-V.F. or better, an eclectic and diverse holding (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

379 S

Costa Rica, Wonderful Selection of Scarce “Specimen”- and “Muestra”-Overprinted Issues, interesting, seldom
encountered selection of approximately several dozen items, many of which are in blocks of four; includes both Waterlow
and American Bank Note Company examples, with a sampling of Scott numbers represented including #122, 258-260,
the basic Revenue set that was overprinted for postage in blocks of four), #185, C57-C66 plus two unissued colors,
C189-C196, C120 Red Cross, American Bank Note Company Telegraphs in blocks of four, etc., F.-V.F., diverse group; be
sure to view online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

380 HH/H/m

Costa Rica, Diverse, One-of-a-Kind Specialized Assemblage, a fantastic—and probably next to impossible—selection
of thousands of stamps, nearly entirely overprint varieties and (mostly) Specimen/Muesta overprints, all neatly assembled
on black clear-faced stockcards; begins with a solid range of various “1911” overprint varieties, continuing on to later
surcharge and Airpost varieties; from there, we note a superb, lightly duplicated of American Bank Note Companyproduced 1910-47 Specimen overprinted Revenue issues (with security punch), nearly all in sets and in blocks of
four (approximately 545 blocks present, yielding about 2200 stamps in total); many other premium ca. 1920s to early
‘40s Specimen blocks also noted, including #183 (unsevered souvenir sheet pair), 1941 Soccer issues, etc.; the earlier
Specimens begin with the 1889 President Alfar issues, etc.; a wonderful holding, generally F.-V.F., be sure to view online
(imaged completely) to fully appreciate (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

381 H/m

Costa Rica, Excellent Specialized Collection to 1981, a beautiful, carefully assembled, predominantly used collection
in a Scott album, substantially complete less a small handful of items, with regular issues to 1969, plus Airmails and other
Back-of-the-Book continuing to 1981; the collection features highlights (used, unless noted) like #1-4, 7-16 (with the
scarce #13 and #16 signed Bloch), #45//54 sets of 13 as perforated proofs and Specimen overprints, #105-109 tête-bêche
pairs, #B4a, B7a, C11-C13 (mint and used sets, the mint signed Bloch), C46-C54, C57-C66, etc.—and then the fun begins,
as there are dozens of trial overprints, fantails, imperforates, imperforate-betweens, shifted or omitted colors, composite
proofs, Specimens, etc., many identified by Saenz numbers, such as #470e, 519c, 521c, 577b, etc., etc., F.-V.F. or better,
truly one of the best one-volume collections we’ve offered; see scans from the album on the web (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Cuba

382 )

EX 382

Wonderful Selection of 20 Bisect Usage Covers, ca. 1870s-80s, attractive and generally nice quality selection, offering
a great variety of Scott numbers like #33a, 55a, 59a, 60a, 63, 64b, 65b, 67, 68a, 69b, 73b, 79b, 85a, 91b, 104a, 130a, etc.;
we also note a good array of cancels, town markings and the like, generally F.-V.F., nice specialist’s group (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Dominican Republic

383 )

84

Terrific, Varied Selection of Postal History, fantastic specialist’s accumulation of perhaps a few hundred items, with
best strength in material from the very early 20th century to the 1930s; we note a fine array of 1920s to mid-’30s Airmail
covers, strong Arms issue-franked covers along with their subsequent overprinted issues, excellent early 20th century
picture post cards, paquebot covers, censored mail, town cancels and destinations, Registry A.R. examples, you name it,
F.-V.F., a wonderful lot for the trader or to enhance an existing collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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384 HH

Dominican Republic, Fantastic Selection of Imperforates, ca. 1979-91, a superb, occasionally very lightly duplicated
selection representing over 40 different issues, nearly all with strong thematic appeal, occasionally offered as marginal
singles though with the vast majority in pairs or blocks of four; a sampling of Scott numbers featured includes #817,
818-819, 820-821, 822, 835, 858-863, 951-954, 1050, 1051-1059, 1060, 1063, 1064, 1067-1070, 1071-1074, 1075-1077,
1078-1079, 1090-1093, 1096-1099, C300, C301-C303, C304, C314-C317, C321-C322, and others, routinely Very Fine,
a superb holding of seldom-offered material (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

385 H/m

Specialist’s Exceptional Accumulation of This and That, a wonderful—and equally fascinating—selection of the
unusual and esoteric, including rare #1-3 Schroder collotype forgeries which were produced in die proof format; several
lovely, high quality Fournier imitations of the gold 1p value of the 1880 issue, plus a selection of various additional
reference items; four unadopted essays on different-colored papers for the 1864-74 Arms issues; proofs for the 1879 Arms
issue; various varieties of the 1883 New Currency network-overprinted issues including a rare example of #86 used;
reference copies (well-executed) for the 1900 Map issue; imperforate proofs of the 1950 Dr. Finlay & Mosquito issue
in unfinished and finished designs; #310-322 used; modern imperforate pairs (only 25 pairs exist) of #822, C304; plus
imperforate-betweens, lots of Olympic issue sets and souvenir sheets with overprint varieties and Specimens, etc., F.-V.F.,
excellent lot; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

386 HH/H/m

Dominican Republic, The Dominican Dandy Collection of Proofs, Imperfs and More, 1880-1982, in a Scott Specialty
album with dustcase; you will be a real philatelic Beau Brummel with all this amazing specialized material; beginning
with color proofs of the 1880 issue in singles, strips of five and sheetlets of 25, on wove, laid, pelure and thick opaque
paper as well as proof sheets of five or six of the 5c-45c values on different papers; numerous handstamped Specimens
from the British Postal Archives, including 1901 Coat-of-Arms issue with violet center, 1906 Coat-of-Arms, 1914 Duarte
Centenary (#186-193), “1915” overprints on eight original values; 1c, 2c, 10-50c and 1p values from 1924-27 Coat-ofArms (10¢ is Type II), 1932 issues (#265B-265E), and 1933 (#266-276) never hinged; Muestra overprints apparently
never hinged on #285-298, #299-303, #379-388, #391-396, #G1-G5, G8, G10 and #J14-J19; 1932 issues on two scarce
commerical covers to Germany; continues with impressive Red Cross specialized material such as stamps/labels in
complete panes of 25, 1c and 2c stamps un-overprinted, and #C329 and C330 compound progressive color proof halfsheets; numerous Revenues in blocks of 25 (with different constant plate position Types); also #C57-C61 never hinged
corner margin imperforate pairs signed Kessler, Sanabria #218b and JFK Sanabria #227a; multitudinous varieties of
items through 1982, including tête-bêches, double perforations, imperforate pairs and blocks, plate positions, imperforatebetween pairs, die varieties, overprints omitted, doluble prints, etc.; also with Telegraph and Revenue stamps as well as
unfolded pictorial Air Letter sheets; a stunning centerpiece is #RAC4b and RAC4c (Sanabria #13d) blocks of four with
scarce inverted surcharges including a tête-bêche pair (one of only three such pairs in existence), Very Fine, needless to
say, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

387 HH/H/m

Dominican Republic, The Big Papi Grand Slam Collection, 1866-1983, in a Scott Specialty album with dustcase; from
an old-fashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, basic collection is used (and 99% complete), including Backof-the-Book and many souvenir sheets with genuine cancels and varieties; errors/rarities/specialty items generally mint
(many never hinged); includes many better key items, such as used #5, 7, 9-11, 11, 13, 15, 23, 26, 28-31, 31 bisect on
piece, 142, 156, etc.; specialty material includes (mint unless noted) essays for 1866 issue, with complete imperforate
pane of 25 of Un Real black on dark blue paper; dozens of Spiro forgeries of the 1866-74 issues, many with fake imitation
cancellations with some in mint blocks of four (or with fake cancels); many dozens of other forgeries, including uncut
sheet of 50 of Media Real on greenish gray paper and another on salmon; Dominican Republic page (20 items, one
missing) from the Fournier Album; dozens of philatelic fantasies, including blocks of falsely reported issues; #32-35 mint
imperforate singles, pairs, with printing, paper and perforation varieties; 1880-83 issues, many dozens of plate, die, type,
frame, printing, overprint, surcharge errors/varieties; #98-99 imperforate blocks of four, #98 trial color proof on cardboard
and #96A-99A (perf 14); 1900 Hispañola Map issue with many varieties, including imperforates, imperforate-betweens,
double perforations, plate proofs, color errors, inverted map, plates, dies, types, forgeries of perforated 11 and perforated
13 and two bogus cancellations; 1902 400th Anniversary of Santo Domingo issues with inverted centers, imperforate pairs
both vertical and horizontal (including shade varieties); 1904-05 issues with inverted surchanrges/overprints and errors,
and much, much more, overall Very Fine, postally used on many issues are difficult, and scarce items are—well—scarce
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

388 H/m

Dominican Republic, Wide-Ranging Stock Selection, 1879-1983, mostly used in two stockbooks, the first dedicated
to regular issues starting with 1879 1r and Airs, Special Delivery, etc.; the second to rarely seen Revenues; material
neatly arranged, with shades and paper varieties, an inverted overprint or two, an imperforate set of #474-478, and more
to be found with duplication, if present, light but useful; gum ranges from none at all to never hinged; the Revenues are
particularly enticing, with shades, pairs and blocks, and a slew of cancels; generally fresh and sound; a great holding on
which to build, or a nice addition to your stock, F.-V.F., inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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389 HH/H

Dominican Republic, Extensive Collection of Varieties and Proofs, 1920-79, slipcased counterbook-sized binder with
57 sides of Republica Dominicana miscellanea; starts off with the sole cover included, a West Indian Aerial Express First
Flight Cover with franking including the tough #E3a, followed by a rare block of nine #E5, and then into the imperforates,
trial proofs, color errors, etc.; note #474-478 bottom margin singles with only engraved design, plus color trial of #475
with engraving in black (only 125 known); left margin imperforate pair #558; #C118-119 imperforate upper right corner
margin blocks of four; #CB26 with surcharge doubled; #C179 pair imperforate horizontally (25 pairs known), numerous
progressive proofs, and much, much more; rich in Topical interest, a magnificent find for dealer and collector alike, Very
Fine, the DR is in (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ecuador

EX 390

390 )

Diverse Postal History Selection, Ca. 1860s-1950s, interesting range of over 50 items, beginning with a pair of #4
covers, each with horizontal pairs used to Lima; a lovely #5 pair on cover; #7 single franking to Quito; an 1893 5c on
5c Provisional cover to Paris; a very scarce 1889 cover franked #O36-O37; a rare 1896 Registered cover franked by
20c Official (#O38) to Finland (Russie); postal card cut-outs used as postage, Censors and nice Airmail covers; #42 on
embossed US Consulate Guayaquil cover to Panama, and loads more, F.-V.F., great mix for the trader, or to spice up any
collection; take a look online.
Estimate $600 - 800

391 H

Wonderful Specialized Assemblage, an excellent group including 16 choice American Bank Note Company die proofs,
both finished and unfinished masters, including examples for 1929 Airmail issue, numerous lovely examples for 1952
President Galo & Truman issue, etc.; we also note #738-743 and C435-C440 imperforate pairs (only 50 issued), beautiful
essay sheets for the Tourist Bureau Airmails, unissued Official Airmails for the FDR series, etc., F.-V.F. or better, lovely
group; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

392 H

Ecuador, Lovely, Eclectic Accumulation, a super selection of several dozen or so items, including #146-151 (2 sets of
corner margin sheet number blocks of four); lots of scarce Waterlow & Sons Ltd. Specimen items, including six Telegraph
stamp punched and overprinted sheetlets of nine, a 1900 20c Telegraph vignette die proof, plus numerous additional
overprinted items; in addition, we note an excellent range of major overprint varieties, some imperforates, and more, F.V.F. or better, a nice mix, fully imaged online (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

393 H

Extraordinary Counterbook Assemblage of Errors, Varieties and Proofs, amazing holding of perhaps a few dozen
or so items, each on a separate counterbook page in a binder; includes just a few straightforward items like #CO8
mint and used singles plus a used set, but basically we find Specimen sets, die proofs, American Bank Note Company
proofs, surcharge and overprint varieties, imperforate pairs and margin singles, color and printing shifts, missing colors,
misperforations, etc.; a great way to add some spice to any collection, or to wheel out on the internet, F.-V.F., imaged in
full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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394 HH/H/m

Ecuador, The Guayaquil Killer Collection, 1865-1982, in a Scott Specialty album with dustcase, primarily used
(including #C1-C5 and others) and largely complete, from an old-fashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, with
some beautiful c.d.s. cancels; individual rarities are mint items and generally never hinged; with scarce errors, inverted
overprints and varieties, including (never hinged unless noted): #691-693/C409-C411 in imperforate blocks of\ four; #694/
C413 imperforate pairs; #832 vertical pair horizontally imperforate; #C64 with triple surchage; #C135a (Sanabria #171a)
double surcharge o.g.; scarce Sanabria #203-205 (1350 sets printed) and #206-208; #C398-C400 imperforate blocks of
four; Sanabria #E9 essay in red inscribed Specimen; #RA19a used inverted overprint; Air Post Officials Michel #162-166,
167-176, 177-185 imperforates; also includes collection of Officials, Postal Tax stamps, Telegraphs and Revenues, as well
as #63-69 forgeries in never hinged blocks of four; other specialized material includes a collection of dozens of used 1902
Provisional handstamps arranged and presented in detail, overall Very Fine, very difficult-to-find items (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

395 HH/H/m

Ecuador, Exceptional and Eclectic Old-Time Selection of Varieties, &c., a wonderful and diverse group housed in a
three-ring binder, including imperforate blocks and part-sheets, part-perforated multiples, dozens of overprint varieties
including inverts and doubles, Postal Tax varieties, #775C complete sheet of 50 unoverprinted (believed to be unique),
proofs, etc., etc.; a truly fun and unusual lot, challenging even for the specialists out there, F.-V.F., imaged in full online
(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

396 H/m/)

Ecuador, Superb and Valuable Old-Time Specialized Collection, a very interesting and diverse assembly of 16
stockpages; begins with a substantial, duplicated mint and used selection of the 1865-72 First Issues, including #7 (3
Extremely Fine mint pairs, a strip of three, along with numerous mint and used singles including white paper types);
various 1R items including mint vertical pair and strip of four, with lots of mint or used singles; nice used 1R green
signed Calves; 4R red (2), etc., in addition to a First Issue reference selection as well; we note some later overprint
varieties, punched proof blocks of four, various ca. 1920s card proofs, Consular Service stamp varieties, #O136-O155
with inverted “Oficial” overprints (rare), #CO6a (rare mint, signed Sanabria and Kessler), #C32-C34 cover, #CO1-CO8
cover, a fantastic 1930 Registered internal cover that contained a winning lottery ticket, a wonderful trio of 1956 “Sucre”
overprint essays used on cover (Sanabria #EE, EF and ED), etc., F.-V.F., a great lot chock-full of elusive material; imaged
complete online—do not miss this one (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Guatemala

EX 397

397 )

Nice postal history selection, attractive group of 15 diverse items, including a few nice 1940s-51 bisect usages, a superb
1899 Registered cover to London bearing all 11 values of the 1898 surcharge issue (#75-79, 80-85), etc.; a nice group to
dress up the old collection, F.-V.F. or better.
Estimate $300 - 400

398 )

Guatemala, Specialized Ambulante Railway Covers, lovely, extremely well-annotated and presented selected-forinterest group of approximately 31 mounted covers displaying a plethora of Ambulante-Railway usages; begins with
an exceptional Official stampless 1895 cover from Coban to Guatemala City via the Ferro-Carril Verapaz line, and
continues on to include an 1890 postal card usage, San Jose to Guatemala City with postal Ambulante F.C.C. cancel,
plus various other nice 19th century usages, quite a few bisect usages, along with a great variety of other Ambulante
markings; a wonderful collection not easily duplicated—a specialist’s delight, F.-V.F., see it all online (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 600
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399 HH/H/m

Guatemala, Enticing Collection of Imperforates, Proofs and Errors, sure, you’ve “got Guatemala”—but have you
“got Guamelata”? With this lovely eight-page/16-side Ka-Be stockbook, you will, as it’s filled with collateral material that
is rarely offered; the book begins with a gorgeous foursome of ca. 1954 Indian with Bow & Arrow perforated Trial Color
Proof sheetlets of one (two more are found later in the collection), and continues with every type of EFO you could want:
Waterlow Specimen overprints on a double-perforated block of six #172; #258 and 302-303 overprinted Specimen with
security punch; #325-329 imperforate pairs; #C511 imperforate left sheet margin pair (only 10 known); 1934 unissued
Central America Conference imperforate trial colors (several noted as unlisted); #219-229 Waterlow Specimens in colors
differing from the issued stamps, #410var with trial overprint in gold (only five or ten known); Essays, doubled overprints,
color varieties, unissued items, die proofs including #205 in unissued vermilion and #C197 in brown carmine, even a nearcomplete set of Telegraphs including #12a; just a handful of used items, with all incredibly crisp and sound, Very Fine,
who knew getting it wrong could look so right? Imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

400 H/m

Guatemala, The Querulous Quetzal Collection, 1871-1983, in Scott Specialty album with dustcase, from an oldfashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, postally used, about 99% complete, with many beautiful cancellations,
including used #3-4, 5-6 (with superb c.d.s.); 7-10, 11-14, 15-16, 17-20, 31-41, 60-73, 99-107, 136-138, 264-272, 280291, C80-C91, etc.; includes some nice varieties/errors, such as mint #5 with broken frame at bottom (plate variety), 5656a pair and 57a-57 surcharge errors, 124a used and 134b used inverted surcharges; 307a vertical pair imperforate at top
margin, many souvenir sheets; with extensive Back-of-the-Book and some postal usages of bisects on piece, overall Very
Fine, with stunning classics (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

401 H

Guatemala, Excellent Collection of Overprint and Surcharge Varieties, 1886-1928, a lovely and very unusual holding,
comprising an old-time mounted collection on album pages of surcharge varieties with multiples, plus a super offering
of earlier types on a small group of stockcards; a quick perusal shows #85a, 108a-108b, 110a, 111a-111b, 112a-112b,
133a (4), 134a-134b, 147a-147b, 151 block of 12, six stamps without surcharge; #151b block of four, 155-157, a
plethora of surreptitious varieties, etc., F.-V.F., wonderful specialist’s group; imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $400 - 600

402 P

Guatemala, Potpourri of Die Proofs, ca. 1890, lovely selection of a dozen different die proofs, including completed
examples in different colors, vignettes, etc., F.-V.F., a scarce group of unadopted material (photo on web site).

Estimate $200 - 300

Haiti
Postal History
403 )

Haiti, Outstanding Pre-Philatelic Postal History Collection, 1755-1802, remarkable collection of Saint Domingue as a
French Colony, comprising 31 folded letters or letter sheets, including an excellent range of 21 town handstamps, with “Le
Cap” (Jamet 4), “Cap” (2, both Jamet 6), “Cap” (2, Jamet 10 and 12), “Cap Français J. St. D.” (2, both Jamet 13), “Fd. Des
Neig.” albino impression (Jamet 2), “Mole” (Jamet 1), “Pt. Goave” (Jamet 2), “Jaquemel” with reversed “J” (3, all Jamet
2), “Jacmel” (Jamet 10, Rarity 6), “Jeremie” (Jamet 2), “Leogane” (2, Jamet 4 and 6), “Port au Pce.” (2, both Jamet 11),
“St. Louis” (Jamet 5), and “St. Marc” (Jamet 5), also five French Colonies entry handstamps for mail to France; a highly
appealing representation from what was an exotic French Colony in the eighteenth century, F.-V.F., see all items online
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500
(photo on web site).

404 )

Haiti, Collection of New York Paquebot Mail, ca. 1881-1962, with some other shipping companies included as well;
comprises over 65 covers or cards, and an outstanding section of loose stamps with New York incoming foreign mail
cancellations; well written up and presented in two albums; an excellent assembly, F.-V.F., see it all online (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

405 )

Haiti, Collection of Paquebot Mail and Cancels, 1903-54, comprising approximately 50 covers or cards and some
loose stamps as well, with representation of the Puerto Rico Line, Kingston, Canal Zone, Panama Line and Colombian
Steamship Company, F.-V.F., a scarce assembly; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

406 )

Haiti, Specialized Collection of the Royal Netherlands Steamship Company (K.W.I.M.-K.N.S.M), 1927-62,
comprising more than 50 covers or cards, with loose stamps and multiples, a highly attractive study, F.-V.F., imaged in its
entirety online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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407 )

Haiti, Collection of Post Office Special Commemorative Cancels and Cachets, 1927-81, with official Post Ofice
handstamps, special flights, consular and slogan markings, etc., on more than 50 covers, cards and aerogrammes, with
a few pieces and loose stamps as well; holding represents a fascinating array with many rare and sought after markings
on covers with desirable frankings, including “Croix des Bouquets/Haiti” c.d.s. tying 10c additionally with special blue
cachet for Bertholet on 1927 (July 12) envelope to Port-au-Prince; similar special cachets in red for Bertholet cancelling
5c on separate similarly dated envelopes; “Citadelle Christophe” special cachet used for one day only (Nov. 18, 1929) on
two envelopes and a postcard; 1933 (Apr. 6) commercial Airmail cover to New York bearing 10c and Airmail 50c tied
by the very rare “Semaine du Courrier Aerien International, Republique d’Haiti/du 3 au 10 Avril 1933” oval datestamp;
1934 (Jan. 10) cover from Port-au-Prince to San Juan, P.R., bearing Airmail 50c and showing rare “Republic of Haiti/Fifth
Anniversary/International Airmail January 9, 1929-1934” large framed cachet; and 450th Anniversary of the Discovery of
America commemorative framed handstamp tying stamps on three separate 1942 local Port-au-Prince covers, F.-V.F., see
the entire lot online (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

408 )

Haiti, Highly Specialized Town Cancellations Collection, 1927-2001, in seven binders, neatly written up on leaves,
arranged alphabetically and then by type with in-depth representation, comprising approximately 300 covers or cards, and
a multitude of 1881-1960 loose stamps with many 19th century interspersed, F.-V.F., a marvelous study (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750

409 )

Outstanding Collection of Stamps and Covers, 1925-40, includes approximately 160 First or Special Flight Covers
to 1933, including 1925 (May 9-Dec. 4) selection of seven domestic covers with stamps cancelled by c.d.s. and special
“Aeroplane/Avion” handstamp; 1926 (Jan. 9-Dec. 20) group of 17 domestic covers, some with provisional surcharges,
with stamps cancelled by c.d.s. and special “Aeroplane/Avion” handstamp; 1926 (Jan. 21-28) group of five covers from
Cap-Haïtien to Port-au-Prince bearing various unsurcharged and surcharged values, a total of 32 stamps, including 1914
“Gl. O z horizontal overprints with a few inverted overprints and 5c on 10c Postage Due with trial overprint in violet,
all showing special “Aeroplane/Avion” handstamp; 1927 (Mar. 28) three covers from Port-au-Prince to the US with
different frankings, sent in anticipation of the special De Pinedo flight, all showing “Avion” cachet in violet and “Le
Café d’Haiti et le Meilleur” matching cachet; 1927 (July 12) group of six covers showing “Premier Vol/Port-au-Prince
Jeremie” large double-ring cachet in red or blue; 1928 (Feb. 6-7) Lindbergh Goodwill Tour, group of 19 covers with
“Lindbergh/Aeroplane” cachet in red, two of the covers actually carried on the special flight to Havana, Cuba (Feb. 8)
additionally showing “Avion” circular cachet in red; 1928 (Feb. 28) Cuba-Haiti First Flight, group of five covers and an
uprated postal stationery card, all showing “Avion” circular cachet in violet with matching “West Indian Aerial Express/
Inauguration/Rep. Dominicaine. Cuba. Pto. Rico. Haiti” unframed handstamp; 1929-32 section of First Flight Covers
to destinations outside Haiti; 1933 (June 10-July 6) “Columbia” first non-stop flight from New York to Haiti and back,
group of four covers with different frankings including specially surcharged stamp 60c on 20c (#C4A) and unauthorized
overprint on postage 10c with variety double and inverted overprint, with appropriate cachets; and 1933 Round-the-World
flight, New York to Haiti, pilot J. Errol Boyd, two covers, both with US and Haiti franking, showing special cachet in red;
the stamps include 1929-40 ABNC issues overprinted “Specimen” with small security punch hole, never hinged, and
1933 “Columbia” Haiti-New York surcharge in red 60c on 20c block of four mint (signed Kessler); also a few later flight
covers, generally F.-V.F., a truly exceptional historic record covering nearly all the flights in depth. (photo on web site).

Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

410 )

Haiti, Extensive Postal History Collection, 1931-57, more than 140 commercial and First Day covers or cards in three
binders; many nice frankings, including the 1935 Visit of French Delegation issue, 1942 Our Lady of Perpetual Hope issue
with the three different souvenir sheets both perforated and imperforate, and 1945 Red Cross on 13 covers; interesting
usages with Censored, special cancels, and one handstamped “Cabinet du President d’Haiti” in red, F.-V.F. (photo on web
Estimate $500 - 750
site).

411 )

Haiti, Remarkable First Day Cover Collection, 1929-2001, approximately 425 in total, in six binders, for a wide range
of issues, including 1939 Olympics Semi-Postal and Airmail set of three; 1942 Our Lady of Perpetual Hope issue single
frankings complete on separate covers, nine values on Registered Censored cover to San Francisco, and the three different
souvenir sheets both perforated and imperforate; 1945 Red Cross on 13 covers; 1949 Tuberculosis and Malaria issue on
five covers with both souvenir sheets, etc., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

412 )

Haiti, Extensive Collection of Commercial Covers and Cards, 1921-69, totaling over 500 in nine binders, franked
with an excellent range of issues, including 1920 Allegory 5c + 10c (3) + 15c pair on 1921 cover to San Francisco with
U.S.P.O.D. Officially Sealed labels, 1935 Visit of French Delegation issue, 1942 Our Lady of Perpetual Hope issue, and
Airmails, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Stamps
413 SHH

Haiti, American Bank Note Company “Specimen” Overprints Collection, 1898-1951, more than 280 stamps,
each with “Specimen” overprint in red or black and small security punch hole, the 1898 (Aug.) Simon Sam set
of 10 to 1g unpunched; regular issues include 1906-13 Foreign Postage imperforate plate proofs set of 12 and 1914
unissued values, plus Airmails, Semi-Postals, and Special Delivery, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).

Estimate $400 - 500

414 H

Haiti, Collection of Unauthorized Space, Olympics, and Audubon Bird issues, 1968-75, with proofs, varieties, and
First Day Covers; also a few other issues, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

415 H/m

Haiti, Mint and Used Collection, 1881-1982, in a Scott Specialty album, with 1881-1903 issues complete used, 1906-19
overprints and surcharges include blocks of four and varieties mint, 1906-13 For Foreign Postage (centime de piastre) 1c
de p to 1p used (missing only 7c de p orange red), while the issues from 1920 onwards are used, as well as the Semi-Postal
stamps, Airmail and Airmail Semi-Postals, and Special Purpose stamps, F.-V.F. (photo on web site)
Estimate $250 - 350

.
416 HH/H

Haiti, Broad-based Mint Collection, 1891-2003, in two binders, with many issues complete, including 1906-13 For
Foreign Postage (centime de piastre) and most souvenir sheets; three volumes dedicated to varieties; some toned gum,
generally F.-V.F., imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

417 P

Haiti, Selection of Proofs and “Specimen” Overprints, 1906-59, including 1906-13 Domestic and Foreign Postage
imperforate plate proofs (30) to 1p claret with 9 pairs, one pair a partial print; 1951 Airmail Isabella 5th Birth Centenary
15c and 30c half sheets of 50 with small security punch holes and perforated color trial of 30c black; 1951 National
Products set of four color trials overprinted “Waterlow & Sons Ltd./Specimen” and with small security punch holes;
1954 Restoration of Christophe’s Citadel with Tomb and Arms imperforate marginal progressive and finished plate proofs
set of six in three different stages and perforated color trial 2.50g; 1954 Christophe, Citadel and President Magloire
marginal imperforate marginal plate proofs set of six with central portraits blank and another set of finished proofs, both
issues with small security punch holes, and perforated color trial 5g; 1958 Sylvio Cator artist’s watercolor of 10c in
orange brown; 1959 Pope Pius XII perforated color trials set of six; and Revenues 1923-24 Timbre Mobile values (31)
overprinted “Specimen” in red and each with small security punch hole; a splendid group, Very Fine (photo on web site).

Estimate $750 - 1,000

418 P/S

Haiti, Collection of American Bank Note Company “Specimen” overprints, 1898-1951, with more than 250 stamps,
each with “Specimen” overprint in red and small security punch hole, comprising all, as far as one can say, of these issues
produced, with regular postage issues also including 1906-13 Foreign Postage imperforate plate proofs set of 12 and 1914
unissued values, plus Airmails, Semi-Postals, and Special Delivery, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, imaged in full online
Estimate $300 - 400
(photo on web site).

419 H/m

Haiti, Substantial, Mainly Mint or Unused Stock, 1881-1940, in six large stockbooks, extensive duplication and
replete with blocks of four and larger, highlighted by a staggering amount of varieties, particularly so in the handstamped
overprints throughout, including 1881 Liberty Head imperforate 1c (15), 2c (8), 3c (8), 5c (8) and 20c (4) unused, and 7c
(10) and 20c (8) used; 1886-87 Liberty Head perf 131/2 5c marginal block of four unused (age spotting); 1887 Salomon
5c (4) unused, o.g.; 1891-98 Coat-of-Arms issues with a fantastic permutation of perforated and imperforate varieties in
multiples’ 1902 Installation of Provisional Government 1c to 1g unused (6 complete sets) as well as blocks and varieties;
1904 Centenary of Independence with imperforates and missing and inverted centers; 1904 handstamped surcharge in
brown 2c on 50c unused (3) and used (3); 1906 Provisional External Service overprints in red 1c to 1g, blocks of four
with many additional values mint and at least five complete sets of singles unused; 1914 handstamped surcharges (#177201) basically complete in blocks of four with various sets of singles as well; 1917-20 handstamped surcharges with an
incredible quantity of singles plus blocks of four as well; 1933-40 Definitive issue well represented mint; Airmail 1933
Boyd-Lyon flight surcharge 60c on 20c pair unused and three singles mint; Airmail Semi-Postal 1939 60c + 40c and
1.25g + 60c corner pairs never hinged and two sets of singles mint; Postage Dues 1914 overprints replete with blocks and
varieties including 50c olive gray (24, with two blocks of four, one of which has combination of double overprint with one
inverted and one sideways), F.-V.F., practically impossible to replicate in terms of the specialized nature of varieties for
nearly every relevant issue (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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420 m

Haiti, Outstanding Collection of Cancellations, 1881-1954, focusing on the issues and usages to the early 1940s with
a few later; the collection is divided into two parts, the first being the town cancels neatly presented and annotated on
leaves, the second on Hagners with town cancels and more interestingly ship/paquebot cancels with multiples and pieces;
throughout the strikes have been carefully selected over the years with a multitude of large-part to complete strikes, F.V.F., a wonderful collection focusing on exceptional quality rather than quantity; imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

421 S

Haiti, Superb American Bank Note Company Specimen Collection, ca. 1906-45, excellent, clean and high quality,
beautifully assembled collection of approximately 195 security-punched “Specimen”-overprinted items; all are different,
with the best sets of the period represented, beginning with coverage in the 1906-13 Pictorials, early Postage Dues, 1910
issue, 1912 Leconte, 1929-30 First Issue Airmails, #B1, CB1-CB2, CB3-CB8, etc., Very Fine, a lovely addition to any
collection; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

422 P

Collection of 46 stamp-size marginal die proofs, 1910-54, with many issues complete; including master and progressive
die proofs, frames only, central portrait vignettes and finished designs on India paper, in black or green and also two other
colors, with die numbers; including (in black, unless otherwise stated) 1924 5c to 50c set of five, 1929-30 Airmail set of
four, 1939 Coubertin set of four in green with master die proof and the three values all with flags blank, and 1943 Admiral
Killick set of eight in green; the 1910 issue with 1c de g to 20c de g frames only and separate vignette and the 1920 3c to
25c issue both with new (re-engraved) die number; mounted on small cards, Very Fine, possibly unique, imaged in full
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

423 P

Collection of Photographic Essays and Die Proofs From the American Bank Note Co. Archives, 1912-54, with
numerous issues represented, comprising 42 stamp-size die proofs, each mounted on small individual cards with file
numbers, dates and a couple of status annotations; also photographic essay of artist’s drawing for 1943 Admiral Killick
issue (340 x 212 mm), F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

EX 423

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.
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EX 424

424 H/m/)

Magnificent Revenues Collection Replete With Proofs and Printer’s Archival Files, 1885-1986, including Effets de
Commerce (Commercial Transaction Tax) 1885-89 10c strip of four from the top right corner of the sheet with top right
corner folded over resulting in misperforation unused; Quittances 1892 surcharge in red 2c on 70c corner block of 10
unused, and a used selection with 1917-19 surcharge in violet 5c on 3g “Droit de Transmission” postally used on 1922
cover from Bainet to Port-au-Prince; various unused printed forms for Births, Marriage (2, one for Religious, the other
Civil), Death, etc., with even a Laisser Passer for animals, and blank Stamped Paper (2 different values); also Official Post
Office seal in red on 1943 censored envelope from Port-au-Prince to Lancaster, Pa.;the American Bank Note Company
archival material includes two file sheets bearing 1906 Effets de Commerce (4) and Visa singles, 1906 Domestic and
Foreign Postage set of 16 and Postage Dues set of four in top margin imprint pairs, each with “Specimen” overprint in
red and small security punch hole with handstamped ABNC dates in the sheet margins; 1906 “Droit Proportionnel”
and “Droit de Transmission” vertical strips of five each representing a pane and therefore comprising 20 panes in four
colors with the various values, each with ABNC small security punch hole; then there is the collection of the Revenues
printed by the ABNC with “Specimen” overprints in red and small security punch holes in blocks or strips of four unless
otherwise stated, comprising 1906 Droits de Effets (in se-tenant pairs or singles), 1912 Effets de Commerce set of three,
1912 Quittance 2c, 1917-25 Customs Service set of nine, 1923-24 Timbre Mobile with what appears to be all the printings
for each value, 1927 Droit de Passage 10g (three printings), 1945 Visa de Sortie 10g, and 1953 Consular 500g, and three
large die proofs 1923 Timbre Mobile 10g orange, 1927 Droits de Passage 10g green and Visa de Sortie 10g green sunk
on cards (150 x 227 mm or 221 x 151 mm), and the extensive production notes and correspondence relating to these
issues; condition is of an overall outstanding nature for this subject and in an excellent state of conservation for the ABNC
material, F.-V.F., see a sample of what’s in store online.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

425 P

Collection of 21 American Bank Note Co. large die proofs, 1906-21, mostly in issued colors unless otherwise stated,
on India Paper, with die numbers, including three central vignettes of portraits and Arms (2) in black for 1910-14 issues;
1906 20c de p unfinished proof in black without die number, and issued colors 1906 7c de p gray; 1914 unissued 3c de
p brown; 1920 3c black and 1924 50c, all without die numbers; 1928-31 issues, 1947 Airmail Franklin D. Roosevelt and
1954 Airmail Nativity 50c dark rose carmine and 50c dark gray, with die numbers, mounted on cards; some sunken and/
or large cards, F.-V.F., imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

426 HH/H/m

Haiti, Mostly Mint Collection of Surcharge or Overprint Varieties, 1925-74, on a wide range of issues, with numerous
multiples and 12 covers; the varieties include double, inverted, misplaced, shifted, lettering misspelled, etc.; there is also a
study of the 1963 “Peaceful Uses of Outer Space” issue with 50c and 1g variety inverted overprints and 50c corner block
of ten with the top block showing overprints tête-bêche and lower block of six overprint omitted (faint traces of ink on
four stamps but none on lower pair); many never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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427 P

Unique Record Pages from the American Bank Note Company Archives, 1898-1945, with over 250 imperforate proofs
or issued stamps affixed to 17 large-size pages (355 x 315 mm) and three smaller pages (280-330 x 140-170 mm) from
the bound printer’s file books; contains regular issues, Airmails, Airmail Semi-Postals, Postage Dues, souvenir sheets,
and Revenues; practically all the issues from 1898-1927 are imperforate plate proofs, while later issues are overprinted
“Specimen” in red with security punch holes, and the exceptional Revenues (on five large pages) are a mixture of proofs
and “Specimen” stamps; the invaluable information typed next to each stamp details file numbers and printing dates
relating to production; the condition is outstanding for such an archival file, despite the few gum stains and discoloration,
unusually fresh, F.-V.F., a truly magnificent and historically important assembly; see it in its entirely on our website (photo
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
on web site).

428 H/m

Haiti, Specialized Postage Dues Collection, 1898-1951, (J1-J24), replete with proofs, “Specimen” overprints, multiples,
surcharge varieties, and four covers; includes 1896 imperforate proofs in issued colors 2c to 50c pairs, two sets on
cardboard and wove paper respectively, “Specimen” overprints with 2c to 50c strips of three (as per U.P.U. regulations)
from the ABNC archives on small sheets and sets from the Natal and G.P.O. archives; 1902 issue with a study of six
different overprint types, varieties with inverted overprints (28, with overprints tête-bêche pair on 10c top margin imprint
block of four) and 2c horizontal strip of three, center stamp with overprint omitted mint; 1903 envelope from Jacmel to
Cap Haitien bearing 1902 Installation of Provisional Government 2c with 1902 Dues overprint 2c pair applied on arrival;
1906 imperforate proofs in issued colors 2c to 50c vertical pairs and “Specimen” overprints (2 different); 1914 overprints
study of the two different types, “Specimen” overprint set (G.P.O.) and varieties with inverted and double overprints
including pairs with tête-bêche overprints, blocks of four; and 1951 issue with interpanneau blocks of four from the center
of the sheet complete mint and various imperforate right margin examples, F.-V.F., a marvelous opportunity for detailed
study and expansion; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

429 m/)

Haiti, Specialized Two-volume Collection of Cancellations of the Royal Netherlands Steamship Company
(K.W.I.M.-K.N.S.M), 1886-1915, with a wealth of diversity on these early issues, including more than 40 covers or cards
displaying elusive and desirable frankings, with two domestic usages, a magnificent display, F.-V.F., fully imaged on our
website (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

430 HH/Ha

Haiti, Mint Collection of Blocks of Four, 1887-1967, all fresh in three binders, including 1906 Provisional External
Service overprints in red 1c to 1g, 1912 Installation of Provisional Government overprints short set of 12 with 50c and
1g, 1915-16 surcharges, 1917-20 surcharges, 1933-40 3c to 2.50g never hinged, 1935 Visit of French Delegation Postage
and Airmail set of three never hinged, 1942 Our Lady of Perpetual Hope Postage and Airmail set of 14, and extensive
representation of the subsequent issues; many issues from the beginning straight through are never hinged, mainly Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

431 H/m/)

Haiti, Mint and Used Miscellany of Stamps and Covers, 1898-2003, including 1933-40 3c to 2.50g, with additional
shades, overprinted “Specimen” in red and with small security punch holes (never hinged); 1939 Coubertin Semi-Postal
and Airmails on four covers, one franked with the set of three on unaddressed FDC; 1954 Restoration of Christophe’s
Citadel Airmail 2.50g Flag and 5g Portrait both in violet, overprinted “Waterlow & Sons Limited/Specimen” and with
small security punch holes (never hinged); 1961-62 “Duvallier-Ville” surcharges (#B22-B24, CB37-CB41) in complete
sheets of 25 never hinged; and 1971 World Soccer Championship set of six (#649-654) in complete sheets of 50 never
hinged; an assembly of 1950-68 issues cancelled on day of issue on approximately 70 pieces from the postal records
at Port-au-Prince; maritime mail 1894 envelope (reduced) from Dominica to Sweden bearing Dominican Republic
50c showing “Haiti a Port de France/L.E. No. 1” octagonal datestamp adjacent; section of 1927-58 diplomatic mail
comprising five covers and a luggage tag including 1927 envelope to Port-au-Prince bearing Dominican Republic 2c,
canceled by duplex and showing “Consulat d’Haiti/a Monte Christi” circular cachet in purple adjacent; also ca. 1850-93
Cinderella “essays” small study comprising over 55 stamps of various designs, and 1942-44 Anti-Tuberculosis selection
Estimate $500 - 750
of seven seals with two used on separate covers, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
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Honduras
Postal History
432 )

Honduras, Enticing Postal History Sampler, 1893-1940, solid binder of 37 items on stockpages; includes postal cards,
entires and wrappers, picture post cards (a couple appearing to be real photos), Official mail, etc.; cancels from around the
country in magenta, blue and violet; note a Paquebot cancel, an Official cover franked in part by #CO13 missing the “i”
of “Exterior”, uprated stationery, etc.; a nice lot, the picture post cards offering a glimpse at past times, F.-V.F., imaged in
full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

433 )

Wide-ranging, Solid Holding of Postal History, excellent selection of approximately 150 items, with nearly all the
coverage from the early 20th century to 1950, but bulk of value to the 1930s; we note a bit of everything here, with good
Bridge, Theater, and Monument issue frankings, plus Officials, slogan cancels, advertising covers, Registered usages,
paquebot, several early bisect usages, and much, much more, F.-V.F., lovely specialist group; be sure to view online (photo
Estimate $600 - 800
on web site).

434 )

Honduras, Superb, Valuable Selection of 23 Premium Airmail Covers, late 1920s to early 1930s, an outstanding
and varied specialist’s selection, including an Oct. 7, 1929 First Flight, Tegucigalpa to Tela, showing the first use of the
Provisional Airmail stamps (rare); a 1933 Official Registered cover showing legitimate use of #CO27, CO30 and CO38A;
1931 FAM flight, San Salvador to Paraguay; some amazing varieties on cover like Scott #C59a and C74b, Sanabria #62a
inverted overprint and #66 pair (very scarce), etc., F.-V.F., wonderful holding of these fascinating issues; see them all
Estimate $500 - 750
online (photo on web site).

Stamps
435 H/m/)

Honduras, The “BOB’s Su Tío” Assemblage, binder with 36 pages of, well, a little bit of everything Back-of-the-Book;
note Telegraph stamps mint, Revenues overprinted “T.S. de C.” (various overprint flaws), Municipal Revenues, Waterlow
Specimens in blocks of four, Federal Revenues (including two “Pro Sanatorio”), radiogram and telegram forms, several
pages of documents on revenue paper with additional adhesives, four pages of c.d.s. cut-outs, plus a pretty and interesting
array of mostly Official covers, including Airs with overprint flaws, Consular mail (with a mix of “Free” handstamps), a
Censored cover, etc.; a bit hodge-podge, but neat material to the last, Very Fine, worth inspection; see it all online (photo
Estimate $300 - 400
on web site).

436 H/m

Honduras, Sound Stock Selection, 1865-1944, (1//343), arranged by Scott in a 32-page Showgard stockbook, 27 pages
of which (54 sides) are filled with mint and used of the country, from #1 (3 mint, pair used) and #2 (4 mint, 1 used),
through the revaluation issues of 1944-45; useful duplication for nearly every item, allowing for extensive study or for
extended sales; note numerous shade varieties (some quite catchy), cancels in a rainbow of colors and an atlas of locales,
overprints and surcharges, blocks and larger multiples, a half-page of “unlisted in Scott” items, plus an interesting letter
from 1935 from Alex A. Cohen guaranteeing the genuineness of #220, 223a and 229a, all obtained from the son of the
late Vice President Quesada; apart from several inverted 1929-30 overprints, no errors spotted, but a wealth of material
not often found in such condition or quantity, F.-V.F. or better throughout, a great holding, imaged in full online (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

437 H/m

Honduras, Captivating Airmails and Officials Compilation, 1890-1940, (C1//O105), neatly arranged by Scott in a
G&K stockbook and comprising #C1//C108, #CB1-CB4, CO1//CO51 and O1//O105—though sadly, despite the spine
label, without the Black Honduras; large majority mint, with the used present clean and sound and including singles, pairs
and blocks; note numerous errors of overprints among the Airs (commas for periods, missing or inverted letters, dropped
letters, etc.); useful duplication throughout, allowing for shade and variety searches and/or a solid restock; well worth the
time to review, F.-V.F. or better throughout, see it all imaged online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

438 P

Honduras, Powerful Proofs and Varieties Collection, 1878-1939, neatly arranged in a G&K stockbook with all material
identified by Scott; begins with a set of mint/unused #30a-36a (2 each), followed by Trial Color Proofs of #30-36 on card
or stamp paper; plus Trial Colors of the 1890 Arms of Honduras issue (#40-50), most with “Hamilton Bank Note Co., New
York” imprints, and 1891 Bográn issue (#51-64); some later Trial Colors (especially the 1892 Columbus issue, #65-75),
but generally errors and varieties, with imperforates and part-perforates, inverted centers (including two each of #63a and
64a), bisects used on piece, plus surcharges doubled, inverted, different colors together, etc., etc.; a specialist’s delight,
with minimal but useful duplication, F.-V.F. with better throughout, worth review; imaged in full online (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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439 HH/H/m

Honduras, Scintillating Stock of Varieties, 1890-1940, in a G&K stockbook identified by Scott or Sanabria, and
comprising #C13C//C100d, CB4, CO1//CO51, and O13//O101; all the minor numbers you major collectors love, with
imperforates and part-perforates, shades; surcharges doubled, inverted, omitted and any combination thereof; Specimens,
etc., etc.; note “T.S. de C.” overprints in various colors, Muestra overprints on #C84 through about C90, CB4 (3), CO44CO51 (3 each); and much more; fresh and sound throughout, with useful duplication, F.-V.F. or better throughout, a grand
holding worthy of close inspection; see it all imaged online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

440 H/m/)

Honduras, Impressive Semi-Specialized Collection, 1865-1981, presented in two slipcased Scott Specialty albums,
volume 1 running to about 1941, vol. 2 with Officials, Airs, later regular issues and some stationery cut squares; begins
with very pretty used #1 and 2, a sampling of mint and used Tegucigalpa Issues, with basic stamps largely complete
from the 1878 series; what sets this collection apart are the myriad proofs, essays, trial colors, multiples and usages that
are presented throughout, starting with the 1890 Coat-of-Arms Issue and including collective sunken die proofs of the
Justice issue, an unissued 3c Justice proof in black, three Peace issues used on a mourning cover, #264 complete pane of
25 with surcharges inverted (noted by collector as the only known intact sheet), plus myriad imperforates, part-perforates,
surcharge and overprint varieties, Air Semi-Officials, and so much more, F.-V.F. or better throughout, unlike any other
Honduras collection you’ve seen; imaged extensively online (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

441 HH/H/m

Honduras, Great Specialized Collection of Airmail and Airmail Official Varieties, 31 sides of a 16-page stockbook,
choc-a-bloc with EFOs of every kind imaginable; vast majority identified by Scott or Sanabria, with useful duplication
for the dealer or specialist collector; holding begins with several pages of late 19th/early 20th century Officials including
doubled, omitted and heavily overinked overprints, plus imperforate-between and stark shade varieties; throughout we
find overprints and surcharges doubled, inverted, misspelled, shifted, omitted, printed inverted on back, etc.; vast majority
of items are singles, but note several blocks, marginal pairs, tête-bêche pairs, and the like; mint ranges from no gum
to never hinged, while used are nearly uniformly lightly cancelled; fresh and bright throughout, F.-V.F. with better, a
collection near-impossible to duplicate today; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

442 H/m

Honduras, Fantastic Stockbook of Classic Varieties, book sound, with 18 sides filled with every type of variety you
could hope for, all identified by Scott or Sanabria number; we note (in the order presented; mint unless noted) strong
Airs including a #C4, #C16-C17 pairs with large “1” of “1929”, #C19c (2), C20b, C20c (2 singles, 3 pairs), C20d (2),
#C31c and C31d (1 each used), bottom margin #C32 signed Diena, etc.; nicely duplicated holding of #119-126 and 124a
(mint and used) including attractive shade varieties, imperforate-between pairs, imperforate proofs (some gummed, some
without); 1929 overprint series; even an example of #256-257 with colors transposed, and much, much more; fresh and
clean throughout, with material not often encountered—especially in this quantity; a boon for the dealer and specialist
collector alike, F.-V.F. with better throughout, a remarkable holding; imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

443 HH/H

Honduras, Sensational Study/Stock of 1933 Lempira Issue Airmail Official Overprints, in a like-new Lighthouse
stockbook, 28 sides of which are filled with every imaginable overprint variety; nearly all mint (we spotted maybe a halfdozen cleanly used examples mixed in), with singles, pairs, blocks and larger multiples, most identified by Scott and/or
Sanabria; note four imperforate-between pairs and three imperforate pairs (all marginal) of #CO15; blocks of nine and
(irregular) 18 of #CO28; single, block of four and block of 15 each with #CO38A (“193” for “1933”), overprints with
dropped letters, letters or punctuation omitted, inverted, one of two overprints inverted, both overprints inverted, “Oficial”
missing, offset on gum, etc., etc., etc., along with basic stamps in shades; a compilation that could not be duplicated today,
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
F.-V.F. with much better throughout, truly stunning; see it all online (photo on web site).

444 HH/Ha

Honduras, Tail-End of a Powerful Collection, with plenty of life still left; an eclectic holding on various pages, ranging
from used classics to fancy cancels, invalidated stamps (“Sin valor” overprinted), part-perforated items (several used!),
pages of Airmail overprint and surcharge varieties, Official and Airmail overprints in complete (or nearly so) panes, #240
in a full pane including tête-bêche overprint pairs, plus numerous surcharge errors and varieties, as well as a partial pane
in dark brown on coarse, rough paper (noted by the original Koerber write-up as “considered by Green to be rare”) with
violet Arms Oficial handstamp on reverse, etc., etc.; a boon for dealer and specialist alike, F.-V.F. or better, see it all online
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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445 HH/H/m

Honduras, Tela Airmail Overprints Collection, 1932, a handsome holding, presented over 13 sides of a G&K
stockbook; over 100 items in total, the majority being blocks of four or larger; overprints are found in every imaginable
permutation, fully or partially inverted, inverted-normal pairs, doubled, double “Aéreo”, partial overprint in selvage,
broken letters, etc., etc.; includes several used examples; gum ranges from no gum to never hinged; a true old-time
compilation, F.-V.F. with better throughout, imaged in full on our website; close review will be rewarded (photo on web
site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

446 H/m/)

Honduras, Quirky Quixotic Collection, 1878-1975, neatly presented on homemade album pages, each fully and usefully
annotated, presented in an overfilled binder; there’s a bit of everything here for the Honduras hound, starting with several
small format 19th century prints, perforated plate proofs (?) of the 1878 Morazán issue, and moving quickly into a wideranging postal history selection, with domestic and international usages, an array of frankings and rates, a 1914 cover
with Buzon (street letter box) marking, multicolor frankings, an advertising cover or two, overprints, bisects, etc.; these
are followed by a lovely little group of postal stationery items mint, a wonderful array of picture post cards, several
complete sets 1931-60, and much more besides, F.-V.F. with much better, well worth reviewing online (photo on web site).

Estimate $350 - 500

447 m/)

Honduras, Beautiful, Specialized Old-Time Postal-Fiscal Collection, 1898, lovely and fascinating, keenly assembled
and well-annotated collection on a small group of homemade pages, offering a nice range of used stamps (21), plus usages
on three covers, including 1c and 7c (2, total 15c) to New York, 5c and 10c to US, and 5c on reverse of cover (stamp
missing on front)—plus a combination piece with 1898 5c Locomotive stamp and three 2c values, Very Fine, an extremely
rare group, as very few Postal-Fiscal covers are known (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 500

448 S

Honduras, Sensational Revenue Specimens Collection, 1927-32, filling 12 sides of a G&K stockbook, a wonderful
selection of these Revenues, nearly all in blocks or strips of four; all bear the American Bank Note Company’s “SPECIMEN”
overprint (in different sizes and fonts) and their security punch-hole; all but five mint, three “used” handstamped in
red “Return to/Record & Specimen Dep[artment]”, another so handstamped without security punch but with star punch
cancel, the fifth with just the star punch; note run-of-the-mill “Renta de Timbre” issues plus Phosphor, Tobacco, Primary
Education and Consular Service items; numerous stamps in shades, several items with differing values se-tenant,
even a few imperforates, Very Fine, a magnificent holding, uniformly clean, rarely encountered (photo on web site).

Estimate $800 - 1,200

449 HH/H/m

Honduras, Exceptional Semi-Specialized Stock, 1903-64, on 19 stockpage sides, most in black cards or mounts; a
wonderful array of the odd, uncommon and erroneous, including a horizontal block of eight #312 with shifted overprint
(left four stamps unoverprinted), a 1903 Garidola die proof, 50c Air Semi-Official tied by 1927 cancel to piece, 1911
Steamer 5c to 1p in imperforate plate proof blocks of four, 1915-16 Officials complete used as blocks of four, #256-257
in transposed colors, perforated and imperforate Baraona, 1916 Bertrand in various colors (some part-perforated, one
imperforate block of four); #194-198 in various colors, with imperforates, part-perforates, and sheetlets of one; numerous
1929-30 overprints with varieties, a wealth of Airmail and Official overprints with errors galore (some in pair w normal),
some Specimens, and much more besides; wonderfully fresh and clean throughout, Very Fine overall, a must-see; imaged
in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

450 HH/H/m

Honduras, Compelling Stock Compilation of Varieties, a 16-page (32-side) Lighthouse stockbook, nearly filled with
a wide range of minor-number or unlisted varieties to fill out your collection; begins with a nice selection of First Issues
mint and used (cancels including manuscript, town and target), followed by an array of part-perforated or imperforate
Bográns, including a mint #64a; further we find strong Arms and Bográn part-perforated, imperforate or in unissued
colors; a nice mint and used holding of Locomotives; bisects used on piece, plus later issues—basic and overprinted—
in every variety available, plus Permitase used singles and mint pairs, blocks and strips, etc., etc.; generally fresh,
though some with minor toning, Very Fine on the whole, a specialist’s delight; see it all online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Nicaragua
451 H
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Fabulous, Eclectic Specialist’s Mix, a wonderful and diverse range of material, including everything from 1940s
photographic proofs, unissued stamps, imperforates like #C659-C666 blocks of four, lots of overprint and surcharge
varieties like #C42a, Airmail essays, excellent quality miniature sheets like #717-729 & C308a (set), plus much more;
generally fresh, F.-V.F. or better, an excellent, fascinating holding; be sure to further explore on the web (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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452 HH/H/m

Nicaragua, The Miracle of Managua Collection, 1862-1982, in two Scott Specialty albums with dustcases, from an
old-fashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, about 98% complete; the central basis of the collection is postally
used (not easy) while some of the scarcer specialty material is mint o.g. or never hinged; highlights include (used unless
noted) #2, 3-7, 8-12, 13-19; most of the Seebecks in used condition (!); #20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 51-60, 61-65, 67-70, 71-80,
most of #81-98; 98A-98F, 99-107, 109A-109H, 109L, 110-117, 121-133, very scarce 2c surcharge on #121 1c plum (Yvert
#134, €200), 134-136, 137-140, 143-156, 167-174, 179-191, 193-200, 225D, 235 (Types I & II), 266-278, complete mint
sheets of 20 different settings of overprint/surchages of #279-280, 281-282, 283-284, 285-286, each printed on reverse of
stamps plus similar mint sheetlets of #279-80 with inverted overprints/surcharges; complete mint pane of 20 #290; #295309, 349-360, 363, 366-375, 377-387, 390F (signed Ball), 401-407, 483-495, 556-568 (unpriced as used in Scott), #C9C10, C14-C17 (C16 signed Kessler), C20-C24 signed, C25-C30, C32-C33 o.g., C36-C39 mint or used, C40-C42, C43,
C49-C62, C65-C66, C67-C71, C72-C76, C77-C87, C112-C116, C117-C120, many souvenir sheets perforated and/or
imperforate, including rare #C308a complete set of 13 handstamped on date of issue, #C309-C315 complete set of seven
plus seven additional in unlisted colors, #C320a, C409a, C838a Baseball souvenir sheets, handstamped used examples
of 1980-81 issues not listed by Scott used; #O1-O10, O21-O30, O31-O41, O72-O76, O77-O81, O82-O89, O100-O108,
O129-O139, O140-O149, O176, O187-O192, O223-O228, O229-O232, O238-O244, O282a double overprint postally
used on Registered cover, O320-O331; 45 different Province of Zelaya; 28 different Cabo Gracias a Dios (including #2L8,
2L13, 2L116-2L118, 2L122); extensive Postage Dues and Postal Tax; Fiscals; bisect on cover; unofficial departmental
Semi-Postal sets of 24 in se-tenant pairs o.g. both perforate and imperforate; master plate proof sheet of 100 Revenue
stamps (folded in half) without values never hinged; and then there are the several hundred 20th century major and
minor varieties (some rare or scarce), including overprint/surcharges variances, color, shade, paper, perforation, plate
position, die type, setting, font, spacing, size, length, spelling, placement/displacement, shifting, error, fake or bogus (each
identified as such), omission, complete or part-imperforate, imperforate-between, offset on reverse, Specimen; overprints
shifted, double, inverted, tripled; control mark and other vartieties, most in singles but also pairs, strips, blocks, souvenir
sheets, sheetlets, panes, mint and/or used; some examples include (used unless noted) #146c (double surcharge, one in
red), 147a (inverted surcharge), 151a (inverted surcharge), 213b (surcharge reading down), 257c (inverted surcharge),
285b (double surcharge), 364a (double surcharge), 365b (double surcharge), 375a o.g. (double surcharge), 379a o.g.
(double surcharge), 380a-381a (double surcharge), 387b (“Vle” for “Vale”), 392 (Type II & Type V), Minkus #804 (Dos
Centavos de Cordoba stamp in red), #C1 block of four o.g. with large “1” in “1429” on lower left stamps, C2 block of four
never hinged with large “A” in “P.A.A.” (Sanabia #2) on lower right stamp, C3a double overprint (Sanabria #3b) never
hinged (100 exist), C25b (Sanabria #41a) double surcharge o.g., C26c (Sanabria #42b) double surcharge, one inverted
never hinged, C28b (Sanabria #43b) double surcharge never hinged, C49-C62 complete set o.g. with inverted surcharge
(200 possible exist), Sanabria #82 never hinged (signed), Sanabria #83 (signed) never hinged (200 exist), Sanabria #85
never hinged (100 exist), Sanabria #122a-123a without control overprints, C110a (Sanabria #145b) inverted surcharge
(signed), Sanabria #148 surchage in blue (500 exist), C154a (Sanabria #194a) inverted surcharge and overprint (signed),
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
etc., etc., etc., Very Fine (photo on web site).

453 HH

Nicaragua, Useful Stock of Imperforates, 1982-89, 56 pages in a slipcased binder, each offering singles, pairs or blocks
of commemoratives that missed the perforator; a bright and cheerful group, perfect for the Nicaragua specialist or the
Topicalist, with sports (including soccer, baseball, cycling and Olympics), fauna, Columbus, dogs, birds, butterflies,
mushrooms, space, art, and more; a couple souvenir sheets even, including an uncut imperforate pair of #C1187,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, stock unlike any you’re likely to find again soon; inspect online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

454 HH

Nicaragua, Impeccable Imperforates Assemblage, 1958-83, fully identified with copious notes on over 50 dealer pages
gathered in a small binder; begins with a handful of 1949-54 Waterlow Specimens with hole punch, but the strength of
the holding is in the uncommon imperforates, ranging from 1958 issues imperforate Trial Color Proofs, to rarities such as
#C409a, #C428-C429 (pairs), C453a, C516-C518, C1011 (8 known copies), plus much, much more, including perforated
stamps and souvenir sheets missing overprints, etc.; much Topical interest, including Kennedy, space, Olympics, World
Cup, birds, flowers, etc.; many issues in pairs, giving you the chance to double your inventory, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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Panama
455 H

Panama, Magnificent Specialist’s Assemblage of Errors & Varieties, a wonderful and fascinating holding, comprising
approximately 235 items, many in pairs and blocks, showing a mind-boggling array of items rarely encountered anywhere;
we note some Scott-listed items such as #367a (3), plus unlisted color overprints, #J1-J4 in margin die proof blocks of four
in issued color, etc.—but here’s where the fun begins, with dozens of scarce to rare Sanabria-listed items such as #154
(rare), 219a, 220-221 imperforate pairs, 221a, 228 (3 imperforate pairs), 229 (2), 233 souvenir sheet imperforate between
all stamps but perforated at top and bottom, 239a-243a (rare), 270-272 imperforate blocks (2), 270b-272c, 322a-323a,
10c Freedom from Hunger imperforate block of four printed in the color of the 15c value, Scott #E3 imperforate punched
die proof in issued color, plus much, much more; a fantastic assembly, with nearly every item a potential individual lot of
interest, F.-V.F., most better, imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

456 HH/H/m

Panama, The Speak Softly but Keep the Rare Stamps Collection, 1887-1983, in a Scott Specialty album with
dustcase, primarily used, from an old-fashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, with some stunningly beautiful
c.d.s. cancels; mint items are generally never hinged; largely complete from 1905-83; many scarce souvenir sheets, First
Day cancels, imperforate errors and other varieties; scarce specialized material includes six perforated essays for Panama
stamps during Colombian Dominion (1886-87); #188 1906 mint imperforate top magin plate proof in green block of six;
#185-186; #191 mint with inverted center; #243 proof; #554-583 panes of 30 (2 mint and 2 used) with both Olympic
overprints and gold overprint for Espana ‘82; #584 scarce Olympic overprints (both perforated and imperforate); the Air
Post items are stunning, some rare, with #C15b never hinged horizontal pair imperforate-between strip of three; #C2c
proof used (with red overprint); #C18 never hinged variety with small “10” imperforate-between bottom right margin
with Waterlow & Sons imprint; #C2 and C2a on flown cover; #C127, C128, C128A on flown First Day Cover; #C112
large die proof from Ameican Bank Note Co.; Sanabria #120e, 122b and 123b each never hinged; #C86b never hinged
signed Pavedes; extremey rare Sanabria #154 never hinged signed Kessler and Paredes; beautiful Sanabria #175a-198a
(Scott #C157-C180) never hinged pairs; #C180 horizontal pair imperforate-between unique used example; Sanabria
#164a inverted surcharge never hinged signed Sanabria; #218a inverted surcharge never hinged signed Sanabria; Sanabria
#237a color error imperforate pair never hinged signed Kessler; Sanabria #239a and #243b margin pair never hinged
each signed Kessler; Postal Tax stamp (#I5) scarce souvenir sheet with First Day cancel; Telegraph stamp Yvert #212;
Certified Mail stamp Yvert #4; dozens of imperforates, printers’ errors, plate proofs, color shifts; most of the scarce and
controversial 1964-68 Olympics and Space issues, including imperforates and souvenir sheets, many with First Day hand
cancels; great 1980 Olympic rarity Michel BL #114 with inverted overprint—only known example—est. $750-1,000;
plus 1909-74 Canal Zone used collection with more than 100 different, including coil pairs, booklet panes, used on postal
covers, overall Very Fine, mind-bogglingly difficult to find some of this material in used condition (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

457 P

Outstanding and Rare Selection of Proofs, incredible and diverse selection of approximately 85 proofs, including center
vignette die proofs for #212 and 214; 1947 photographic essays ex-Security Banknote Co. for the Revolutionary Junta and
1948 FDR issues (each believed unique), plus additional American Bank Note Company photographic essays for various
1929-54 issues; beautiful and extensive die proofs in green affixed to card for the Panama Canal 25th Anniversary (#322330, C54-C61) including completed designs; Security Banknote Co. frame and separate vignette designs for #C88-C95,
and others; an absolutely superb holding of rare material, generally F.-V.F., be sure to view the lot in full online (photo on
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
web site).

458 H

Fantastic Specialist’s Holding of Varieties, Errors, &c., a superb, not easily duplicated assemblage of several dozen or
so items, nearly all premium, including #C1a plus #C1 double overprint on partial cover, #C114a-C114cm C27a, C29a,
C234-C237 imperforate and part-perforate pairs, #C247 imperforate horizontal pairs, #C278 imperforate pair and blocks
of four plus a missing color example, #C289 inverted overprint, #C291 double and inverted overprint types, 1904-06
Revenue issue die proofs, #368 horizontal and vertical pairs where one stamp each is without overprint, #433 missing
violet color, #C237a uncut pair of souvenir sheets, etc., etc., F.-V.F. or better, super holding of scarce to rare items; see
them all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

459 S

Panama, Wonderful American Bank Note Company Specimen Collection, ca. 1904-15, beautiful and exceptionally
clean, wonderfully presented collection of approximately 216 different security-punched and overprinted “Specimen” in
various types and colors; each stamp is identified by printing, which provides an invaluable record of the various shades
available; many complete sets noted, such as #179-180 (and many other Maps), 202, 234-243 Coat-of-Arms (with many
additional printings), 341 & C73, 342-349, C74-C79, C80-C81, C96-C99, C126, C138-C139, C300-C321 Cathedrals,
etc., etc., Very Fine, a superb, attractive collection; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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460 S

Panama, Prolific Collection of American Bank Note Company Specimens, 1904-57, a stunning holding, complete
less the 1921 2c value, artfully presented in a small-format Lighthouse stockbook, offering postage and Airmail issues
arranged by date, requisition number, values produced, etc.; a total of 215 stamps, each overprinted and with control
punch, fresh as the day they were printed and—a very welcome bonus—most exceptionally well-centered, Very Fine
overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Originally purchased from Kasimir Bileski with his notes (no longer accompanying) that only 100 complete sets could be
made up. A true once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

461 H

Panama, Incredible Specialized Collection of Errors, Varieties, etc., a fascinating, clean and valuable assemblage of
hundreds of items, all selected for interest, beginning with a fine array of classic Colombian issues used in Panama and
continuing through 1970s-’80s Airmail issue errors and varieties; some Scott-listed items show #189 with inverted center,
several nice #217 varieties, #379a, 405 (various imperforate and part-perforated items), C15b, C39b in pair, C129, F29
block of eight in green with drastic overprint shift, H23 pair one without overprint, etc.; the Airmails feature Sanabrialisted items galore, such as #4b, 25a, 98am 119b (rare), 120b (60 printed), 124-125, 172a-173a (along with three unissued
values), #175-198 in margin blocks of four with two pairs each imperforate-between, #246a and 246b (both rare), lots of
essays and varieties of the 1962 Religious Buildings issue, and much, much more, largely Very Fine, an excellent holding
Estimate $500 - 750
of elusive material; note the scans on our website (photo on web site).

462 H/m

Panama, Promising and Prolific Collection, 1887-1928, many hundreds of stamps, presented on a variety of pages in a
sound binder; begins with basic Colombian Department issues, which are followed by extensive “Republica de Panama”
and “Panama” overprints, with colors and types galore; a veritable treasure trove with duplication, used multiples, noted
reference material, and font varieties all noted; the collection is particularly strong in Back-of-the-Book with Registry,
Acknowledgment of Receipt, Late Fee and Telegraph stamps, along with some Official Seals, well-represented; used
include items on piece, various cancel types and locales, etc.; generally sound, though the occasional condition issue
should be expected; offered as received, so holding great potential for the Panama specialist, F.-V.F. with better throughout,
inspection invited; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Paraguay
463 H/m

Esoteric and Unusual Specialist’s Holding, comprising dozens of pieces from early Scott issues through the future
beyond Scott listings; we note a bit of everything, from scarce Waterlow proofs and Specimens, to early imperforates,
part-perforates, overprint and surcharge varieties, misperforations, etc.; at some point around 1960, material is included
that goes beyond Scott, but much is noted in Michel; in either case, a dressy group not easily duplicated, F.-V.F. or better,
Estimate $400 - 600
enjoy viewing on the web (photo on web site).

464 P

Paraguay, Prolific Passel of Proofs and Peculiarities, 40 stockpages or homemade album pages in a sturdy binder,
offering an extensive array of proofs, perforation varieties and more from about 1939 to 1962, all gloriously sound
and remarkably fresh; begins with a broad selection on 1952 Columbus issue (#467-473, C189-C196) with imperforate
singles, blocks (many of which appear to be triple impressions), misperforated blocks, imperforate-betweens, a corner pair
of the 30c value printed on the gum side, etc.; also note inverted vignettes of #233 (block of four), 351 (3); horizontally
imperforate pairs of #351-354 in unissued colors; multiple large blocks of #391-394 imperforate; #474-477 imperforates
with wide top margin; imperforate #491-497 & C225-C232 (all but four marginal with elaborate lathework), #C154-C157
with overprint varieties; Specimens of #B6-B9 and C131-C133 (Muestra), #C134 & C141 (Specimen plus punch
hole), #C184-C188 (Especimen, with punch hole); along with much of Topical interest including Art (color missing),
Europa, International Refugee Year, Scouting, and much, much more, Very Fine overall, a great opportunity for the
savvy; see everything it has to offer on our website, where the collection is imaged in full (photo on web site).

Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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465 HH/H/m

Paraguay, The Paraguayan Paradox Collection, 1870-1980, in Scott Specialty album with dustcase; basic collection
is postally used, from an old-fashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, about 95% complete, with many beautiful
cancellations; includes used #1, 3, 5, 17-19, 34a-36a, 114-128 (especially difficult to find used), 167-170A; many genuine
Zepp issues, #C54-C55, C74-C78, C93-C97, C98-C101, C102-C106, O1-O7 (from Brian Moorhouse), and on and on,
with a large number of specialized varieties, errors, counterfeits, etc., including (used unless noted) nine imperforate
pairs of unofficial reprints of 1870 Dos Reales issue on medium or thick paper in different colors mint; #10-13 reprints
and perforation varieties mint; #14-16 perforation and shade varieties mint; #16b block of four with horizontal pairs
imperforate between never hinged; #20-22 shade and perforation varieties; #30 imperforate shade variety mint; #44 color
error (color of #45), #74-75 surcharge varieties mint and used; #94 mint with perforations through the center AND a
half used as a bisect on piece; #87 blue shade variety, #98 vertically imperforate between stamp and left margin; #103
plate proof pair on cardboard, #129b and #139b mint with inverted surcharges; seven of the 1908 Lion issues with
shifted surcharges mint or used; #148a double surcharge (with one of them diagonal); #149 and #154 with shifted or
split surcharges; #157 mint pair, one with inverted numeral “1” for letter “l” in “Habilitado”; #158a double surcharge
mint; #161a “5c” omitted; #164a double surcharge; #171 mint surcharge errors (“Cettavo” and “Un Centavo” omitted);
#200a mint perforated diagonally, #200a used as bisect on piece, #221 mint overprint inverted, #221 mint with double
overprint (one inverted); #213 blue paper; #230-232 mint double overprints (with one inverted); #429 mint with black
surcharge, #637 se-tenant pair with left stamp strong print of mirror image of right stamp never hinged; nice mint early
Airmail overprint varieties; #C67 variety (Sanabria #75b) mint upper right corner margin block of four with all horizontal
perforations omitted; #69 with strong full offset print on reverse; many dozens of counterfeit Airmails, with or without
spurious cancellations, including counterfeits of Gunboat issue; #C74 never hinged tête-bêche pair imperforate all around;
five 1931 Zeppelin “cachet cancels”, three of them on pieces; #C155 double overprint with one inverted; 1889-90 Officials
with overprint varieties; #O49a mint; 1931-38 issue dozens of perforation varieties (imperforate or part-perforated) in
single or pairs; #391-394 mint in a dozen different imperforate or part-perforated varieties in pairs, singles or block of
four; #430 four mint imperforate pairs; #O94-O99 mint in 13 different perforation/imperforate varieties; #L29, #L36 mint
in imperforate or part-perforated pairs; seven unissued Government Palace stamps mint plue one mint unissued SemiPostal; dozens of Topical issues (Space, JFK, Paintings, Olympics) from the 1960s listed by Minkus numbers, including
several souvenir sheets, Very Fine, a difficult country to find used (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Peru
466 )

Substantial Selection of over 100 Postal History Items, lovely and extensive holding, containing many items of
interest among the more ordinary, including some nice 19th century usages and frankings (featuring several scarce
bisect examples), a nice Chilean Occupation item or two, good postal stationery, several nice advertising covers,
attractive multicolor frankings, etc., generally F.-V.F., some real nice pickings throughout (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

467 )

Superb Quintet of Covers, 1870s-1927, a choice selection guaranteed to spruce up any collection, comprising a 20c
quadsect First Issue Postage Due (#J4) with the quarter-stamp serving as postage, from Puno to Arequipa; a beautiful 1895
Registered A.R. cover, Lima to Hamburg, bearing seven different of the President Bermudez overprint issue; #J29 (3) used
as postage to Ciudad; a rare 1926 Lima-to-Canal Zone cover franked by 10c “Plebiscito” (#253) along with 50c Plebiscite
Bolognesi Monument (#RA5) as franking, the latter rare on cover; finally a 1927 cover, Lima to Iquitos, bearing a pair
of the 50c First Airmail issue (#C1) with additional postage (signed Champion), generally F.-V.F., a wonderful group.

Estimate $400 - 600
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468 P

Incredible Specialist’s Array of Proofs and Varieties, clean and diverse, extensive holding of dozens of pieces ranging
from a fair number of early issues, plus proofs, essays, unissued items, varieties including imperforates and part-perforates,
etc.; a representative description would fill a page, but just a few items of interest show two late 1930s Harrison & Sons
essays on salesman cards (signed Holcombe), various Waterlow Specimens, artist-signed deluxe proofs, unissued modern
items, etc., etc.; a lot to elevate a nice collection to the next level, F.-V.F., see it all online—a super lot (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800

469 P

Peru, Wonderful Selection of Proofs, Errors and Varieties, arranged and identified on 14 sides of an eight-page (16side) Lighthouse stockbook; a high-altitude mix of items, including punched imperforate proof blocks of #356, 358, 360
and various C49//C61 values; #C13 (2 imperforate blocks punched); #C16-C35 (imperforate punched Waterlow color
proofs in issued colors (20 blocks)); #C18-C19 and C49-C58 in imperforate blocks of four; plus various specimens,
overprint varieties, unissued imperforates, double overprints, die proofs (including one early state), part-perforates, and
more, Very Fine, great collateral material for your collection—or readily salable stock; see it all online (photo on web site).

Estimate $600 - 800

470 H/m

Peru, Peruvian Paradise Collection, 1858-1982, in a Scott Specialty album with dustcase, from an old-fashioned
obsessive quality-conscious collector, postally used, about 99% complete, with many beautiful date and place cancellations;
oustanding quality, with many shade, die, plate, paper and other varieties, wide margins on imperforates, etc.; includes #34, 7-8, 8a, 9-10, 9 vertical pair, 9a horizontal pair, 9e, 10a, 10b, 12-15, 12 and 14 with paper, color and cancel varieties, three
examples of #12 paste-up overlaps, 15 paste-up overlap, 16-19, 16-18 Re-issues in paler colors, 16-17 each with scarce
“C38” British Post Office in Peru cancels; 16-18 mint imperforate trial color proofs in issued colors, #13 imperforate trial
color proof in black; 19, 20 genuine with fake cancel, 20 counterfeit in light grey, 21-29, 22-23 each with scarce “B18”
cancel used in Jamaica; 32-37, 32a o.g., 33b o.g., etc.; includes some double, inverted and/or shifted overprints; 38-40,
42, 84-85, 128 c.d.s. Lima 1894, 129-133, 134-140, etc.; 176, 187-195; 1916 issues includes n umerous fake overprints
and v arieities (in singles, pairs, blocks) for reference; 258-260, 332-338, 356-373, and on-and-on, including virtually
complete Airmail, Special Delivery (#E2 with inverted overprint), Postage Due including #J1a-J4a (without grill) and
#J36 with double overprint, Parcel Post, 1904-24 Official Seals, Postal Tax (with many varieties), Muestra overprints,
and many dozens of Revenues; strong material from the War of the Pacific (1881-85), including genuine cancels on cover
fragments from CUZCO, mixed Chile and Peru franking from PIURA and numerous fake overprints on Provisional
Occupation issues of Lima and Calla; genuine examples of three Chile stamps used in Peru and many Peru stamps
used in Chile; strong AREQUIPIA examples; these llamas are not lame! Very Fine, quite a dazzler (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Salvador
Postal History
471 )

Massive, Diverse and Valuable Postal History Specialist’s Selection, a superb holding of literally hundreds of covers,
ranging from a lovely sampling of six or so pre-stamp covers to a fine range of the fascinating Seebeck-era items, to
numerous nice “pinwheel” and “shield” overprint covers, plus bisects, scarcer towns, postal card usages, along with
mint stationery, rare frankings and scarce stamps on cover, etc., etc.; condition varies on some, bulk F.-V.F., a very much
unique assemblage that took many years to acquire; a wonderful opportunity—see for yourself online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

472 )

Salvador, Lovely Airmail Postal History Collection, 1932-48, excellent presentation of 88 covers offering a look at the
early years of Salvadoran Airmail service; items offer a wonderfully colorful array of frankings with singles, mixed, full
sets, etc., on display; numerous cancel types and colors including slogan/pictorials for Central American Youth Games and
Central American Olympics, First Flight Covers including a lovely oversized TACA flight with differently colored cachet
for each leg signed by the American Consul or Vice-Consul at each station, First Day Covers, many Registered usages plus
A.R. and Censored items; range of destinations across Latin America plus the US and Europe (including a 1934 cover to
Yugoslavia); rare usage of 1-Colon stamps on cover (including a block of four), varieties on cover, and more, generally
Very Fine, a stellar lot; early Salvador flights are generally pretty scarce; imaged in full online (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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473 )

Salvador, Impressive Collection of Early Flight Covers, 1930-31, a magnificent holding of 79 items from the first two
years of Salvadoran Airmail; we note a 1929 cover with straightline handstamp “Via Puerto Barrios” (the “via Zacapa”
route); ten cacheted First International Airmail Flight covers of Jan. 1, 1930; numerous #C1 usages (including uprating
a 1930 Postal Memorandum form to Germany), #C1a on cover (only 100 printed); a catalogue-rewriting 1932 cover
bearing, among others, #C10 with black surcharge (which Scott footnotes as “bogus”—but here it is on cover); numerous
cancel types and colors, Registered and A.R. usages, errors and varieties (e.g., imperforates, inverted surcharges) on cover,
examples of basic stamps with limited printings, etc., etc., etc., Very Fine overall, a goldmine for the pioneer Airmail
enthusiast—and a steal at our low estimate; see all items online (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Stamps
474 m

Salvador, Informative and Interesting Cancellation Collection, on homemade pages, informatively annotated by
cancel types; begins with a fine range of target cancels by dimensions and colors, then onto oval grids, barred grids, large
grids with letter “C”, monogram cancels (scarce), quadrant cancels, round segmented types, expanded grids, circular dots,
rhombic cancels, “FRANCO” types, early town cancels, postage dues, etc., F.-V.F., a lovely lot of difficult material; enjoy
the scans of the full collection online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

475 P

Salvador, Excellent Selection of Proofs, a high-octane holding with proofs of every variety: vignettes, frames, unfinished,
completed, from American Bank Note Company, Columbian Bank Note Company, Bradbury Wilkinson, Security Bank
Note Company, Waterlow (Specimens), as issued and varieties; a few imperforate stamps an added bonus; fresh and clean
throughout, Very Fine, a great specialist’s lot; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

476 H

Super Selection of Varieties, Etc., wonderful selection of perhaps several hundred or so items, most arranged by issue,
with a sampling including strong 1896 Pictorial varieties like imperforate pairs, plus horizontal pairs imperforate-between
of #147, 151-152, 157B, 157F, 157M and 157O; #175 block of six with two horizonal strips imperforate-between
and at right; 1893 Ezeta issue trial color proofs on India, plus 2c (#77) vertical pair and blocks of four imperforatebetween; #J17-J24 imperforate pairs; specialized group of Transito Territorial overprints, good surcharge varieties on
Monuments issues, Palace definitives, and much more; a solid group, F.-V.F., see a sampling online (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

477 H/m

Wonderful Old-Time Accumulation, interesting and valuable tail-end of a superb consignment, featuring a vintage mint
and used (and occasionally duplicated) collection from the First Issue, #1-4, and going to the mid-1940s, with Back-ofthe-Book present, assembled in an old springback on both album and quadrille pages; we also note a binder of unused
Seebeck-era message-reply cards, a stockbook packed with Seebeck multiples, plus a fascinating and extensive specialized
holding of the various President Escalon issues and overprints (#336-348, 349-351, O263-O272, etc.); excellent, fun
holding, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

478 m

Salvador, Exceptional Single-Volume Collection, 1867-1982, fantastic and highly comprehensive, overall mostly used
collection of many hundreds in a Scott Specialty album; this is in no way a typical collection of this difficult country, as it
begins with #1-4 and includes beautifully detailed plate reconstructions of #14-15, outstanding Seebeck issues with many
difficult used examples, and lots of premium like #75 (unused; 1978 PF certificate), good 1889 overprints, #117-128, 146157, 157B-157O, 159-170, 170A-170L, plus used #1-4, 228, 249 (1976 PF certificate), 294-295, 296-298, 299-311B, 326328A, 329-335, virtually complete Airs, excellent Officials, etc., F.-V.F. or better, a solid, clean collection; see a sampling
on our website (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

479 H/m

Salvador, Fabulous, Highly Specialized Collection of Regular Issues, 1867-1906, a massive, keenly assembled mint
and used collection of thousands, neatly presented on homemade pages; coverage is as fascinating as it is astounding,
starting with the 1867 issue with “0000” Specimen pair, numerous mint and used with attractive showing of various
cancels, examples by shade, identified forgeries, etc.; for nearly all issues, specialization is offered by shades, cancels,
extensive proofs with many hundreds in all, including 1887 issue in pairs, an 1890 10c imperforate gummed block of six;
imperforate horizontally varieties, scores of various trial color proofs, India paper examples, composite proofs in strips,
part-perforated and imperforate examples, overprint errors galore, amazing sections of Seebeck issues, and so much more;
generally fresh and well above average condition, Very Fine as a whole, truly an exceptional lot; enjoy the video flipthrough online (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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480 H/m

Salvador, Extensive Old-Time Specialist’s Assemblage, 1899-1906, massive mint and used holding of many hundreds,
beginning with the 1899 Estado Issue and continuing through the President Escalon Issue of 1906; mostly all the emphasis,
however, lies in the “pinwheel”, “shield” and handstamp surcharges, and within this context you will find an unimaginable
range of surcharge and overprint varieties, etc., F.-V.F., a rich holding, nearly impossible to replicate; view in full on our
Estimate $400 - 600
website (photo on web site).

481 H/m/)

Salvador, Wonderful, Specialized Collection, 1900-48, a very substantial collection of many, many hundreds, neatly
presented in a Scott binder on homemade pages, beginning with the 1900 “Shield overprint” and Provisional issues, and
continuing on through the 1948 FDR issue, with Airmails and Officials included as well; the various Provisional and
overprinted issues of this period include dozens of varieties, with inverts, doubles, etc., and we note some proofs on India
for the 1912 Pictorial issue (#402-411), various imperforates and part-perforates, etc.; some nicely uprated items of postal
stationery are present, as well as select covers, generally F.-V.F. or better, lovely lot brimming with seldom-encountered
material; see it all online (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

482 H/m

Salvador, Specialized Collection, 1900-50, in three Lighthouse stockbooks with slipcase, with extensive Seebeck-era
Allegorical Figure (#38-46) types including imperforates, part-perforates, strong trial color proofs plus in issued color in
blocks and pairs, with similar holdings for the 1891 Volcano issue (#47-56), 1892 Landing of Columbus (#60-69) and 1896
issue (#146-157) along with Postage Dues; also features good later surcharge and overprint varieties and nice Officials,
as well as lovely pre-1890 Seebecks with good early used classics, overprint varieties, later National Palace issues, and
more, Very Fine overall, imaged in full online for your viewing pleasure (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

483 H/)

Salvador, Impressive Airmail Exhibition Collection, 1929-31, (C1-C23), artfully arranged on Scott quadrille pages,
showing extensive plating varieties of the 1929 First and Second Issues, with covers including FAMs with multicolor
frankings, 1930 Mail Plane on First Day Cover, 25c Specimen; 15c Bolivar with double impression, 25c imperforatebetween vertical pair, vertically misperforated plus set on First Day Cover; 1931 Tower with offset on gum side plus set
on cover and a 15c die proof block of four on India signed by the Postmaster General, and much, much more; attractive
presentation, F.-V.F. with better, rarely seen thus as these issues were printed in limited quantities, imaged in full online
Estimate $600 - 800
(photo on web site).
Note that the mega-rare #C1a (only 100 produced) is represented elsewhere in this sale as a single (Lot 339) and as
a block of four (Lot 340).

484 HH/H

Salvador, Stratospheric Airmail Collection, 1929-79, (C1//C467), presented in a slipcased G&K 16-page (32-side)
stockbook filled with every variety imaginable; beginning with #C1, we note four “normal” stamps, four more with
spelling or accent errors, plus a pair with a double albino print of the overprint (signed Sanabria); we are then treated
to four examples of #C1a (of which only 100 were printed), with surcharge in red; from there, we find paper, shade
and perforation varieties; imperforates and part-perforates; watermarks inverted, reversed, etc.; colors missing, centers
inverted (1979 IYC issue), overprint and surcharge varieties, Specimens, proofs... it would take pages to detail them all,
so instead we’ve imaged the collection in full on our website for your leisurely and studied perusal; grab your Sanabria—
you’ll need it, though you may not find everything here there, Very Fine, a great lot with a low estimate; be prepared for
spirited bidding on this one (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

486 HH/H/m

Salvador, Extensive Semi-Specialized Officials & Airmails Collection, 1895-1965, on homemade Minkus album
pages, starting—unusually—with a page of 1900-04 Primary School Tax Stamps repurposed for postage, followed by
the “standard” collection from #O1, with the first set full mint plus several used, along with reprints, doubled overprints,
etc.; the collection throughout is fully annotated with numerous paper, printing, and overprint varieties, plus useful, fully
identified reference material; colors fresh with cancels generally light; of particular interest are a solid array of Seebeck
reprints, Ceres issues with additional cruciform perfins, wheel overprints, imperforates, kiss print doubling of overprints,
broken type, color and font varieties, overprints inverted, etc.; also includes a solid offering of Airmail issues, with fully
identified overprint varieties souvenir sheets used, and much, much more, Very Fine overall, an impressive old-time
collection; be sure to view online, where it is imaged in full (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

487 )

Salvador, Superb All-Used Postal Entires Collection, 1889-1929, an outstanding specialist’s collection of over 100 used
stamped envelopes, highly complete, including privately printed to order examples, many overseas usages with numerous
uprated by additional adhesives, many commercial mail addresses, forwarding agent markings, a few Registered noted,
1900 and 1903 Postal Tax stamp usages, etc.; a few with adhesives removed, generally F.-V.F., a superb holding rarely
encountered and difficult to duplicate (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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488 H)

Salvador, Superb Specialist’s Mint Entires & Wrappers Collection, 1887-1925, a lifetime assembly of perhaps a
couple hundred or so mint items, virtually complete for the period; includes a few printed to private order, then missing
only a few of the staggering number of varieties of the 1882 and 1888 issues, etc.; some minor toning occasionally
encountered, but certainly not in large order, F.-V.F., an exceedingly difficult collection to duplicate (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

489 H)

Salvador, Superb Mint Postal Card & Message-Reply Card Collection, 1882-1942, extraordinary holding of over
200 items, virtually complete for the straightforward listings, but then including rare to unique items with unlisted errors,
including cards connecting bottom-to-top types, unattached pairs, extensive paper variations and shades, H&G #105-106
with triple overprint, identified Seebecks, etc.; includes 45 complete Message-Reply cards; difficult to duplicate, F.-V.F.
or better, certainly the best collection of its kind that we have seen (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

490 )

Salvador, Outstanding All-Used Postal Card Collection, 1883-1940s, a superb specialist’s holding of approximately
140 used cards, with many premium 19th century examples present; most are selected for interest, including rare town
cancels and markings; a few dozen or so uprated examples to Germany, the US, or other destinations, etc., with a great
variety of different cards represented from the First Issue on, F.-V.F. or better, wonderful holding of these elegant, undervalued items (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Uruguay
491 P

Uruguay, Magnificent Waterlow & Sons Specimen Proofs Collection, 1889-1953, a simply beautiful assemblage
neatly presented in a stockbook, comprising approximately 50 Waterlow overprinted and punched sheetlets of nine, all of
which are either composite sheets or single-value trial colors; includes various 1889-1901 definitive single-value sheetlets,
#102-105, 106-107, various 1895-99 bicolor high value sheets, #153-156, 157-158, 235-237; a gorgeous 5c, 8c & 20c
Statue of Liberty sheetlet in carmine and black; four choice Pegasus Airmail issue composite sheets in various colors, etc.;
many additional later issues are included in gummed, never hinged blocks of four, perforated and imperforate, etc., largely
Very Fine, a substantial and impressive group of exceptional material; be sure to review the lot in its entirety on the web
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

492 H/m

Uruguay, The Montevidean Marvel Collection, 1859-1983, in a Scott Specialty album with dustcase, from an oldfashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, postally used, about 99% complete, with many beautiful cancellations,
as well as shade, die, overprint varieties and some fakes for reference; Sun of Uruguay imperforates are especially nice
and wide-margined; includes #10-12, 13-16, !3a, 134b, 13c, 14a, 14b yellow, 15a (signed), 18, 23 (signed), 108-129, nice
Lapwings, 267-277, 282-284, 330a-332a souvenir sheets, 375-383, 385, 388-390, 410a-413a souvenir sheets, C1-C16,
C24, all Pegusus Airmails but two, varieties of Officials with different punch-types (stars or quatrefoils) and numbers
(single or double); #O147 vertical pair imperforate between, #C433; #483B mint horizontal imperforate pair from the
only known sheet (!) and #251 o.g. block of four bottom margin vertically imperforate from the only known sheet; #482
bottom left corner margin block of six o.g. imperforate between stamps and margin; also includes Parcel Post, Newspaper
and some Fiscals, Very Fine, surprisingly difficult to find in used condition (photo on web site). Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Venezuela

EX 493

493 )

Wide-ranging Postal History Selection, nice selection of 19 items, most selected for interest, including a 1918
Censored cover franked by bisect of 25c (#263) on a “turned” cover (!); a rare 1865 folded letter franked by 2r green
Eagle bisect (#14c); a lovely 1867 outer folded letter with 1r vermilion bisect usage (#20a); a rare 1893 cover with 50c
Bolivar bisect used to New York, etc.; lovely group with some real winners here, F.-V.F., see the entire holding online.

Estimate $400 - 600

494 HH/H

Venezuela, Venerable Volume of Varieties, 1926-88, 51 sides of dealer pages in a slipcased binder, offering a wide
range of seldom seen material; starts with a pair of #267a se-tenant with 267 (one stamp without surcharge), #381 with
“Resellado/1943” overprint inverted, #C69a in vertical corner strip of four (3 normal, with APS certificate), #C189-C197
in never hinged blocks of four; two proofs of #C335, one with value tablet blank, one filled; #864 with double print of
black, #1178 block of four with red omitted, #1339 with “lake” in Sahara plate flaw, plus a wealth of 1986-88 miniature
sheets perforated and imperforate, a few imperforates duplicated, etc., etc.; clean and fresh throughout, o.g., some never
hinged / some hinged, Very Fine, a one-of-a-kind group; see it in full online (photo on web site). Estimate $800 - 1,200

495 Pa

Venezuela, Fascinating Specialist’s Holding of Modern Errors and Imperforates, ca. 1988-96, a most unusual
holding, consisting nearly entirely of the sheetlets of ten that characterize this period, most being imperforate printer’s
proof sheets, with each value showing different marginal text; nearly all of these exist in very limited quantities, with
Scott numbers included for these imperforate sheets show #1426, 1433-1434 (2), 1445, 1447-1448, 1449, 1450-1451 (2),
1468, 1471 WWF sheets (2), 1472 (2), 1473 (2), 1476 (2), 1477 (2), 1513, 1518 (2), 1527, 1530 (2), 1532, 1537 (2), 1544
(2), 1546 (2), etc.; additionally, we find numerous of the perforated issued sheets in part-perforated format, etc., o.g., never
hinged, generally F.-V.F., a great holding of modern rarities for sure; check them all out on our website (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

496 m

Venezuela, The Venezuelan Vortex Collection, 1859-1982, in Scott Specialty album with dustcase, from an oldfashioned obsessive quality-conscious collector, postally used, about 99% complete, with many beautiful cancellations;
includes (used unless noted) #1-3, 7, 18-19, 22-26, 27-31, five different sheets of 25 Spiro forgeries of 1865-67 Arms
issue, 32-33, 35, 45-47, 55 (with La Guaira postal cancel), 58-65, 68-72, 93 (with Aracas postal cancel), 100-102, 140,
with forgeries and reprints of 1896 Map issue; 1900-04 issue overprint varieties including inverts; #259-268 and 269285 (both with perforation varieties), 287c mint, 292-304, 315 never hinged gutter block of four, 321-324, 325-342, 388
souvenir sheet imperforate vertically between stamps, #C17-C40, C41-C46, C66-C78, C79-C113; Postal-Fiscals; scarce
Carupano Port stamps #1-6 and #7-13 postally used (from Bruce Ball); rare Guayana Locals #11-15 postally used (signed
Alex Rendon; unpriced in Scott but noted “postally used examples are very scarce”); includes all of the 1951-52 Arms
and Maps issues, overall Very Fine, throw out the catalogue values when looking for postally used (photo on web site).

Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Kelleher offers telephone bidding during the auction for clients on a priority
basis, so please call us to arrange for phone bidding as soon as possible.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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AREA COLLECTIONS

Area Collections
497 H/m

Latin America, Nicaragua & Peru, “Can You Say ‘Varieties’?” Assembly, fascinating old-time specialist’s selection
of hundreds of items, strongest in Nicaragua, nearly all varieties from the early issues to about 1930; we note scores of
overprint and surcharge types with doubles, triples, inverted, etc., plus Sanabria-listed Airmails, early classic reprint issues
from Peru, plus a small sprinkling of Panama classics as well; a super lot with strong appeal, F.-V.F. or better, see it in full
online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

498 H/m

Latin America, Wonderful Balance Lot, very diverse and interesting holding; strong in Peru, with lovely classics
showing cancels, etc., plus extensive Revenues, some British fore-runners, Official labels, etc.; we also note an excellent
old-time Uruguay collection on pages, with lots of proofs, trial colors, unaccepted designs and the like, plus offerings of
Honduras, Guatemala (with strong Revenues), an Ecuador sheet file, etc., F.-V.F. or better, excellent mix (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

499 HH/H/m

The Rum and Coca-Cola Spanish West Indies Collection, 1855-1962, in a Scott Specialty album with dustcase, mainly
used; highlights include (used unless noted) Puerto Rico about two dozen different classic stamps, #133 Very Fine with
c.d.s.; complete never hinged 1938 Airmail Semi-Postal issue (Storer #650-656), with a few Revenues; Cuba #1-4, 6, 11,
41, 46-57, 105, 121, 171-175, with overprint varieties and shifted surcharges on 1883 issue, #253-262, 1938 unauthorized
Columbus commemorative issue never hinged set of eight, #C18-C21, C24-C29, C33 souvenir sheet; extremely extensive
pre-Castro stamps about 98% complete, plus Fiscals, Telegraphs, Special Delivery, Officials, Newspapers, Postal Tax and
Postage Dues, as well as some interesting printer’s waste from early Telegraph stamps, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web
Estimate $600 - 800
site).

500 H/m

Substantial Collections of Costa Rica and Dominican Republic Revenues, two lovely collections, each with
approximately a few hundred or so items, individually assembled and housed in a pair of stockbooks; Costa Rica features
Hospital stamps, Lawyer issues, Forensic, Police and Archive stamps, etc., with coverage mostly from the ‘teens on,
while Dominican Republic includes Tobacco, Power of Attorney, Consular issues, etc., F.-V.F., interesting lot of rarely
Estimate $250 - 350
encountered material (photo on web site).

501 HH/H/m

Latin America, Classics Compilation, arranged on a dozen stockpages, a wealth of early issues, proofs, imperforates,
Revenues and more; note nice early Argentina, Colombia, Uruguay and Venezuela; Venezuelan and Argentinian States,
cut squares, etc.; note Venezuela #77 bisect tied on piece (return address, interestingly, partly in Arabic!), Carupano #2
mint, nice selection of Guayana and Matarin issues, various Chile Airs in blocks, an early Argentine essay, Buenos Aires
Latour reprints plus plate proofs (#9, 10) ex Liechtenstein, several Corrientes items, an Argentine 19th century 6r essay
used, Peru #18 with British barred oval cancel plus other early Peru used (nice cancels!), various Official Seals, and much,
much more; the occasional fault, but generally clean and sound, F.-V.F. with better, a lovely old-time holding in need of
some TLC; imaged in full online (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

502 H

Latin America, Magnificent Mixed Bag of Varieties, 96 individual dealer pages, nearly all fully annotated, some with
multiple items, all gloriously fresh and intriguing; this is the sideline material you never see: proofs, essays, unissued
items; imperforates, part-perforates, double perforations; color shifts, overprints inverted, printings on gum side, etc., etc.;
loads of Topical material that will fill out the finest collections; among the highlights are Uruguay #1576 printed on gum
side (only two known to exist), Honduras #C1004 uncut printer’s proof sheetlet of four; blocks and larger multiples of
Honduras Red Cross showing their heart isn’t always in the right place; Venezuela 1995 Papal Visit sheetlet without gold
lettering; numerous Venezuela miniature sheets imperforate and Colombia imperforate pairs (including #537a used on
cover); Brazil unissued Rotary issue essays in blocks of four; Panama #344 plate proofs on heavy carton in gutter strips
of four (vignette and frame separately); simply gorgeous Uruguay imperforate proofs and Waterlow proofs, and much,
much more, including solid modern imperforates, Very Fine, a fun and attractive lot; see it all online (photo on web site).

Estimate $500 - 750

End of Sale - Thank You
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Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $200 to $500; increase by $25
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000

Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100

Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.

Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Recommended Auction Agents
Frank Mandel
P.O. Box 157
New York, NY 10014
Tel: 212-675-0819
Fax: 212-366-6462
busybird1@me.com

Purser and Associates
PO Box 369
Bronxville, NY 10708
Tel: 857-928-5140
Fax: 781-658-2567
info@pursers.com

Lorenz Kirchheim GBR
Op de Höh 21
D - 22395 Hamburg
D - 22395 Hamburg
Tel: 040-645-322-41
lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

Charles E. Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Avenue
Park Ridge, IL 60068-5211
Tel./Fax: 847-823-8747
CECwiakala@aol.com

Bid Live at
www.StampAuctionNetwork.com
Or call us for phone bidding at
203-830-2500
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Mint Never Hinged
Mint with Gum
Unused, No Gum/Regummed
Reprint
Proof
Original gum

Symbols Used
Cover
Used
Specimen
Essay
▲ Piece
Block
*
❍
S
E

NYFM
TC
SL
MS

New York Foreign Mail
Trial Color Proof
Straight Line
Manuscript

Grading and Condition
Superb
Extremely Fine
Fine-Very Fine (F-VF)
Fine
Very Good (VG)

Ext
Outstanding and exceptional quality
Stamp and/or cover in sound condition; if a stamp, it is less well-centered than Very Fine but better
centered than Fine.
Sound in all aspects. Perforated stamps will have the perforations clear of the design; the designs of
imp
Imperfect centering (stamps) or poor general appearance.

Covers & Cancels

covers and are not always described and are therefore not grounds for return.
Catalog Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalog values (2020 edition) are quoted in U.S. dollars and rounded to the
Collection Lots and Condition
Please note that ALL collection lots are sold on an “as-is” basis and are therefore not returnable for any reason. Every attempt has been
made to provide an accurate description, and images for most are available on our website. Most collection lots will contain stamps/
covers with varying degrees of imperfections/faults. We strongly suggest that lots of interest be viewed in advance of the sale.
Please also note that late payment for purchases may, at Daniel F. Kelleher’s option, be considered just cause to revoke all return
privileges.

Live Bidding - at Home From Your Computer!

The #1 Resource for Stamp Auctions on the Internet!
Participate comfortably in Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from your home or office - Live on the Internet.
You hear the auctioneer, you see the current lots, you can bid in real time; it is fast, easy and comfortable.

What do I need to do to be able to bid in this sale LIVE at StampAuctionNetwork?
If you are already a StampAuctionNetwork bidder or account holder:
1.
2.
3.

Log into StampAuctionNetwork http://stampauctionnetwork.com/LoginNew.cfm
If you have already been approved by Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions at
StampAuctionNetwork (not at the Daniel F. Kelleher website) you are ready to go.
If you have not added Daniel F. Kelleher to your list of companies to bid with you will
need to go and update your registration page after logging in at:
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Edit ureg.cfm, select that company from the
choices under International Auctions and press the Update Registration button to
submit. This will send your request to the auction house and you will need to wait
till they approve your request before you can bid so do not wait till the day of the
auction.

If you are not a current StampAuctionNetwork account holder:
1.

2.

Create a new StampAuctionNetwork account following this link:
http://stampauctionnetwork.com/Register.cfm.
Make sure that you select Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions from the choices and press the
Submit Registration button to submit. This will send your request to the auction house
and you will need to wait till they approve your request before you can bid so do not wait
till the day of the auction.
If you press the Submit Registration button before selecting Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
simply follow the path in steps 1-3 above since now you have an account an login.
PLEASE NOTE:
Bidder approval in advance of the sale is required

Kelleher Auctions
Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC

Kelleher’s

World Renowned Public Auctions Since 1885 • Online Auctions • Many Personalized Services

Seeking, Selling or Studying—
We are your Best Choice.

Seeking New Stamps or Covers?
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Selling Your Collection?
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Max Wender
Director Client
Services

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions
Job opportunities at Kelleher—
Philatelists enquire, both full and part time needed

America’s Oldest Philatelic Auction House • Established 1885

22 Shelter Rock Lane • Unit 53 • Danbury, CT 06810
Phone: Toll Free 800.212.2830 • Offices: 203.830.2500

Email: info@kelleherauctions.com

www.kelleherauctions.com

CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“Non-Complying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply occurs,
Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency,
if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser,
whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of both sales,
all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be in Kellehers’
sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammered-down to a
Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from the sale
of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTRUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended
the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of
their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described
as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 830.2500 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.
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Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC
P. O. Box 220
Bethel, CT 06801 USA
Phone: 203-830-2500 • Toll Free: 800-212-2830 • Fax: 203-297-6059
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Bid Sheet - Sale 744
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Address Information
Name ______________________________________________email_____________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________State_________________ZIP_________________Country______
Phone (Day) _______________________(Evening)_________________________Fax_______________________

 Please check box if this is a new address and indicate old ZIP (postal) code ________________________
References
FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE_________________________________________
FIRM ______________________________________________TELEPHONE_________________________________________

Bid Information

Please purchase on my behalf, the following lots in your auction sale, October 7, 2020 in Danbury, CT. I annex the highest price
I will pay for each lot, it being understood that you will buy for me as much below such limit as possible.

Please note that a premium of 20%* will be added to the hammer price as part of the total purchase price.

Your signature below indicates acceptance of all terms and conditions of this sale listed in this catalogue.
* Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within 15 calendar days from the date of the auction,
shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.

SIGNATURE _____________________________________________DATE______________________________________
The amount of your bids does not include a 20% premium to be added to the hammer price

Lot
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Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid

Lot

Bid
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You may increase my bids by the following
percentage
if necessary to win the lot (circle one)
10%
20%
30%
I understand that bids so increased will be reduced to conform to normal bidding intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to the total of all purchases.

Please limit my total purchases to:
$_________________
(not including Buyer’s Premium)
NOTE: Limits of less than $200 are
respectfully declined

Bid

Lot

Bid

REMOVE OR PHOTOCOPY FOR ADDITIONAL BIDS
Lot
Bid
Lot
Bid
Lot
Bid

FAX: 203-297-6059

Lot

Bid

A Buyer’s Premium of 20% will be added to
the hammer price of each lot

spine width TBD
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